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PREFACE

This book is a study of social and cultural change. I hope that the
reader will it down with some idea of how and even of

Lzte ue wo AD 200 tO

7oo) came to from 'classical' civilization, and of how the head-
ln v

of western of eastern
To v a period one tenslon

' between change and continuity in the exceptionally ancient and . ,t ,ì

well-rooted world round the Mediterraneen. On the one hand, this i L

is notoriously the time when certain ancient institutions, whose absence

of the end of the Roman empire as viewed from the 'W'est; of the
Persian, Sassanian empire, as viewed from Iran. On the other hand,
we are increasingly aware of the astounding new beginnings associ-
ated with this pãriod: we go to it to disco"ver *hy no.opã be."m. ll )

Christian and why the Near East became Muslirn; we have become l,9r 7

extremely sensitive to the 'contemporary' quality-of the new, absttct
art of this age; the writings of men like llotrqù¡ and Âugustiiþ
surprise us, as we catch strains - as in some unaccustomed overture

- of so much that a sensitive European has come to regard as most
'modern' and valuable in his own culture.

Looking at the Late Antique world, we are caught between the
regretful contemplation of ancient ruins and the excited acclamation
of new growth. What we often lack is a sense of what it was like to
live in that world. Like many contemporaries of the changes we shall
read about, we become either extreme conservetives or hysterical

z An abstract art. The traditional consul's procession at Rome shown in the new
idiom. From the fourth-century Basilica ofJunius Bassus, Rome.
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radicals. A Roman senator could write as if he still lived in the days

of Augustus, and wake up, as many did at the end of the fifth century
AD, to realize that there was no longer a Roman emperor in Italy.
Again, a Christian bishop might welcome the disasters of the bar-
barian invasions, as if they had turned men irrevocably from earthly
civilization to the Heavenly Jerusalem, yet he will do this in a Latin
or a Greek unselfconsciously modelled on the ancient classics; and he
will betray attitudes to the universe, prejudices and patterns of
behaviour that mark him out as â mân still firmly rooted in eight
hundred years of Mediterranean life.
, How to draw on a great past without smothering change. FIow to
change without losing one's roots. Above all, what to do with the
stranger in one's midst - with men excluded in a traditionally
aristocratic society, with thoughts denied expression by a traditional
culture, with needs not ârticulated in conventional religion, with the
utter foreigner from across the frontier. These are the problems
which every civilized society has had to face. They were particularly
insistent in the Late Antique period. I do not imagine that a reader
can be so untouched by the idea of classical Greece and Rome or so

indiflerent to the influence of Christianity, as not to wish to come to
some judgment on the Late Antique world that saw the radical
transformation of the one and the victory.over classical paganism of
the other. But I should make it plain that, in presenting the evidence,
I have concentrated on the manner in which the men of the Late
Antique world faced the problem of change.

The Roman empire covered a vast and diverse territory: the changes
it experienced in this period were complex and various. They range
from obvious and well-documented developments, such as the
repercussions of war and high taxation on the society of the third and
fourth centuries, to shifts as intimate and mysterious as those that
affected men's relations to their own body and to their immediate
neighbours. I trust that the reader will bear with me, therefore, if I
begin the first pert of this book with three chapters that sketch out
the changes in the public life of the empire, from ¡p 2oo to 4oo, and
then retrace my steps to analyze those less public, but equally decisive,
changes in religious attitudes that took place over the same period.
I have done my best to indicate where I consider that changes in the
social and economic conditions of the empire intermingled with the
religious developments of the age.

Throughout this period, the Mediterranean and Mesopotamia are

the main theatres of change. The world of the northern barbarians
remained peripheral to these areas. Britain, northern Gaul, the
Danubian provinces after the Slav invasions of the late sixth century
fall outside my purview. The narrative itself gravitates towards the
eestern Mediterranean; the account ends more naturally at the
Baghdad of Flarun al-Rashid than at the remote Aachen of his
contemporary, Charlemagne. I trust that the reader (and especially
the medievalist who is accustomed to surveys that concentrate on the
emergence of a post-Roman westem society) will forgive me if I
keep to this area. For western Europe, he will have those sure guides,
to whom we are both equally indebted.

No one can deny the close links between the social and the spiritual
revolution of the Late Antique period. Yet, just because they are so

intimate, such links cannot be reduced to a superficial relationship of
'cause and effect'. Often, the historian can only say that certain changes
coincided in such a way that the one cannot be understood without
reference to the other. A history of the Late Antique world that is
all emperors and barbarians, soldiers, landlords and tax-collectors
would give as colourless and as unreal a picture of the quality of the
age, es would an account devoted only to the sheltered souls, to the
monks, the mystics, and the awesome theologians of that time. I must
leave it to the reader to decide whether my account helps him to
understand why so many changes, of such different kinds, converged
to produce that very distinctive period of European civilization - the
Late Antique world.
- The checking of this account owes much to the vigilance of
Philip Rousseau, whose care reached, as usual, far beyond the
castigation of dates and citations: its completion owes most to my wife,
in whose curiosity and sensitivity to periods of change I have long
been glad to share.



PART ONE: THE LATE ROMAN REVOLUTION

3 A baroque age. Daring arches and exuberant stone carving aiready betray a

departure from the classical mood. The the¿trical style provided a backdrop to
communities that valued 'star' performers and magnificent public gestures. A typical
local magnate made good, the emperor Septimius Severus (r93-zrr), provided his
home town, Lepcis Magna (Tunisia) with this and similar buildings.

I SOCIETY

I THE BOUNDARIES OF THE CLASSICAL WORLD i C. AD 2OO

'We live round a sea,' Socrates had told his Athenian friends, ,like

frogs round a pond.'Seven hundred years later, in AD 2oo, the
d round its 'pond': it still clung to
The centres of rnodern Europe lie
the world of ancient men. To travel

to the Rhineland, for them, was to go 'halÊway to the barbarians,:
one typical southerner even took his dead wife all the way back home,
from Trier to Pavia, to bury her safely with her ancestors ! A Greek
senator from Asia Minor, posted to a governorship on the Danube,
could only pity himself: 'The inhabiranrs. . . lead rhe most miserable
existence of all mankind,'he wrote,'for they cultivate no olives and
they drink no wine.'

The Roman empire had been extended as far as had seemed
necessâry at the time of the republic and the early empire, to protect
and enrich the classical world that had already existed for centuries
round the coast of the Mediterranean. It is the extraordinary tide of
Mediterranean life that strikes us about this empire at its apogee in
the second century ¿ r,. This tide had washed further inland thrã .rr..
previously; in North Africa and the Near East, it would never reach
as far again. For a short time, an oftìcers' mess modelled on an Italian
country-villa faced the Grampians in Scotland. A chequer-board
town, with amphitheatre, library and statues of classical philosophers
looked out over the Hodna range, at Timgad, in what ãre now the
bleak southern territories of Algeria. At Dura-Europos, on the
Euphrates, a garrison-town observed the same calendar of public festi-
vals as at Rome. The Late Antique world inherited this amazing
legacy. One of the main problems of the period from zoo to 7oo
was how to maintain, throughout a vast empire, a style of life and a
culture based originally on a slender coastline studded with classical
crty-states. II
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4 The frog pond. The eighth-century world rnap of Albi
shows the Mediterrancan âs thc centre of thc world. llritain
(top left) is a tiny shape ; but the Nile Delta and the
Euphrates (bottoni centre and side) are shown in detail.

5 The sea means food. This fresco (betwccn first and fourth
centuries ,to) from Ostia shows grain loaded on to a ship.
According to a fifth-century observer, Constantinople rvas
fortunate: 'Despite its vast population, food is always
plentiful, bccause all kinds ofprovisions can be brought
directly by sea from many regions.'

ó The alternativc. Curnbersome trâvel by land. 'Our city,'
wrote a fourth-century inhabitant of Asia Minor, 'being far
from the sea, cân neither get rid ofits surplus nor irnport
what it needs in timcs of shortage ' Relief from Adarnklissi
(Tropaeum Traiani), AD r08-r09).

In the first place, the classical Mediterranean had always been a

world on the edge of starvation. For the Mediterranean is a sea

surrounded by mountain ranges: its fertile plains and river-valleys
are like pieces of lace sewn on to sackcloth. Many of the greatest cities
of classical times were placed within sight of forbidding highlands.
Every year their inhabitants ransacked the surrounding countryside
to feed themselves. Describing the symptoms of widespread mal-
nutrition in the countryside in the middle of the second century, the
doctor Galen observed: 'The city-dwellers, as was their practice,
collected and stored enough corn for all the coming year immediately
after the harvest. They carried offall the wheat, the barley, the beans
and the lentils and left what remained to the countryfolk.' Seen in
this light, the history of the Roman empire is the history of the ways
in which ro per cent of the population, who lived in the towns and
have left their mark on the course of European civilization, fed
themselves, in the summary menner described by Galen, from the
labours of the remaining 90 per cent who worked the land.

Food was the most precious commodity in the ancient Mediter-
rânean. Food involved trensport. Very few of the great cities of the
Roman empire could hope to supply their own needs from their
immediate environment. Rome had long depended on the annual
sailing of the grain-fleet from Africa: by the sixth century AD,
Constantinople drew 175,zoo tons of wheat e yeal from Egypt.

-Water 
is to all primitive systems of transport what railways have

been in modern times: the one, indispensable artery for heavy freight.
Once a cargo left the waters of the Mediterranean or of â great river,

its brisk and inexpensive progress changed to a ruinous slow-motion.
It cost less to bring a cergo of grain from one end ofthe Mediterranean
to another than to carry it another seventy-five miles inland.

So the Roman empire always consisted of two, overlapping
worlds. Up to AD 7oo, great towns by the sea remained close to each

other: twenty days of clear sailing would take the traveller from one
end of the Mediterranean, the core of the Roman world, to the other.
Inland, however, Roman life had always tended to coagulate in little
oases, like drops of water on a drying surface. The Romans are
renowned for the roads that ran through their empire: but the roads
passed through towns where the inhabitants gained all that they ate,

and most of what they used, from within a radius of only thirty miles.
It was inland, therefore, that the heavy cost of empire was most

obvious, along the verges of the great land routes. The Roman
empire appears at its most cumbersome and brutal in the ceâseless

effort it made to hold itself together. Soldiers, administrators, couriers,
their supplies, had to be constantly on the move from province to
province. Seen by the emperors in zoo, the Roman world had become
a cobweb of roads, marked by the staging-posts at which each little
community would have to assemble ever-increasing levies of food,
clothing, animals and manpower to support the court and the army.

As for those who served the needs of this rough machine, such
compulsions were, at least, nothing new. In places, they were as old
as civilization itself. In Palestine, for instance, Christ had warned his
hearers how to behave when an official should 'requisition you to
walk with him (carrying his baggage) for a mile'. Even the word the

@
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Evangelist used for 'requisition' wâs not, originally, a Greek word:
it derived from the Persian, it dated back over five hundred years, to
the days when the Achaemenids had stockecl the famous roads of
their vast empire by the same rough methods.

Yet the Roman empire, that had sprawled so dangerously far from
the Mediterranean by zoo, was held together by the illusion that it
was still a very small world. Seldom has a state been so dependent on
so delicate a sleight of hand. By zoo, the empire was ruled by an
aristocracy of arnazingly uniform culture, taste and language. In the
'W'est, the senatorial class had remained a tenacious and absorptive
élite that dominated Italy, Africa, the Midi of France and the vallcys
of the Ebro and the Guadalquivir;in the East, all culturc and all local
power had rernained concentratecl in the hands of the proud oli-
garchies of the Greek cities. Throughout the Greek world no differ-
ence in vocabulary or pronunciation would betray the birthplace of
any well-educated speaker. In the'West, bilingual aristocrats passecl

unselfconsciously from Latin to Greek; an African landowner, for
instance, found himself quite at home in a literary s¿lon of well-to-do
Greeks at Smyrna.

Such astonishing uniformity, however, was maintained by men
who felt obscurely that their classical culture existed to excludc
alternatives to their own world. Like many cosmopolitan aristo-
cracies - like the dynasts of late feudal Europe or the âristocrâts of the
Austro-Hnngarian cmpire men of the same class and cnlture, in any
parq of the Roman world, found themselves far closer to each other
than to the vast majority of their neighbours, the 'underdeveloped'
peasantry on their doorstep. The existence of the 'barbarian' exerted
a silent, unremitting pressure on the culture of the Roman empire.
The 'barbarian' was not only the primitive warrior frorn across the
frontier: by zoo, this'barbarian'had been joined by the non-
participant within the empire itself. The aristocrat would pass from
reassuringly similar forum to forum, speaking a uniform language,
observing rites and codes of behaviour shared by all educated men;
but his road stretched through the territories of tribesmen that were
as alien to him es eny German or Persian. In Gaul, the coun'trymen
still spoke Celtic; in North Africa, Punic and Libyan; in Asia Minor,
ancient dialects such as Lycaonian, Phrygian and Cappadocian; in
Syria, Aramaic and Syriac.

Living cheek by jowl with this immense unabsorbed 'barbarian'

THE PROVINCIALS

7 (belou) The rich Syrian. His long
Greek and Roman name - Marcus

Julius Meximus Aristides - is

accompcnied by a long inscriprion in
Aramaic, ancl the sculptor has shown
him in the local style which anticipates
Byzantine portraits. Second thìrd
century AD.

I Qight) An Egyptian. Coptic
toml¡stonc from Shech-Abade, Egypt,
lourth century ,to

9 Faruers from the Rhinelar-rd. The
short woollen tunic and hood of the
lower classcs in the West continued
trnchanged into medieval times, anci
has survived as the monk's robe and
cowl. Second-century tombstone.
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ro The protectors. Roman standard
bearers from a local monumJnt (the
Tropaeurn Traiani) at r\dan'rklissi on
the Danube frontier.

world, the governing classes of the Roman empire had kept largely
free of some of the more virulent exclusiveness of modern colonial
régimes: they were notoriously tolerant of race and of local religions.
But the price they demanded for inclusion in their own world was
conformity - the adoption of its style of life, of its traditions, of irs
education, and so of its two classical languages, Latin in the'West and
Greek in the East. Those who were in no position to participate were
dismissed: they were frankly despised as 'country-bumpkins' and
'barbarians'. Those who could have participated and did not - most
notably theJews - were treated with varying degrees of hatred and
contempt, only occasionally tempered by respectful curiosity for the
representatives of an ancient Near Eastern civilization. Those who
had once participated and had ostentatiously 'dropped out'- namely
the Christians - were liable to summary execution. By a o 2oo many
provincial governors and many mobs had had occasion to assert the
boundaries of the classical world with hysterical certainty against the

Christian dissenter in their rnidst: as one magistrate told Christians,
'I cannot bring myself so much as to listen to people who speak ill
of the Roman way of religion.'

Classical society of about R o 2oo was a society with firm boundaries.
Yet it was far from being a stagnant society. In the Greek world, the '"
classical tradition had already existed for some seven hundred years.

Its first burst of creativity, at Athens, should not blind us to the
astonishing way in which, from the time of the conquests ofAlexander
the Great, Greek culture had settled down to a rhythm of survival -
as drawn-out, as capable of exquisite nuance, as patient of repetition
as a plain-chant. One exciting renaissance had taken place in the
second century ap. It coincided with a revival of the economic life
and the political initiative of the upper classes of the Greek cities.
The age of the Antonines was the heyday of the Greek Sophists.
These men - known for their devotion to rhetoric - were at one and
the same time literary lions and great urban nabobs. They enjoyed
vast influence and popularity: one of them, Polemo of Smyrna,
'treated whole cities as his inferiors, emperors as not his superiors
and gods. . . as equals'. Behind them stood the thriving cities of the
Aegean. The huge classical remains at Ephesus and Smyrna (and,
indeed, similar contemporary cities and temples, from Lepcis Magna
in Tunisia to Baalbek in the Lebanon) seem to us nowadeys ro sum
up a tiineless ancient world. They were, in fact, the creation of only
a few generations of baroque magnificence, between Hadrian
(rr7-r38) and Septimius Severus (rq-zrr).

It is just at the end of the second and the beginning of the third
centuries, also, that the Greek culture was gàrnered which formed the
ballast of the classical tradition throughout thè Middle Ages. The
encyclopaedias, the handbooks of medicine, natural science and
astronomy, to which all cultivated men - Latins, Byzantines, ,\rabs

- turned for the next fifteen hundred yeers, were compiled then.
Literary tastes and political attitudes that continued, in the Greek
world, until the end of the Middle Ages, were first formed in the age

of the Antonines : Byzantine gentlemen of the fifteenth century '\Ã/ere

still using a recondite Attic Greek deployed by the Sophists of the
age of Hadrian.

At this time the Greek world made the Roman empire its own.
'W'e can appreciate this identification with the Roman state and the
subtle shifts of emphasis it entailed, by looking at a Greek from r7



Bithynia, who had joined the Roman governing class as a senator -
Dio Cassius, who wrote his Roman History up to AD zz9. No matter
how enthusiastically Dio had absorbed the outlook of the Roman
Senate, we äre constantly reminded that the empire had come to
Greeks accustomed to centuries of enlightened despotism. Dio knew
that the Roman emperor was an autocrat. Common decency and a

shared interest with the educated upper classes were the only checks
on his behaviour - not the delicate clockwork of the constitution of
Augustus. And Dio knew how fragile such restraints could be: he
had been present at a meeting of the Senate when an astrologer had
denounced certain 'bald-pated men' for conspiring against the em-
peror . . . instinctively his hand had shot up to feel the top of his
head. But Dio accepted the strong rule of one man as long as it gave
him an orderly world: only the emperor could suppress civil war;
only he could police the faction-ridden Greek cities; only he could
make Dio's class secure and respected. Byzantine scholars who turned
to Dio, centuries later, to know about Roman history, found them-
selves hopelessly at sea in his account of the heroes of the Roman
republic: but they were able to understand perfectly the strong and
conscientious emperors of Dio's own age - already the Roman
history of a Greek of the late second and early third century AD was
their history.

A shift of the centre of gravity of the Roman empire towards the
Greek cities of Asia Minor, a flowering of a Greek mandarinate - in
these ways, the palmy days of the Antonines already point in the
direction of Byzantium. But the men of the age of Dio Cassius still
resolutely faced the other way: they were stalwart conservatives;
their greatest successes had been expressed in a cultural reaction; for
them, the boundaries of the classical world were still clear and rigid
- Byzantium proper, a civilization that could build, on top of this
ancient backward-looking tradition, such revolutionary novelties as

the establishment of Christianity and the foundation of Constantinople
as a 'New Rome', was inconceivable to a man like Dio. (He never,
for instance, so much as mentions the existence of Christianity,
although Christians had worried the authorities in his home-country
for over r5o years.) Such a civilization could only emerge in the late
Roman revolution of the third and fourth centuries AD.

rr The shadow of Persia. Thc Roman erìperor, Valeriau, is shown bowing as a

vassal before Shapur I, portrayed ¿s the successor ofDarius ancl Xerxes establishing
his right to the eastern provinces of the Roman empire. Rock relief at Bishapur,
second halfofthird century Ro

The theme that will emerge throughout this book is the shifting and
redefinition of the boundaries of the classical world after nr zoo.
This has little to do with the conventional problem of the 'Decline
and Fall of the Roman Empire'. The'Decline and Fall' affected only
the political structure of the western provinces of the Roman empire:
it left the cultural power-house of Late Antiquity - the eestern
Mediterranean and the Near East - unscathed. Even in the barbarian
states of western Europe, in the sixth and seventh centuries, the
Roman empire, as it survived at Constantinople, was still regarded
as the greatest civilized state in the world: and it was called by its
ancient name, the Respublira (see pp. 134-35). The problem thatI8 * r9



urgently preoccupied men of Late Antiquity themselves was, rather,
the painful modification of the ancient boundaries. t,iir ri ,ri

Geographically, the hold oF the Mediterranean släckenèd. AFter
4ro Britain was abandoned; after 48o Gaul came to be firmly ruled
from the north. In the East, paradoxically, the rolling-back of the
Mediterranean had happened earlier and more imperceptibly; but it
proved decisive. Up to the first century AD, a veneer of Greek
civilization still covered large areas of the Iranian plateau: a Greco-
Buddhist art had flourished in Afghanistan, and the decrees of a

Buddhist ruler have been found outside Kabul, translated into
impeccable philosophical Greek. ln zz4, however, a family from
Fars, the 'Deep South' of Iranian chauvinism, gáined control of the
Persian empire. The revived Persian empire of this, the Sassanian,
dynasty quickly shook the Greek fancy-dress from its shoulders. An
efücienc and aggressive empire, whose ruling classes were notably
unreceptive lo western influence, now stood on the eestern frontiers
of the Roman empire. In z5z, 257 and again in 2óo, the greât
Shahanshah, the king of kings, Shapur I, showed what terrible
damage his mailed horsemen could do: 'Valerian the Caesar came
against us with sevency thousand men and we fought a great
battle against him, and we took Valerian the Caesar with our own
hands. . . . And the provinces of Syria, Cilicia and Cappadocia we
burnt with fire, we ravaged and conquered them, taking their
peoples captive.'

The fear of repeating such an experience tilted the balance of the
emperor's concern further from the Rhine and ever nearer to the
Euphrates. 'W'hat is more, the confrontation with Sassanian Persia
breached the barriers of the classical world in the Near East: for it
gave prominence to Mesopotamia, and so exposed the Roman world
to conslant influence from that aree of immense, exotic creativity in
art and religion (see especially pp. ró4-65).

It is not always the conventional dates that are the most decisive.
Everyone knows that the Goths sacked Rome in 4ro: but the lost
western provinces of the empire remained V recogntzably 'sub-
Roman' civilization for centuries. By contrast, when the eastern
provinces of the empire were lost to Islam after 64o, these did not
long remain 'sub-Byzantine' societies: they were rapidly 'oriental-
ized'. For Islam itself was pulled far to the east of its original conquests
by the vast mass of the conquered Persian empire. In the eighth

centuty the Mediterranean seaboard came to be ruled from Baghdad;
the Mediterranean became a backwater to men who were used to
sailing from the Persian Gulf; and the court of Flarun al-Rashid (788-
8o9), with its heavy trappings of 'sub-Persian' culture, was a reminder
that the irreversible victory of the Near East over the Greeks began
slowly but surely with the revolt of Fars in to zz4.

As the Mediterranean receded, so a more ancient world came to
light. Craftsmen in Britain returned to the art forms of the La Tène
age. The serf of late Roman GauI re-emerged with his Celtic neme -
the uassus. The arbiters of piety of the Roman world, the Coptic
hermits of Egypt, revived the language of the Pharaohs (r.. p. ô+);
and the hymn-writers of Syria heaped on Christ appellations of
Divine Kingship that reach back to Sumerian times. Round the
Mediterranean itsel{, inner barriers collapsed. Another side of the
Roman world, often long prepared in obscurity (see pp. 4r-42),
came to the top, like different-coloured loam turned by the plough.
Three generations after Dio Cassius had ignored it, Christianity
became the religion of the emperors (see pp. 8óff.). Small things
sometimes betray changes more faithfully, because unconsciously.
Near Rome, a sculptor's yard of the fourth century still turned out
statues, impeccably dressed in the old Roman toga (with a socket for
detachable portrait-heads !); but the aristocrats who commissioned
such works would, in fact, wear a costume which betrayed prolonged
exposure to the 'barbarians' of the non-Mediterranean world - a

woollen shirt from the Danube, a cloak from northem Gaul, fastened
at the shoulders by a filigree brooch from Germany, even guarding
their health by 'Saxon' trousers. Deeper still, at the very core of the ¡ ,

Mediterranean, the tradition of Greek philosophy had found a way ì ,

of opening itself to a different religious mood (see pp. 72tr.).
Such changes as these are the main themes of the evolution of the

Late Antique world. In the next two chapters we must consider the
political and social setting of the revolution with which these changes
began in the late third and fourth centurtes.

20 2T



rr THE N llw tìul-Elìs: 240-3 5 O

Dio Cassius lay down his pen in zz9 with no sense of foreboding.
His grandson and great-grandson could have witnessed the accession
of Diocletian in 284, and the conversion of Constantine to Christian-
ity in 312. To take a better-known example: St Cyprian, bishop of
Carthage, was martyred in 258. Cyprian's secretary, as a very old
man, wes able to tell an elder friend of StJerome (bom in about 342)
what books the great bishop had preferred reading. 'W'e 

should not
overlook such humble links between the generations. The pegan
Roman empire of a Cyprian in the mid-third century may seem to us
infinitely removed from the Christian 'late' Roman empire of a

Jerome in the late fourth centllry. Yet the Roman ernpire wes a vâst,
slow-moving society. The overwhelming proportion of its wealth
lay in agriculture, and most of its population lived from subsistence
farming. It was, therefore, well cushioned against the effects of two
generations of political instability and barbarian invasion a.fter z4o.

After z4o, the sprawling empire hacl to face barbarian invasion and
political instability on a scale for which it was totally unprepared.
The terms on which the Roman empire wearhered the crisis of the
years between 24o and 3oo set the tone for the future developrnent
of Late Antique society.

The crisis laid bare the contrast between the ancient Mediterranean
core of the empire and the more primitive and fragile world along its
frontiers. Round the Mediterraneân, war had become a relrrote even-
tuality. The outright dominance of the rraditional aristocracy in the
politics and cultural life of the empire depended on prolonged peace.
Yet, to the north and along the eastern frontier facíng the highlands
of Armenia and lran, it was plain thât peace was a momentary lull in
the laws of nature. The Roman empire was one of the vcry few great
states in the ancient world - along with China - that had so much as

attempted to create an oasis of peaceful civilian government among
societies that '\{ith 

the rise of Persia in zz4,
the forrnatio acy in the Danube basin after
248, and the along the Rhine after z6o, the
empire had to face war on every front.

It was plainly ill-equipped to do so. Between 245 and z7o, every
frontier collapsed. In z5r the emperor Decius was lost with his army,
fìghting the Goths in the marshes of the Dobrudja. In z6o Shapur I

lz l)iocletiar.r (284 3o5) and his collcagucs in battlc clrcss. Fellow ofiìcers in a llrilitary
junta, they clasp shoulders âs â gesturc olsoliclarity This sirnplified, nilitar.y group
r'vas so urcdieval irr tonc that tl're inclivìduals rvcle long mistakcn for Christian
crnsadcrs, and cven worshipped as srxtues ofSaint Geolge! Porphyry sculpture, San
Marco, Vcuice ì
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took the emperor Valerian prisoner with his army and captured
Antioch. Barbarian longboats from the Rhine estuary and the
Crimea anticipated the feats of the Vikings. They ravaged the coasts
of Britain and Gaul, and raided the helpless cities of the Aegean. In
27r, the emperor Aurelian had to surround Rome itself with a bleak
military wall. Even the unity of the empire was threatened by local
'emergency' empires: Postumus ruled Gaul, Britain and Spain from
z6o to 268; Zenobia of Palmyra controlled part of the eastem
provinces from 267 to 27o.

The Roman world split apart. Different groups and different pro-
vinces fared very differently. Along the frontiers, villas and cities
were suddenly deserted; the armies threw up twenty-five emperors
in forty-seven years, only one of whom- died in his bed. Round the
Mediterranean, however, 

" -o.. tËiiTièíi world stuck to its ways and
hoped for the best. The mint of Alexandria conscientiously registered
the faces of emperors who came and went a thousand miles to the
north. In their great villas, Roman senators continued to patronize
Greek philosophy (see p. 7o), and sat for their portrait-busts in the
baroque manner of the Antonines. In Rome, in Africa and in the
eastem Mediterranean, the Christian bishops enjoyed a tranquillity
and freedom of movement that contrasted ominously with the hard-
pressed existence of their pagan rulers (see pp. 6ó tr). In the decades of
crisis, many leading inhabitants of Mediterranean towns must have
gone quietly about the routine duties of administration, as those of
Oxyrhynchus did in Upper Egypt, hoping that the 'divine good
fortune' of the emperor would soon put everything right.

The solid bedrock of civilian life held firm. But the crisis had one
immediate result: never again would the Roman world be ruled by a

charmed circle of unquestioning conservatives, as in the days of
Marcus Aurelius.

For the Roman empire was saved by a military revolution. Seldom
has a society set about cutting out the dead wood in its upper classes

with such determination. The senatorial aristocracy was excluded
from military commands in about zóo. The aristocrats had to make
way for professional soldiers who had risen from the ranks. These
professionals recast the Roman army. The unwieldy legion was
broken up into small detachments, to provide e more flexible defence
in depth against barbarian raiders. The frontier detachments were
backed by an impressive new striking-force, made up of heavy

13 The worlcl of the frontiers. Rornan
soldiers fighting on the Danube.

Relicf frorn Adamklissi, AD Io8-o9

cavaTry - the emperors' 'companions', the comitatus. These changes
doubled the size of the army, and more than doubled its cost. A force
of about óoo,ooo men, it was the largest single group the ancient
world had ever seen. To serve its needs, the emperors expanded the
bureaucracy. By no 3oo, civilians were complaining that, as a result
of the reforms of the emperor Diocletian (284-3o5), 'there were more
tax-collectors than taxpayers'. As we shall see in our next chapter,
the pressure of increased taxation inexorably moulded the structure
of Roman society in the fourth and fifth centuries.

The military revolution of the late third century was treated with
uncomprehending hostility by the conservative civilians of the time;
and it has, in consequence, received little better treatment from some
modem classical scholars. Yet it was one of the finest achievements
of Roman statecraft. With their New Model army, Gallienus check-
mated the barbarians in Yugoslavia and northem Italy in 258 and
zó8; Claudius II pacified the Danube frontier in 269; Aurelian swept
through the eastem provinces n zZl; and Galerius crushed the
Persian menace in z96.24 25



The soldiers and ofiìcers of those Danubian provinces, who had
seemed so raw to the Mediterranean aristocrats of a previous age,

emerged as the heroes of the imperial recovery of the late third and
early fourth centuries. As one of them said, 'Twenty-seven years
I have been in the service: never been court-martialled for looting or
brawling. I have been through seven wars. I have never lagged behind
anyone, been second to none in the fight. The captain has never seen

me waver.'The army was an artesian well of talent. By the end of the
third century, its ofiìcers and administrators had ousted the traditional
aristocracy from control of the empire. The great reforrning emperor
of the age, Diocletian, was the son of a freedman from Dalmatia;
his nominee, Galerius (:oS-rr) had herded cattle in the Carpathians;
another of his colleagues, Constantius Chlorus (3o5-oó), was an
obscure country-gentleman from near Naissus (Nið). They were
men whose rise to power \Mas es spectacular and as well merited as

was that of Napoleon's marshals. They, and their successors, chose
servants of similar background. The son of a pork butcher, of a small-

r4 Constantius Chlorr-rs, the soldier father of Constantine. Gold medal from the
Beaurains Treasure, Arras Museum

r 5 The irnperial recovcry. Constantius Chlorus alrives in London in 296 : 'He brings
us back the eternal light of Rorne.'In the western provinccs, the safety of the towns
depended on such an-ivals of the emper-or at the head of his crack regirnents of heavy
cavalry. Copy of gold rredallion fron Tner.

ró'The dollar of the

Middle Ages': a gold
so/i r/us of Constantine

ßo6-Sl). In delibera te
contrast to the rugged
Diocletian, Collstântine is

shown as ¿ civilian hero
rvith raised eyes and
classical profile. Mint of
Nicornedia

town notary, of a cloakroom attendant in the public baths, became
the praetorian prefccts on whorn the prosperity and stability of
the eastern parts of the empire depended under Constantine and
Constantius II.

The reign of Constantine, especially the period from 324 to 337,
saw the final establishment of a new 'aristocracy of service' at the top
of Roman society. They were salaried ofiìcials and were paid in the
new, stable gold coinage - the solídus.In the fourth cenrury this gold
coin, the 'dollar of the Middle Ages', enjoyed the vast purchasing
power of the modern dollar, in a society still in the grip of a dizzy
inflation. Their positions in the army and the bureaucracy gave the
imperial servants vast opportunities for profìteering in foodstuffs.
As a conternporary wrote:'Constantine was the first to open the
provinces to his friends; Constantius II gorged them down to the
merrow.'

After the conversion of Constantine in 3 t2. the emperors and the
majority of their courtiers were Christians. The ease with which
Christianity gained control of the upper classes of the Roman empire ).n
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17, 18, Íg,20 The new
Rornan. A fourth-century

oflìciaì from the
Danubian provinces. His

slaves bring him his
trousers (r8), his cloak

with pin (r9), his
bejewelled military belt

(zo). Fr:escoes from a

tomb at Silistra
(Bulgaria).

in the fourth century \Mas due to the revolution that had placed the
imperial court at the centre of a society of 'new'men, who foundit
comparâtively easy to abandon conservative beliefs in favour of the
new faith of their masters.

The new upper classes brought with them reminders of their
brisk military origins. ,\ll ofÌìcials wore uniform; even the emperors
had abandoned the toga to appear, on their statues, in battle-dress.
This battle-dress was the brutally simple uniform of the Danubian
frontier - a small round helmet, a cloak with a shoulder-pin of bar-
barian workmanship, and a heavy inlaid belt. The Latin slang of the
provinces was irremovably lodged in their offìcial vocabulary: a

classical Roman should have called the new gold piece an aureus;

nobody called it anything bttt a solídus - a 'solid bit'.
Thus a new element, drawn from far beyond the traditional aristo-

crâcies of the empire, had come to stay in the governing class. Yet
the social fluidity that had forced such men to the top was neither
indiscriminate, nor did it embrace all of Roman society. In the East,

for instance, Constantinople was an isolated whirlpool of change,
whose currents only gradually affected the traditional upper-class
society of the provinces. A Greek rhetor, Libanius (Zt+-gl), had to

perform there, in 34rl4z, before Latin-speaking soldiers who at-
tended his speeches 'as if I were doing a dumb-show', for they could
not follow his classical Greek. But he would retire to find more
congenial company in a provincial town such as Nicomedia. Here he
could still find'well-born men','lovers of the Muses'.

For, outside the bustling world of the court and the army, the slow-
moving traditionalist elements in the Roman world had survived.
The great landowners had continued to amass great estâtes, and the
classical system of education had continued to turn out young men
groomed in conservative ways. Like the opposed vaults of a single
arch, the 'new' society of imperial servants came to rest against the
more rooted and backward-looking society of the educated upper
classes. The absorptive power and the creativity of these upper classes
was astonishing. At the end of the fourth century, for instance, rich
Romans, whose grandfathers had perpetrated the brutal novelties
of the Arch of Constantine, were patronizing exquisite neo-classical
ivory-work, and knew more of Latin literature than most of their
predecessors.

The ancient classical education provided the bridgehead between
the two worlds. This culture, studiously absorbed, formed a trompe
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he uew man could merge' ,\s one provincial
I came from a poor father in the countryside:
letters, I have come to lead the life of a gentle-

classical culture of the fourth century was a

'success-culture': its most egregious product wâs a mere thirty-page
,briefing, - a breuiariuø - of Roman history for the new rulers of the

emplre.
iet it is precisely the selÊconscious effort of a more fluid upper

class to..g"ìn its roots in the past and to achieve a fìrm basis of cohe-

sion that ãccounts for some of rhe most refined and delightful pro-

letters, most of which were 1to more than thc exquisite cotlnters with
which the governing class of the Roman world registered the very

real losses ãnd gains of a continuous struggle for privilege and

influence.
The new governing classes needed schol-afs, and, in turn, the

scholars ..-. to staff the bureaucracy, and at moments dominated

the court. Ausonius (c. 3 ro r. 395), â poet from Bordeaux, became an

culture were the only stable focus in a bureaucratic machine that ab-

sorbed talent like a sponge. A constant influx of provincials needing

zr The classical rcnaissancc
This ivory cclebrated thc
rnarriagc of a daughter of

Symmachus (see p rró), a

pagan Ronan senâtor of thc
late lourtl'r ccrltrlr)¡.

zz Wcdding of a foturh-
century aris[ocrat. Tl-re

couple rrray havc been
Christiar, l¡ut the occasiolr

rvas frankly, and delightfLrlly,
pagan. Dctail of the lid frorn
the llridal Casket of Secunda

and Pro.jectus.
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to be carefully groomed in classical Greek literature in Constanti-
nople gave the -Byzantine governing class the illusory stillness of the
surface of a mill-race. They provided the permanent civil servants
and the provincial governors. It was they who would write the his-
tory of Byzantium for the next thousand years. So uniform was their
culture that their last representative was still writing, under the
Ottoman sultans in the late fifteenth century, a history ofhis own times
in the manner of Thucydides.

Two features of this new upper class are worth emphasizing.
First, alongside much blatant câreerism, there was a genuine striving
to creâte an élite. The classical culture of Late Antiquity was like a

high-pitched pyramid: it strained at an 'aristocratization', at produ-
cing men 'raised by habitual discipline above the common mass of
mankind'. Men sought, by studiously absorbing classical standards
of literature and by modelling their behaviour on the ancient heroes,
a stability, a certainty which they could no longer find in unselÊ
conscious participation in a traditional way of life. They were men
who were painfully aware that many of their roses were grafted on to
a very primitive root stock. Only a meticulous dedication to the
perfection of the ancients coulcl save men, thus cast loose frorn tradi-
tional sanctions, from themselves. Julian the Apostate (3ór ó3)

genuinely believed that his brother Gallus had 'gone savage', but
that he himself had been'saved' by the gods, who had provided him
with a university education. It is not surprising, therefore, that
pagans and Christians fought so virulently throughout the fourth
century as to whether literature or Christianity was the true paideia,
the true Education: for both sides expected to be saved by education.
The man who had chiselled and polished himself like a statue through
devotion to the ancient classics was the highest ideal. He is shown on
his sarcophagus, gazing quietly at an open book-a 'man ofthe Muses',
a saint of classical culture. Soon he will become a saint: the Christian
bishop with his open Bible, the inspired Evangelist crouched over
his page, are direct descendants of the Late Antique portrait of the
man of letters.

Secondly, no matter how high the pyramid might be pitched,
it was always open at the base. Throughout the fourth century the
teaching profession was ârì area of exceptional fluidity. Thus the
ideal of classical culture was constantly fed by the enthusiasm of new-
comers. The revolutionary 'conversion' of Constantine to Chris-

z3 The n-ran of culture
sitting in his teachcr's
chair (prototype of the
bishop's cathedra), wírh t
cupboard fr-rll of ancicnt
scrolls of the classics.

Roman rclief.

z4Man of culture to
evangelist. St Matthew

from the Cospels oJ

Charle magne , Aachen,
before ¡o 8oo.

tianity was not the only conversion in that age of change: there were
many more silent but equally fanatical conversions to the traditional
culture and to the old religion. The emperor Diocretian upheld
Roman traditionalism with a religious fervour, as did that u''azing
nouueau riche of Greek culture, Julian the Apostate. In the later

glad to see the last of, andJohn Chrysostom (t. l+l +oì from a clerk's
ofiìce in Antioch. 'where would this fluidity end?'would institutions
less conservative than the bureaucracy and the educational system
of the empire harness it more effectively? And to what disturbing
ideas, long prepared in the cities of the Mediterranean, would this
leavening open the way? For the moment, however, let us consider
how the 'restored' society of the Roman empire, with its distinctive
admixture of old and new elements, settled down to enjoy a century
of comparative security. JJJ2



III A .wORLD RESTORED: ROMAN SOCIETY IN THE FOURTH CENTURY

The newly formed governing class that had emerged throughout
the empire by : So thought of itself as living in a world restored to
order: Rcparatio Saeculí. 'The Age of Restoration', was their favourite
motto on coins and inscriptions. The fourth century is the most pros-
pcrous period of Roman rule in Britain. As soon as the emperors had
pacified the Rhineland, a new aristocracy sprâng up in Gaul like
mushrooms after rain: 'rnen like Ausonius, who could remember
how his grandfathcr had died as a refngee frorn bar6arian invasion
in z7o, foundcd landed fortunes that would last for the next two
centuries. In Africa and Sicily, a series of splendid mosaics illus-
trate the dolce uita of great landowners, without any significant
interruption, frorl the third to the fifth centuries.

It is important to stress this fourth-century revival. The headlong
religious and cultural changes of Late Antiquity did not takc place
in a world living under the shadow of a catastrophc. Far from it:
.thcyrs\oulcl bc sccn against the background of a rich and surprisingly
ì-c-silicnt socicty, th¿t had reeched:r bahncc rnd attaincd íì stn-rcture
significantly different from the classical Roman periocl.

The most bÌatant feature of this socicty, for both conternporaries
and for the historian, was the widening gulf between rich and poor.
In the western cmpire, society and culturc were dominated by a

senatorial aristocracy five tirnes richer, on the âveragc, than the
senators of che fìrst ccntury. In tlìe tolrb of oue such senator, work-
men found 'a pile of golden thread' all that remained of a typical
Rornan millionaire of the fourth century: Pctronius Probus, 'his
properties spreading all ovcr the en-rpire - whether honcstly gotten
or not', wrote a conternporâry, 'is not for mc to say.'

'What is true of the aristocracy is true also of the urban lifc of the
later empire. The small town shrank in importance - in Ostia, for
instance, the opulent residences of the fourlh-centr,rry aristocracy
were built out of deserted blocks of artisan flats of the second centrlry.
But the great cities of the empire maintained their lavish style of life
and high population. The quick growth of Constantinople illustrates
this: founded in 324, it had 4,3 88 private mansions by the fifth century.

'\ltogether, the prosperity of the Mediterranean world seems to
have drained to the top: the income of a Rolrran senator could be as

rnuch as r2o,ooo gold pieces, that of a courtier at Constantinople

z5 The ner,r, rnagnificcncc. L)etail frorn thc porphyry sarcophagr.ts (r. ao 35o) of a

daughtcr of CoDstantine.
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It was they who represented the average man in the law-courts.
The great men of the locality would sit quite openly beside the judge,
regulating the affairs of the community; only they now stood be-
tween the lower classes and the terrors of the tax-collectors. The
remarkable petitions of peasants direct to the imperial court, such as

were common in the second and early third centuries, disappear:
in the late empire, all attempts to secure protection and redress of
grievances had to pass through a great -"r - a pdtronus - 'the boss'
(as in French ,Ie patron), exercising his influence at court. The medieval
idea of the 'patron saint', intervening on behalf of his servants at a
remote and awe-inspiring Heavenly Court, is a projection upwards
of this basic fact of late Roman life.

These vertical links were by no means invariably oppressive. Few
late Roman men, if any, thought that their society could work in
any other way: only the warmth of constant personal attention and
loyalty to specific individuals could span the vasr disrances of the
empire. The great man became the focus of intense loyalities. In
Rome, for instance, the local residents regained an influence that thcy
had lost since the republic: it was they, not the emperor, who now
provided for the city. In the later empire, pictures of the aristocrat -
giving galnes, appearing in public es a governor, even at leisure on his
estate - now come to include a dense and admiring crowd.

z6 The magnate in his city. A consul's triumphal procession in Rome; frorn the
Basilica ofJunius Bassus, Rome, fourth century Ro.



THE ClìOWl) z7 Iìccciving largessc frotn
Const¡ltit.tc Ilt thc lourth cellttll:)',

clistrjbutions lrottr thc ctrrpcror atrcl his

oflicials lar:gcly rcplacccl thc public
btrilding by privatc incliviclrrals (d.

Ill. 3). Dctail 1ìom thc .Arch of
Const¡trtitre. Ro¡rc.

z8 Watchirg :r citcus llcc Crowclcd
sccrcs such as this, thor.rgh coudettt¡ecl

b), Chlisti¡n bishops, shol' tl.ret thc
towtr life of thc Meclitetralc:ur

sr:r-vivcd lu<l $ 
',s 

sccll to stll-vivc llp lu
the sixth ccntlrry. Mosaic fi-ortl Galsa,

Tur.risi¡, filtl.r centr-rly ,r u

The currents of influence in late Roman society did not only pass

downwards, from top to bottom. The new élites were exceptionally

open. The splenclid new art of the age, for instance, is the work of
crâftsmen and pâtrons who felt themselves shaken free from the

restraints of previous generations. Mass-production of standardizecl

classical art - in sârcophagi, in copy-book mosaics, in pottery - hacl

come to a halt in the late third century. Men now drew on what lay

close to hand. Local craftsmen felt free to bring to the houses of the

great new and uninhibited traditions that had already âppeâred in
their provinces. The vigour and the expressiveness of the mosxics

ând statrles of the fourth century show how much late Roman cultttre

owed to a salutâry dislocation and to the consequent strengthening of
local roots.

,\ltogether, the society of the fourth century shows a double

3o Tìrc Palace, carclully screctlcd ftollr
tl-re outside world. Mosaic from

Sant'Apollinarc Nuovo, Ravennl,
sixth century,tt.

z9 Thc country villa in
Af ica. Different lrom rhc

sprrrvling. sirrglc-
stoleycd villa ofthc
cl¡ssical p:rst, r'r,ith a

closed lowcl storey and
towers, it coulcl servc its â

câstle ir1 tinres of ilvasiot.l
The gleat l:rudowncrs rvcr-c

increasingly cxpected to
pr..ovicle tlìeir tcltârìts with

such protection Mosaic
1Ìorlr Tabarka, Tunisia,

foullh centur), a¡
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Many provinces participated fully in the Roman empire for the
first time after the third century. The Danubian provinces, which
provided the soldiers and the emperors of the 'Age of Restoration',
entered Roman life with gusto: they produced fanatical Roman
traditionalists, astute administrators, hard-headed and courageous
heretical bishops.

Even the barbarian world was affected by this development. For
an economic and cultural glacis no longer stood between the Medi-

against a threatening outside world; everyone within the empire
could count as a romanu\ aird the empire itself was now called Roma-
nía. ftTong the Middle Rhine, however, rhe expansion of provincial
civilization up to the frontier fostered a dangerous symbiosis of Ro-
man and barbarian: the Âlamanni who threatened Gaul from the
Black Forest were already in some ways a sub-Roman society; their
warriors lived in Roman-style villas and wore the same heavy belts
and intricate brooches as did the Roman officers who watched over
them from Cologne, Mainz and Strasbourg.

Roman civilization of the fourth century drew on a_ wider fran-

The most decisive feature of this widening of Roman rule was,
of course, that the Roman empire itself came to mean something
different to the new romani. The old foci of loyalty had long been
found to be either too abstract or too distant. Outside " ..rt.i.t.d, 4r



THE IMPERIAL PRESENCE

3I The emperor is arrivitrg on
horseback (as in lli. r5), ushered
in by a dancing Victory, and
protectcd by the Christian
Cl-ri-rho emblem. This stylized
silver dish, an imperi:rl gilt
showing Constantius II,
communicates that the elllPeror
is rlways closc to lr:rrrd to his

subjects.

3z In a late Rom:rn collrt, the

imperial icons hang beside the

governor on his dais, and thc

crowd salntes thetn wheu
shoutir-rg their petitions. The
trial of Christ in the Ross¿rlo

Gospcl, sixth century.

if articulate, circle nostalgia for the Senate meant little; and olltside

the Latin worid, there was no veneration for the city of Rorne'

Latin emperors like Diocletian and his colleagues showed that it
was quite possible to be a fanatical romanLts and yet to visit Rome only

once in a lifetime. In the Greek East it was plain that thc empirc was

est mo hind the quite
n of r in the Late

prov of the empire
omarr Rhomaioi fot

the next thousand years; and in the medieval Near East the Byza¡tine
empire was always known as Rf,¡ffi, 'Rome', and Christians as'Romans',

Ru/ni. l)ut the provincials felt this loyalty, not through the brittle
protocol of senatorial or civic institutions, but directly - by falling on

ih.i, ktr..t before statues and icons of the emperor himseli whose

majestic pose and searching eyes brought home to them the only riran

whose 'ceaseless, many-sided care' embraced all the inhabitants of
Romania.

A vital difference between the western and the eastern parts of the

empire is betrayed by this difference in loyalty. In the East, there42
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a rivalry of great houses in showing good for their community, was

remarkably resilient. In the mid-fifth century a bishop, when accused

of heresy, would instinctively defend himself in terms of this tradi-
tion: what could the local notables have against him; had he not
embellished their ciry by building an aqueduct and the public porti-
coes? Such an evenly balanced gentry wes never overshadowed and

cowed by overmighty landowners: they provided an unfailing reser-

voir of well-educated and conscientious civil servants for the adminis-
tration in Constantinople, and throughout the late Roman period
they decorated their towns with statues, inscriptions and churches

whose richnesS is only beginning to be discovered by archaeologists

in Turkey.
Furthermore, the peasants of Asia Minor, Syria -and Egypt were

very different from the dragooned and excludedtdr"fi óf the western

provinces. They could gqt A,ggpd q¡lqqgh p¡içe fol qhqir -corn in the

towns to pay both their rent and their taxes. They could, therefore,
meet the demands of the government without being shepherded on
to the estates of the great landowners. In the middle of the fifth cen-

tury, the difference in atmosphere between the two parts of the

empire was largely due to the diflferent role of the small man. When
Gaul was being terrorizedby peasants' revolts, provoked by taxation
and rack-renting, the farmers of northern Syria were able to build
substantial stone houses in villages that now shelter only a few nomads;
the tenants of Palestine had maintained a hydraulic system that made

the Lake of Galilee and the Negev a garden strewn with gay mosaic

pavements; the peasants of Egypt were finding expression for their
stubborn independence and ingenuity in the great monastic encamp-
ments of the Thebaid. The parting of the ways between western
Europe and the eastern Mediterranean, which is the most important
immediate legacy of the Late Antique world, goes back to such

humble, concrete contrasts.

Two towns of the fourth and fifth centuries have recently been exca-

vated -- Osqia (near Rome) and Ephesus (Efes, Turkey). Both have

surprised the scholar by the resilience of the old world in their archi-
tecture, and in the traces of their civic life. The mosaics of Ostia may
point the way to medieval art; but they are equally-tenaciously linked
to the colourful traditions of first-century Pompeiiand Herculaneum.
Like many phenomena of the later Roman empire, only a trick of

perspective makes them appear totally unrelated to the classical
world. Classical scholars have concentrated so much on the first
century of the Roman empire that they tend co forget the'long, quiet
transformation of classical art, and of the classical forms of public
life, in the two centuries between Trajan and Constantine.

Two feaJures would nevqr have appeared ?! aqy qarlier time. Both
towns t 

".id)" 
,.ii.s of ,t-yti"ed qq"flr; whose immobile feature s and t.t

raised eyes betray 3 le* preoccupar¡on wìth the inner life and ryith .?2,

thg ¡upernltural. Both towns havéllarge Çhrrstiau basilicas. These
features are a reminder that, however well the men of the fourth-
century 'Age of Restoration' may have adjusted themselves to a

new political and social situation, ss:ismic shifts in their religion and
çulture scood between them and the classical world-of 2og. To under-
stand these shifts we must go back in time to the age ofMarcus Aurelius ;

we musl embrace different sections of experience; we must even con-
sider different areas of Roman society, so as to trace the religious
changes of the second, third and fourth centuries in intellectuals and
religious leaders, and in the hopes and disquietudes of the average
inhabitant of the great Medicerranean cities.

33 A late Roman town: Antioch in the fourth century. Detail from a mosaic, the
'Mepalopsychia Hunt'.



34, 3 j The new iclionì. Loc:ìl
craftsnen and their patrors felt
lrce to abandon classic¡l cruons
of txste. Thc1, plelerred a

vigorous, abstract âpproâclÌ to
thc human figure (as on thc
lotr rtlr-ccrttltt'y t.ottt b-ttlos:rit lll
1'abarka, North Africa, /c/ì'), ancl

tl-rcy brougl'rt atr elerr.tcnt of
fairl,-¡¡1" into stock thetnes of
classical nythology (as in the
nrosaic of Orphetts :tncl thc
Ileasts, frollr â fifth-celÌtllry
pavenìelrt in Palcstinc, Iigfit)

fu,



The historian is in danger of forgetting that his subjects spent much
of their time asleep, and that, when asleep, they had dreams. One
Greek rhetor, however, Aelius Âristides (rr8-8o), has left us a full
account of his dreams. FIe recorded them as Sacred Talcs, for these
dreams deal primarily with appearances of the god Âsclepius. They
include dreams of religious terror and exaltation. Âristides became
convinced that he was the elect of the god and that his waking life
was a 'divine drama' moulded at every step by the loving care of
Asclepius.

The case of Aristides reminds us, should this be necessary, that the
Roman empire at the height ofits prosperity had room for many such
eccentrics: we are dealing with a society in which the overwhelming
majority of educated men had always turned, not ro philosophy,
even less to science, but rather to the means made available to them
by their traditional religion, to cope with the business of living.

Yet it is equally important to notice that the intense dream-life
of Aristides made not the slightest difference to his determination
to live a successful life as a conservative, educated gentleman: Ascle-
pius merely helped him through the 'breakdowns' thar might have
threatened his successful career. We know him as the author of a

classic panegyric on the benefits of the Roman ernpire, and as a bitter
enemy of the Christians - 'men in Palestine who show their impiety
as you would expect them to, by having no respect for their betters,.

Aristides still felt firmly held in a traditional pagan life. In rhe cen-
tury following Aristides, a change was to come about. The rich
religious life of the Mediterranean, which had shown an infinite
capacity to draw on the exotic and the eccentric, suddenly ebbed
away from the traditional mould in which men like Aristides felt
entirely at home. Many tried to reinterpret their ancestral religion;
a few obtained 'a divorce from the ways of the past' by becoming

36 The new mood. 'I shaìl lift up mine eyes to the hìlls, lrom whence cornerh rny
help.' Fourth-centllry portrait of a deceased woman, from rhe Catacomb of Vigna
Massimo, Rome.

II RELIGION

IV THE NE\V MOOD: DIRECTIONS OF RELIGIOUS THOUGHT,
c. t7o 3oo
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Christians. The period becween and the conversion of the

çmpçlot C- onstanqine to C-hristianity saw a vast and anxious

eç!lv-r!v ip-r ç-!! g! qn' We have the first literary duels between Chlisdan
and educated pagans the pagan Celsus wrote his True Docffine tn

about ró8, and was answered at length by Origen of '\lexandria in
z48.In their cultivated study-groups, Gnostic teachers attempted to

plumb the depths of the 'true knowledge', the gnosis, contained in

òhristianity. flüritings of Gnostics, of about r7o, have recently been

discovered in a Coptic translation at Nag-Hammadi, Egypt') Pagans

cast their disquietudes into the form of little treatises of edification,

such as the revelations of the Egyptian Flermes Trismegistos, the

'Thrióe-great Flermes'.
It would be naive to regard che changes betrayed in these writings-

merely as the decline of a classical enlightenment and the rise of super{

stition. The starting-point in the age of the Antonines is not so much

enlightenment as the diffused and well-regulated superstition by
which many a well-rooted and successful goveming class persuades

itself that it lives in as good a world as possible. The atticude is sum-

med up in the motto that frequently occurs on coins of the second and

third centuries: Providentia deorum - 'The gods are looking after us'.

'The gods are always there to show their power', Marcus Aurelius
wrote, 'They help us in their marvellous way' They send us dreams;

they reveal mysteiies; they provide us with remedies against ill-health,
and oracles for our uncertainties.'

Educated pagens still felt at home in their universe. Açço-rding to

godq of tr4d-!t!9¡41 belief. These

ipirits' : they were the provincial governors of His far-flung empire'

fh. 
"rr.."g. 

man was quite content with these homely figures, and

the dress of the classical olympians still fitted them. There was no

period of the ancient world in which the average man could be

quite as certain that he knew exactly what the classical gods looked
like: they were everywhere in the second century, in their most

stereotyped and traditional form - on mass-produced statues, coins

and pottery.
These gods were believgd ¡o c1¡9 -Q1 ryan-k-i1d-lg g9t19ltl, and for

ciq!9¡ qnd lndividuals in particular' The case of Aristides shows how
5o

seriously people expected direct personal attention. Throughout
the Roman world, cities 4nd individuals were giving the old gods
every opportunity to look after their worshippers: the second
century saw a remarkable revival of the traditional oracle-sites of the
Greek world.

This care was obtained by f"llSy_iq.g_6{ql regarded as being as old
as the human rece itself To abandon such rites provoked genuine
anxiety and hatred. Christians were savagely attacked for having
neglected these rites whenever earthquakes, famine or barbarian
invasion betrayed the anger of the gods.ri

Altogether, in such e sysrem of belief, e man could feel embedded
in the closely knit structure of a world permeated by the care of age-
old gods. He could feel certain chat what his parents and his fellows
had always done in their home-towns fitted without tension into the
vast enveloping mass of a perfect universe. Traditional berief in the
activity of the gods in the universe presented a singularly unified
and unbroken surface. The thoughts and anxieties of the ,new mood'
after t7o drove fissures across it. It is by examining some of the new
preoccupations of sensitive men that we can appreciate the nature of
the spiritual revolution that makes Late Anriquiìy such a distinct and
fertile period in the history of the ancienr Mediterranean.

I

drained from the familiar envirgnment. Traditional concerns seemed
trivial, if not positively oppressive. Already Marcus Aurelius looks
at the world as if through the small end of a telescope: the Danubian
campaigns by which he saved the empire rn ryz-75 and r78-8o
strike him as 'puppies fighting for a bone'. We find the philosopher
Plotinus wondering: '-When I come to myself, I wonder how it is
that I have a body. . . by whar deterioration did this happen?'The
Gnostic 'awakens' to find life is a nightmare 'in which we flee one
knows not where, or else remain inert in pursuit of one knows not
whom': The baptized Christian stands âs e 'son of God', pitched
against a world ruled by a prince of evil.

Finding a sudden reserve of perfection or inspiration inside one-
self went hand in hand with a need for a God with whom one could 5r
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bealone:aGodwhose.charge,,asitwere,hadremainedconcen-
ãã,.¿ ";¿ personal rarher thãn diffused in benign but profoundly

impersonal'ministrations to the universe at large' Men wh.o. still felt

that it was their conventional acti¡ ities that needed to be blessed or

stimulated were opaque to this new need: Aristides felt utterly depen-

J.n, on Asclepius, but he was predictably conventional in regarding

Zeus as the diìtant ruler of a tÈoroughly Greek pantheon' The new

mood, by contrast, appealed straight io the centre and away from the

,.rUo.ái"",. gods of popular belief - to the One God Himself' as a

fìgure of latent, unexPressed

the good God had been utte
fore; he had made a sudden

last, to the believer from behind

bolical world. In various waYS t

minor gods that had swaddled the One God of the bien pensant was

;;;ú.ã ;ay.l,|fhe Christian to face with the

¿r"'rå. ,impli.idy of the one 'G and even for the

thinking pagan the Olympians ha little transparentli

The classical mask no íong., fìtt. g and inscrutable

core of the universe.
It would be naive to describe this development merely as a growth

of'otherworldliness''Farfromit:thebeliefthatonecouldbein
no small helP
]east inconsis-

I T'îî*¡ìl"l'jl

j, cient rites, for statues, for oraçles'
l; ew mood" bY contrast' threw uP
' 
-.r, - raw individuals who believed that they were the agents of

vast forces. The men who really left their mark on the Roman world

inìh. third and fourth centuries all believed that they were acting as

,servants, of God or of the gods, and drew lavishly on the supernatural

for guidan-çe- and sanction in a

such asQypl4rì'; bishoP ofCar
Âurelian-(ã7o-75) the Pagan'
Apostate (36r-ó3); fertile and Per

-{ihanasius (c. z96_37) and St Augusttne'

The sense of r., i-iitrent 'brefüthrough' of divine energy in the

innerworldoftheindividualhadrevolutionaryeffects.Forin-

numerable humble men and women it subtly loosened the moulding
power of classical culture and of the habitual sanctions of behaviour.
Pagan and Christian writings of the 'new mood' share an interest in
'conversion' in its sharpest sense - that is, they regarded it as possible
for the 'real' divine self suddenly to emerge at the expense of the
individual's normal social identity. The 'reborn' pupil of Thrice-
Great Flermes, the 'spiritual' man of the Gnostics, the baptized
Christian, each Glt that a glass wall stood between his new life and
his past: hls nç¡z_beh4vio-g¡ o,wed evervrhing to God and nothing
to spcle.ty.

The idea of 'convers-ion'was closely related to the idea of 'revela-r e! f ¡'¡¡ ¡;';.)"¡ :

tion'. Betwe.tr th"-, thê iwo ide:rs opened a breach ln the highÇãil
gf classical culture for the average man. By 'conversion' he gained a
moral excellence which had previously been reserved for the classical
Greek and Roman gentleman because of his careful grooming and
punctilious conformity to ancient rnodels. By 'revelation' the un-
educated might get to the heart of vital issues, without exposing
himself to the high costs, to the professional rancours and to the heavy
traditionalism of a second-century education in philosophy. pagan
philosophers, who might share many aspects of the ,rr.* -ood',
were bitterly opposed to Christians and to pagan Gnostics who relied
on such means. 'Revelation', for a philosopher such as Plotinus, was
not merely irrational: it led to second-rate counterfeits of traditional
academic philosophical culture. It was as if the inhabitants of an
underdeveloped country were to seek to catch up with western 1

technology by claiming to have learnt nuclear physics through
dreams and oracles.

!!en who had discovered some inner perfection in themselves, who
felt capable of intimate contâct with the One God, found the problem
of evil; also, to be more intimate, more drastic. To'look at the sum
total of things', to treat human miseries with detichmËnt- r, so many
regrettable traftìc-accidents on the well-regulated road system of the
universe - was plainly insuftìcient. It made no sense of thc vigour of
conflicting emotions within oneself. Flence the most crucial develop-
ment of these centuries: the definitive splitting-off of the 'demons'
as active forces of evil, against whom men had to pit themselves.
The sharp smell of an invisible battle hung over rhe religious and
intellectual life of Late Antique man. To sin was no longer merely to
err: it was to allow oneself to be overcome by unseen forces. To err 53



38 (lefù Driving out tlìe demon. Ar
an abrupt word of command from
a holy rnan, the demon visibly
leaves the sufferer. Relieffrom the
bronze door of the Church of San
Zeno, Verona, twelfth century.

39 Miraclcs of healing. Fo¡ the
âverage rnan, Christ was a

wonder-worker. Even pagans
revered Him as a redoubtable

magician. Detail frorn an Iralian
ivory diptych, 45o-óo.

demons offered an ânswer designed to relieve nameless anxiety: they
focused this anxiety on the dernons and at the sarne time offered a
remedy for it. The {çvil was given vast but strictly mepped-our
powers. FIe was an all-embracing agent of evil in the human race;
but he had been defeated by Christ and could be held in check by
Christ's human agents. The Christians were convinced that they were
merely 'mopping-up', on earth, a battle that had already been won
for them in Heaven. The monks treated the demons with the
delighted alarm of small boys visiting a lion in the zoo; and rhe
Christian bishops set abour their work in the heady frame of mind
of many a revolutionary - they faced a diabolically organized sociery
that was, at one and the same time, towering, noxious, and yet
hollow, doomed to destruction. Flence, however many sound social
and cultural reasons the historian may find for the expansion of the
christian church, the fact remains that in all christian literature from
the New Testament onwards, the Christian missionaries advanced
principally by revealing the bankruptcy of men's invisible enemies,
the demons, through exorcisms and miracles of healing.

Nothing reveals more clearly the brisk and pugnacious climate
that developed in the third century than the role allotted to rhe

T
î-I

L

37 The Great Headless One: a

powerful demon on a magical
papyrus. The learned could l-roPe

to control such detnous through
magic books; to own such a

book was a capital offence. From

Berlín Pap.5ozó, fourth century.

was not to be mistaken: it was to be unconsciously manipulated by

some invisible malign po\Mer. The more strongly people felt about

their ideas, the more põtent the demons seemed to them: Christians

believed that traditional paganism, far from being the work of men,

was an 'opium of the mãsses', pumped into the human race by the

,rorr-ho-i. demons; end one scholar even ascribed bad reviews of
his book to demonic insPiration !

But if the demons wére the 'stars' of the religious drama of Late

Antiquity, they needed an impresario. They found this in the christian

Church.'O.ttrid. Christianity, the demons had remained ambivalent

(rather like ghost$. They were invoked to explain sudden and in-

.ongr.ro,rr rãirfo.t.t.t.r, deviations from normative behaviour such

as ráts, plagues and inappropriate love-affairs' They were âs widel\'

invoked, 
"rid 

c"trr.d as iittle anxiety, as microbes do today' Christil

anity, however, made the demons central to its view of the world.

The'christian church had inherited, through lateJudaism, that most

fateful legacy of Zoroastrian Persia to the western world - a belief

in the abs*olute division of the spiritual world between good and evil

powers, between angels and demons.. To men increasingly pre-

ãccupied with the pioblem of evil, the Christian attitude to the
54
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health ;,and Galen, the doctor (c. rz9_-g9), was the intellectual leader

of Roman society Their hypochondria is a Puzzling and disturbing

symptom ; but it was exPressed in terms of the traditional views of
Greek medicine - men focused their anxieties on the imbalance of
ttu-õ"iii"-th-eir own bodies. Men of later

disòwn disease as springing from themselves:

by demons preoccupied them more than did

generations tended to
defence against attacks

the intimate disorders

of their constitutions.
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The most world was the
invisible chasm the 'saved' and the

'ùpfrgd' stood like a deep moat round the little groups, pagan and
Christian alike, that came to chisel out a position for themselves at
the expense of the time-honoured consensus of traditional public
worship.

The age of the Antoninçs saw the coming together of these
thoughts. Hence the strange appearance of that age. Reading the
literature of the classical upper classes we can agree with Gibbon:
'If a man were called to fix the period in the history of the world,
during which the condition of the human race was most happy and
prosperous, he would, wichout hesitation, name that which elapsed
from the death of Domitian to the accession of Commodus'- for in
this, he was accepting the judgment of a group of contemporaries on
themselves. Traditional civic life had never spread so far in westem
Europe. [n çhe_Çreek warld, A new selÊconfidçnce e4pqes¡çd -itself in
a romantic revival of classical culture and religion. Men still felt at
èàse in their cities. Thg hç¡oqq of the age were-not saints: th_ey were
t-t¡c '$qpbrlts' - gr4gors wþp pt"y.q4 q ="ital fsle in çhç life ofihãio*"t
(see p. r7). The leading professor of rhetoric in Rome received
roo,ooo sesterces a year.

At exactly the same time, a Christian bishop in Rome was receiving
only 7,ooo setgelcesA.ye?t To all pppearances, his group was dwarfed
by ibe r"úuÁt" åálRtå' 

"î'ét"ir'iåii' þ'ùtri. tife ; he ï.r'"r, incompre-
hensible emigrant in a great city, like Karl Marx in Victorian London.
Yet one can already see why,,in.!he 4.eXt century, the Christian
bishop might .-.rj. fio- 

"úil.ilöåi?ù'i' 
ône traditional srar-orator

there had already sprung up in Rome a dozen little conventicles, the
didaskaleia - the study-groups - of guestioning men. There was the
Christian Church proper; the convdnticles of the Gnostic Valentinus,
'the children of the understanding of the heart'; the hushed lecture-
hall atmosphere of the disciples of Thrice-Great Hermes. In the next
chapter we shall see why it was that, when the flamboyant public life
of che ancient cities was touched by the frost of public emergency
after z4o, a world obscurely prepared among humble men in such
little conventicles was able to come to the fore in the form of an
organized Christian Church.

* s7



40 Tlìc inrager:y of the

¡fterlife. Thc rest ofJonrh
in thc shlde of a gourd
(corupare tìre ditge in
Shakespearc's CY utltcl i r r c,

'Fear no tlorc thc hcat of
the stur') Fottrth-ceutttt¡'
golcl-lcaf glass

4r l)cath rvas not oulY

rcst It rvas also a luckY
cscape lrotu thc darlgcrs

of this world aud thc
rrext; Vibia is hcre lccl bY

a Good Angel to a

heavenly bauquet.
Fonrth-ccntury lvlll
painting ftorn Pagar
tonrb of Vibia, Roure.

43 The leligious leaders. Tl.ris sccond-
ccrltury v.all painting irortr f)ur:r-

Eulcrpos shorvs the appcal of the East

in tlrc pcrsorr ofI l)clsi.rrr plicst
Zoroastcr u'¡s tre¿tecl as oltc of the:

r.vise rncn of thc cl¡ssical r,olld, aud
the 'Persirn philosophy' continucd to
attr:ìct even such ver'1, (ìrcck thinkct's

rs Plotir.rus

7
\

: !¡tt t

4z (oltole) The
philosophcr' :rrcl his
prâylrg colÌvcrt
As a dircctor, the
'rnln of cultur-c'
carì evcn s:rve souls
Frour a sarcophagus
in S Mrrir
Anticlna, Rome.

44 Tl-re stucly
gror-rp Hcre the
teachel is llonc

lvith his littlc band
of disciples.

Foulth-century
rvall painting in

thc Catacornl¡ of
the Via Larina,

Ronre
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merchants \ry-elg çgnsta4tly, qn the mo-ve, seeking

opportunities in the underdeveloped territories of western Europe,

oiten settling far from their native towns. One Phrygian merchant,

whose status and education had slowly improved, found themselves

no longer citizens of their accustomed lown, but'.'9!9r-19.1¡ -g-lthe
111orld'; and rnany, it appears, were finding that the world^ was a

iõnely and impersond plãce. I-t is a-1n,o-r4-qgçh pçqPle -!h?! wç -find the

Çþr,-i-stians. -ny Z-oo- çbè Ch.!¡tia¡r communities were not recruited

f.ã- "-"ttg 
itt. 'lt"-lrt. and oppressed': chey weç-grgqpl{¡gs olthe

-l-ower middle classgs a4d of thg ¡çspçclable artisans of çhe cities' Far
-f.om 

being deprived, these people had found fresh opportunities and

p.osperity-in the Roman empire: but they also had to devise ways of
ãeaüng with the anxieties and un;ertainties of their new position.

their
new world. Their

(even their local feuds !) since the fifth century B c, the !a1pb!941ryf
- had entered a-ln

ere a normal fea

their dead telativ
ted each other as

s from the Catac

Marcellino a.nd the Catacomb of Priscilla' Rome.

It is one of the fascinations of the archaeology of the Roman
empire that we can see so, clearly some of the *"y, in which simple,
selÊrespecting men tried to regulate their behaviour, to choose
objects of worship, to create human relationships, in towns that had
become more cosmopolitan, less intimate, whei. the old landmarks
were fading.

thç rp,tçi4 o { ths o ri.rr t" lf.ol tììn -wç s çç rll .E-_ur.ep e, _ fo r insranc e, i s

it-f,qtoriguq fea-tgia of the àryç 
""d-i.co-nd 

centuries. These culrs
spread because they æi9 Lþlr-iârà"t, ärr¿ i"t., tt. to."l 

"ái...rrt,-¿-s€gte_of þe_lp¡rgtng, a sense of loyalty that he lacked in the civic
functions of his town. There is touching evidence of the spontaneous
growth of litle clubs of rhe well-to-do poor. one woulå dine with
fellow members when living, and be buried and remembered by
them when dead. In a more iirrirt.. way, aproliferation of manuals
of astrology, of dream-books, of books of ùrcery, show with how
much anxiety a new public of halÊeducated men needed to feel in
control of a life whose pace had quickened. 63
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In all this, the outlook of the upper classes of the Roman world ran

.oorrr.. to the experience of thË-more Prosperous plebeians.in¡he

;;;;r. The philosophical culture of the Greek world had reached its

maximum ditrrrioñ; but at-just that time, ¡þ -Çreek upper classes

\Mej-ç aþLqde{4g -a -flçxlblç,
tire lingua fr¿r..ca of the whol
which could onlY be sPoken

asked how he ioulå punish a brigand, a contemporary- rhetor

..*"rt .d, 'Make him leãrn the ancient classics by heart' as I have to

àr] irt. éhte, therefore, .w-4-s- 9!-çç9!ng .? þigh bulwark round i.1s-own

;ir";;,';ã- ro i-pti.itly Añ"i.;¿ho.ã " f,tib,tl.nt intellectual

i-iõiéir.i"t. The Gnostic and H
people still wished to aPProPr

ãrdét to solve their urgent Prob
professors to get it, ¡hqY would
mouths the Platitudes of manY a d

new inquirer with the sPontaneitr

Already some writers looked dor

their cÍassical culture aC the obscure world pressing in upon them:

C"f.- i-ttt, significantly, found his own profession of medicine

flooded with enihusias that the Christians were

"pp"t.",ly 
enabled by parables and commands

tå'hve according to of ancient ethics' The
theY

ostles

:ïÏ:
: a new halÊeducated Public had

turned away from the great ntalonic dialogJet to mote simpleJa-re'

provided by ho-.rpr'ä phif"sóphers such as Epictetus' and by

irandbooks of Pythagorean maxims' ,- -" -,
The- wq!!- ço do plJbgla+¡ -eYçn pattplr i"{¿ ¡rei ìit' freed from the

,.rii"int, óf the ttssiial models he temples'

ihl, *", an art de¡igned to con tic' impres-

;!o-n!sq!ç, with formili".d -."r,itt f the figures

toin.J io*ards the spectator so ble' Like so

much of the religion and culture of Late Antiquity' the distinctive
;i"t rtrrtiqoe'sttle of the art of the fourth century was not a-totally

nãd.p"ri.r.., it h"s its roots in a culture obscurely prepared in the

two preceding centuries, by humble men who still lived in the
shadow of exclusive aristocracies.

Mediterranean rowns. The very seriousness of the measures taken
against the Church as a body, and not merely.against individual
Christians, in the persecutions of 257 and after 3o3, shows that
something was lacking in the life ofa Roman town, which christianitv I
was threatening to fulfil. ' 

t

The christian church differed from the other orienral cults, which

oriental cults provided special means to salvation in the next world,
they took the position of their devotees in this world for granted.
The Christian Church offered a w+y of living in this world. The
skilful étáUôiâìion of thê ecclesiastical hrerarÃy, dt* ,.p.rç- qf be
lq4ging to a distinctive group with carefully prescribed habits and
increasing resources heightened the impression that the christian
Church made on the uncertain generations of the third century.
Seldom has a small minority played so successfully on the anxieties of
society as did the Christians. They remained a small group: but they
succeeded in becoming a big problem.

Çhristian missionaries made most headway injust those areas where
Ro-man society was mosr fluid. Thé seedbeds oithe Church were the
raw new provinces of the hinterland of Asia Mingr. In a province
such as Lycaonia, the arrival of Greek civilization had ìirtually
coincided with the arrival of St Paul. The religious leader Marcion,
who brought the Christian community in Rome some 2oo,ooo
sesterces, was a contemporary from the same region as the phrygian
merchant who had made this journey seventy-two times.

It is part of
ahead of social

the appeal of a religiouq g{qup that it can be a little
developments. It was possible to achieve in a small 65





i drop f.or-n a wicle impersolral worlcl into :r nrini:rtLlre colìllnulllty,

*håra dernands and relations were cxplicit" //¡)r)//'l'': r :' 1! '': l

48 Tbc art of thc hurnblc A sitrrplc

nlcss¿ì[jc: a \\¡oll1ât] Prllrs, ¡lt" not"'
brìngi an olivc branch, thc s1'lrbol of
pcacc Grallìto fonncl o¡ â tollìllstolle
fi-oln tbc Cat¡cotnbs

49 Tbc pìriloso¡rhcr 'Thc vcry pupiìs

of his e ycs rr,erc u'inge cl, l-rc hacl a lorrg

grcl' þ¡.t.1 ouc otllcl h:rr-dl¡'cnchrrc

tl-re shar-p lììovel cnt of liis cyes '

This clcscription of thc philosophcr-

u,ho most irrfìuencccl Julian tl'rc

Apostatc fits tltis portrait hcrcl lrorlr
Epl-reslts, fìfth ccrrttrtY

l
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LAST HELLENES: PI{ILOSOPHY AND PAGANISM, C. 26O-360

of traditional forces and rediscoveries of the past are quite as important
as the radical changes we have just been describing. Future ages were

to owe as much to the revivals as to the innovations of the Late

ia of the Greek world had lived a sheltered life in
At the nadir of the public fortunes of the empire,

hilosopher Plotinus had been able to settle down
undisturbed in a CamPan
and pupils came to him fr
fourth and fifth centuries,
towns beside the Aegean
Greece. More even than in the case of the landed aristocracy' we âre

dealing with a wqrld of long traditions, that change{ slowly and had

merely regrouped itself, without any,break with the past'

Thése men called themselves 'ihe Hellenes', and their beliefs

ored
of th

arian
of th

of a previous generation; but far from becoming mo-re pessimistic,

more^ inclined io reject the physical world, the men of the late third
century shook this dark mãod from themselves, and never looked 7r



back. The defeat of Gnosticism in intellectual circles is a striking
example of the ability of the aristocratic culture of Late Antiquity to
break a movement which had seemed, a century earlier, to be leading

to a wholesale trahison des clercs.

Up to the end of the sixth century, a large circle of 'Hellenes'held
their own against that'barbarian theosophy'- Christianity. Itis a tribute
to their prestige that, in the Greek world, 'Flellene' was the word for
'pagan'. Hence a paradox in east Roman society: in the Greek world,

-Constantine thgqoughly Christianized the apparatus of the state. The
foultþcençgly- easfern empile was far moqq qf a 'Christian e¡4pire'

than the western. Yet paganism survived in the cultural life o-f the

è"ri&". .-pire far longei than in the wç-stern: widely respected

'He]leneg'¡na-intained the university life of ,\thens, of Alexandria and

of innumerable smaller centres right up to the Arab conquest. In the

Flarran outside Edessa (Urfa, eastern Turkey), pagan' country-
gentlemen survived untouched into the tenth century. They had

made their own the speculations and the grievances of the last age of
Greek thought. An astonishing oasis of 'Hellenism', they worshipped
a trtad of Divine Minds called 'socrates, Plato and Aristotle'; they
believed that Constantine had been a leper, who had cunningly
changed Christianity into en imitation of Roman polytheism; they

were convinced that the rise of Christianity had spelt the end of
Greek science.

These 'Hellenes' impress us because, though open to the spiritual
turmoil of their age, thçy- tqrngd çg qhe ancle¡rt methodt to fìnd
a qqlqtio4 þr co¡rçe¡4p-o-rary anxieties- Their quiet faith in a con-

tinuously evolving tradition stemming from Plato was perhaps the

rnost reassuring facet of Late Antique civilization. For many a

classical and enlightened society has collapsed under the weight of its
own traditionalism, leaving to its immediate successors only a

memory of anxiety and nightmares. That this did not happen in the

Roman empire is largely due to the revival of the'Hellenes', and to
with a new upper-class intelligentsia of Christians.
ough outstanding as a thinker, is typical of them all in
An Egyptian, born in.a small provincial town about

zo5, he had more than dabbled in Gnosticism. He had had the same

teacher as the Christian Origen. He had attempted to fìnd out about

the exotic philosophy of the Persians and the Indians. Qnly later in
life did he sink, with growing tranquillity, -into the ancient dialectic

o-f Plato. His writings have the appeal of a troubled and urgent man
rational discipline to sweetness and
ils would still ask him the desperare
ation: why is it rhat the soùl has
Plotinus would give them no ready_
>n thrashing the matter out, .in 

theHellenic menner' - by days of dialectical irquiry ,"ri"i".j by th.writings of Plato.
His followers, likewise, manned the religious frontier of their age.

Ïîl-ltlt of Tyr5 þ. z_32_.c.3o3) wrote a prodigiourly le".rr.å 
".,doevastatlng c'tlcism of the christian Scriptur.r' hi, crltical remarkswere not surpassed until the Higher crìticism of the nineteenth

lichus of ,\pamea (died
ek youth. Like many
a mystagogue; he has
disposing of the crude

But at a time when Constantine
was grouping a christian court round himself, Iambrichus was ableto reassure a whole generation of Greek gentlemen that their tradi-

. most elevated
last representa_

, was converted
of Iamblichus.From.3ór_to 3ó3-, Julian 

.the Apo
9r-9Ð.And even a centurv and a
faith of the empire *", loí to Ch
would be writing, in the mood
intimate hymns to the gocls and a

The 'Hellenes' created the classi
early Middle Ages, of which Chri
up to the twelfth century, are but
humanists of the Renaissance rediscovered plato, what caught theirenthusiasm was not the plato of th: modern classical ,.fronrl ù,,,t tt 

"living Plato of the religious thinkers of tate Antiquity.
Briefly, th in the iniellJctual discipline

:it*f-t"t* a wãy of hotding rensions,or malntalnr
thinkers and 

e, while the more radical

somehow atlowed the line ro snap. \iril:äi':irffi1.'Ti ,iX1-a
73
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it was possible, through rational contemplation, to seize the intimate

connection between every level of the visible world and its source in

the One God. It was possible, therefore, to 'touch' by thought the

concentrated centre that had been sensed through thc unrolled beauty

of all visible things. To use a simple image, they viewed the world
and its relation to God like a yo-yo rapidly spinning up and down on

a thread. To them, the Gnostic had cut this thread: fbr the Gnostic

said that there was no connection between the universe ald a good

God, between a man's inside and his outside, between his body and

his soul. The Christian, by contrast, had not allowed the yo-yo to
spin out: he had riveted his attention on the One God; the glare of
tire crude monotheisûr of the Christians drained away the rainbow

articulations of invisible and visible gods, by which it was necessary

that the beauty of the One should pass to mortal eyes'

To have upheld the connection between the visible and the in-

visible, betwèen an inexpressible inner world and its meaningful

articulation in the outside world, to maintain that it was possible for

natural things to be charged with significance by thc soul - this was

the service which Plotinus rendered to his contemporâries and

successors. Christians whose thought dominated the Middle Ages'

St Augustine in the West and the unknown author of the Celestial

Hieraihies (later known as 'Pseudo-Dionysius') who wrote about

ÀD 5oo in the East, were equally indebted to the passionately

maintained equipoise of Plotinus.
To a Platonist, the relation between body and soul was a microcosm

of the vexed problem of the relation between God and the universe.
plotinus' 

"rr'i.. to this problem was characteristic. To have a body,

he decided, was no more â 'sin' than for a man to cast a shadow.

The body, indeed, was a beautiful instrument by which the soul

sought expression: a man must cherish and train his body, as a

I1ì.rr.-i.i"r, must keep. his lyre in tune. This is a taut, sensitive ideal, but

totally unascetic. w" .rn see what Plotinus meant if we look at the

art that was being patronized by the generation that listened to him.

This art is not ,otherworldly': it is 'innerworldly'. Far from abandon-

ing the grace and individuality of the body, the portraits of the later

e-pire gathet up this body round the doors by which one can pass

,t.rìght f.o- thê body into a man's mind. Their emphasis is on the

.y.t Th" eyes flash out at us, revealing an inner life hidden in a

.h..g.d cloud of flesh. Late Antiquity is an age of gripping portrrits'

C

5r The power of the eyes.
Homeric heroes disputing,
frorn a sixth-ccntury
illtrstratiorr of the Iliad: tbcy
spcek to eacll othcr witll their.
eyes, which, in conterlporary
icons, turn outwârds to
speak diiectly to thc
worshippcr.
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AN AGE OF PORTRAITS

i2 Thc portrâit devcloped in the third and

ft>trrth cclltttries lo tllcltldc intilnrtc
rnenlentocs of a friend: (/cJi) EtrsebiLrs,'the

swcet soul' Fottrth-centttry golcl-lcaf glass'

55, 56 (right) Pl'rìlosophers lrour Aqr-rilcia rud
Athens: grave, hicratic irnages of the

'spiritual rnan'.

?¡

a'
\ *5-.>d_

53, 54 The clllperor l)ecius ancl the

philosopl-rer Doguratitls : telìse âncl realistic

treâtrncnt of public nrcn iu the Ronlln
lnan11eI.

those naïve, two-dimensional sketches of the orbits of neutrons and
protons that sum up, for the layman, vertiginous truths about the
physical universe). Against the emptiness of rhe Christians' 'spiritual
worship' in their cold basilicas, the pagan philosophers upheld the
'gestures charged with soul' of traditional sacrifice, as the burning
altar reduced its offering to the simple clariry of rising flarne.

The yearning for intimacy in a bottomless universe is expressed in
the repetition of terms by which the Ncoplatonic philosophers
expressed the closeness of the one God to the infìnite articulations of
the visible world: they emphasized the 'chain' of beings, the 'inter-
weaving', the 'intermingling', that linked rnan to his awesome source.
,\ll creaturcs responded to this unseen centre, as the lotus-flower
quietly opens to the climbing sun.

In the fourth century such ideas were regarded as the crowning
achievement and the sole hope of all civilized thinkers in'the Roman
empire. Christians shared thern, inasmuch as they considered thcm-
selves to be civilized men.,In the West, where intellectual life was
spasmodic and lacked the firrn bulwarks of a predominantly pagan
university milieu, Chrtstian incellectuals became the almost unchal-
l"¡g.d heirs of Plotinus: the Christians, Marius Victorinus in the
mid-fourth century, Ambrose, Augustine, later Boethius (c. 4go-524), 77



were the bridgeheacls between Greek philosophy and the Latin Micldle

Âges. Fven in the East, pagân professors found themselves giving as

gÃerourly to Christians as to their own: a typical quiet evolution
from the schoolrootns of the philosophers into a bishopric was

experienced by Synesius, bishop of Ptolemais from 4to to 4r4'
Synesius could remain the friend of the pagan lady, Hypatia of
Alexandria (see p. ro4). He became bishop in 4ro, on condition thal,

while he might 'speak in myths' in church, he should be free to 'think
as a philosopher' in Priv.tte.

It is precisely the element in the revived Platonism which saved

men from desolation and meaninglessness in the face of the visible

world, that the Christians took over from their pagan mastcrs. The

world that had threatened, in the second and third centurics, to grow
pale in the harsh light of the Christian Apologists' call to the simplc

worship of a halÊknown high God, became sufftlsed again wìth
colour. Augustine was delivered from Manichaeism, a Gnostic

doctrine similar to those under whose shadow Plotinus had begun

his intellectual odyssey, by reading Plotinus' On Beartty. Greek

theologians found themselves debating the role and natllre of Christ
as He had appeared to men, against a classical backdrop of Platonic

thought on the relation between God and the visible world. Thc
'interweaving' of human and divine by visible symbols, that so

fascinated Iamblichus, is also a basic preoccupation of his younger

contemporâry, St Athanasius, when he writes on the Incarnation of
Christ. The echo of divine beauty which had bcen rendered visible

and so mysteriously potent, by the material image of a pagan god,

later conveyed the same powers to the christian icon. The paintings

that cover the walls of a Byzantine church: the human saints that

meet the believer at eye-level below scenes of the life of the Incarnate

christ; the rall Archangels who link christ the Ruler of the visible
IJniverse, whose distant face merges against the gold of the highest

vault. with the pictures that stride clown the walls into the crowd

below: this scheme of ascending figures is a direct echo of the awesome

sense of an invisible world made visible by art, to souls caught in the

veils of a body, that had once stirred in the emperorJulian, as he stood

before the altar of his gods.
It was the sense of the intimate and intangible presence of the

unseen that consoled the last pagans. To claim, as Christian mobs

would claim in the late fourth century (see p. ro4), that they had

57 The new pagân idiom. 'Our Lady of Many Blcssings' on a sixth-century
Egyptian tâpcstry. A majestic abstract figtrre, distributing the blessing of virtue ar-rd
irnproverncnt, replaces the all too hnrnan gods of popular: rnytl-rology

'destroyed' the gods by destroying their temples, was as stupicl for
the pagan as to claim to have banished electricity by destroying all
plugs and switches. The beautiful classical statues of the gods had
been destroyed: but, saidJulian, the Athenians had long ago destroyed
the 'living statue' of the body of Socrates - his soul lived on. It was
the same with the gods. In the stars at night, the gods had found shapes
more suitable to their impassive eternity than perishable human
statues. For, in the stars, the diffracted colours of earth were con-
centrated into a steady, imperturbable glow. The stars and the planets78 79
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j8, j9 In a late nrcclieval mruuscript, thc gocls atc shor'vt-r in the plal.rets, cach clr-

cnrnscribed by its orbit (Vat. Pnl Lal.. r37o).

swung safely above the heads of the last pagans, glittering statues of
the gods far rernoved from the vandalism of lhe rnonks' Throughout
the Middle Ages, the stars still hung above Christian Europe, dis-

quieting reminders of the imrnortality of the gods. The gods had left
their names on the days of the week. Their attributes still restecl on

the planets; and these planets ruled the behaviour of civilized men

up to the end of the seventeenth century. After thirteen hunclred

yeârs, men would still be recâpturing, in more or less Christian forrn,
that thrill of kinship with a perfect and inviolable world that had once

turned the young Julian from Chrrstlanlty.

Sit, Jessica: look, how the floor of heaven
Is thick inlaid with patines of bright gold:
There's not the smallest orb which thou behold'st
But in his motion like an angel sings.

Still quiring to the young-cyed cherubins;
Such harmony is in immortal souls;
But, whilst this muddy vesture of decay
Doth grossly close it in, we cannot hear it.

(Merchant oJ- Venice, Act v, scene i, S 8-óS)

óo Mercury still presides over the sarne professions and skills as arc ascribcd to this

god in Latc Antique literatttrc: as the'Thrice-Great Herttles', Me lcttry was re gardcd

by pagans as thc lcvealer ofall art and cuLture. Frotl a scries ofFloren ttnc ctrgraviugs,

Thc Planets, r464-65.
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VII THE CONVERSION OF CHRISTIANITY' 3OO-3ó3
,If all men wanted to be christians,'the pegan celsus wrote in ró8,

contrâsr, Syria and Asia Minor, with their vocal christian elements,

stood out more sharply than ever before as provinces of undimmed

prosperity and intellectual ferment.- 
Tùe most decisive change of that time, however, cannot be reduced

to a matter of the size of the christian communities. It wâs more

ideals of the Roman world.
genius
assirni-
ishops,
of the

6r .A mighty soul, who acted on the prornpting of God-' Tl-re raised eyes in this

colossal head of constantine, now outside the Palazzo dci conservatori, Rome,

emphasize the emperor's idea of himself as I man in close contact with God.



of the universal Christian Church by Christ had been expressly
synchronized with the foundation of a universal Roman peace by
Âugustus. A Christian, therefore, could reject neither Greek culture
nor the Roman empire without seeming to turn his back on part of
the divinely ordained progress of the human race. Christ was the
'schoolmaster' of the human race, and Christianity was the peak of
His education, the 'ftue' paideia, the 'true' culture. Origen and his
successors taught the pagan that to become a Christian \Mas to step,

at last, from a confused and undeveloped stage of moral and intel-
lectual growth into the heart of civilization. On the sarcophagi and
frescoes of'the late third century, Çhris! âppears as the Divine
Schoolmaster, dressed in the simple robes of a professor of literature,
lecturing - as Origen must have done - to a quiet circle of well-
groomed disciples. Jhe Christian bishop had become part o.f the
intelligentsia of many ^ great Greek,.town: he, also, sat on â pro-
fessor's 'chair' -his cathedra; and he was thought of as 'lecturing' his
didaskaleion, his study-group, on simple and elevating ethical themes.

The early fourth century was the great age of the Christian
Apologists - Lactantius (c. z4o-c.3zo), writing in Latin, and Eusebius

of Caesarea, in Greek. Their appeals to the educated public coincided
with the last, the 'Great Persecution of the Church', from 302 to 3ro,
and with the conversion and reign of Constantine as a Christian
emperor frorn 3tz to 337.The Christianity of the Apologists was not
merely a religion that had found a modus uiuendi with the civilization
that surrounded it. They presented it as something far more than
that. They claimed that Christianity was the sole guarentee of that
civilization - that the best traditions of classical philosophy and the

high standards of classical ethics could be steeled against barbarism
only through being confirmed by the Christian revelation; and that
the beleaguered Roman empire was saved from destruction only by
the protection of the Christian God.

Such a message played on the 'Great Fear' of the townsmen <¡f the
Mediterranean world of the late third century. One should always
remember that classical civilization was the civilization of a fragile
veneer: only one man in ten lived in the civilized towns. At no time
did this urban crust feel its hold over a wide world to be more
precarious than at the end of the third century. The townsmen had
maintained their privileges. But they were dwarfed by a countryside
whose face had become less recognizable to classical men. In many

rural areas, from Britain to Syria, archaic cults, far removed from the
classical olympians, reared their heads more insistently than ever
before. The primitive tribes from beyond the frontiers haá made their
presence felt in terrifying razzias. Furthermore, the traditional pro-
t-ectors of the towns, tþe emperors and their army, had neve, see^med
sp alien. The Roman ermy was stationed emong, and recruited from,
the populations of the frontiers. It had always been an outsider in the
Mediterranean world: in the generation before the accession of
Diocletian, rn 284, it was in danger of becoming a foreign body. The-Danubian provincials who saved the empire needed to be told by
their commanders that they did so to preserve, not to terrorize, the
civilians. 'when we compare the rough, uniformed figures of Dio-
cletian and his colleagues with the exquisitely classicaliarcophagi of
contemporary upper-class christians, we realize that, against che gulf
which threatened ro open between the new masters ór tn. .-[i..
and the traditions of the ancienr cities, the old divisíon berween pù",
and christian civilian might seem insignificanr. By 3oo, the chiisùan

6z Clrrist lhe rcachcr. Filtlr-ccrtury ivor.y pyxrs.
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bishop had at least become part of the landscape of most towns: ln
the civilized Greek world it was the Latin-speaking soldier who was

the outsider.
With the return of peace after the accession of Diocletian, the

wound began to close between the new, military governing class and

the urban civilization of the Mediterranean. But there were now two
groups who claimed to represent this civilization: the traditional
pegan governing class, whose resilience and high standards had been

iho*.r in the revival and spread of Platonic philosophy in the late

third century, were in danger of being outbid by the new' 'middle-

brow' culture of the Christian bishops, whose organiztng power

and adaptability had been proved conclusively in the previous

generatlon.
At first, organization for survival was more important to the

emperors than culture. Diocletian was a sincere, ltornô Roman

traáitionalist; yet he ruled for ninereen years without giving a thought

to the Christians. The 'Great Persecution', which began in 3oz and

continued spasmodical to

respectable Christians. irr

the society with which es'

It was a terrifying and, ri-
d by an obscure event. In 3tz, a usllrplng
won a battle over his rival at the Milvian
He ascribed this victory to the protection of

the Christian God, vouchsafed in a vision.
If God helps those who help themselves, then no group better

deserved the miracle of the 'conversion' of constantine in¡3r2, than

did the Christians. For the Christian leaders seized their opportunity
with astonishing pertinacity and intelligence. They besieged Con-

stantine in his new mood: provincial bishops, notably Hosius of
Cordova (c. zSll Sl) , attached themselves to his court ; other bishops,

from Africa, swept him into their local affairs as a judge; Lactantius
onstantine fìnally con-
greeted by Eusebius of
r's disposal with a skill
rhetor had seemed able

to summon up for constantine's grim and old-fashioned predecessors

- Diocletian and Galerius.
This prolonged exposure to Christiân propagânda was the true

ó3 'lt is the greatcst crime to wish to rndo what has bee'fixcd a'd established by
antiquity': Dioclctian and his collcagues performing â pagan sacrifice. christian
courtiers had even attended on such occasions. During the Great persecution,
christians were spasrnodically forced to perform these sacrifices: for a paga', they
were a natural and graceful gcsture ro the gods (cJ Ill. 85). Detail frorn tl-rc Arcl'r of
Galerius, Salonica.

'conversion' of Constantine. It began on a modest scale when he
controlled only the under-Christianized western provinces; but it
reached its peak after 324, when the densely Christianized territories
of Asia Minor were united to his empire. Its results were decisive.
Constantine could easily have been merely a 'god-fearing' emperor,
who, for reasons of his own, was prepared to tolerate the Christians:
there had been many such in the third century (one of whom,
Phllip (zaa-49), was even regarded as a crypto-Christian). Given the
religious climate of the age, there was no reason, either, why his
decision to tolerate the Church might not have been ascribed to inti-
mations from the Christian God. Constantine rejected this easy and
obvious solution. FIe came co be the elnperor we know from his
speeches and edicts: a crowned Christian ,\pologist. He viewed him-
self and his mission as a Christian emperor in the light of the interpre-
tation of Christianity that had been presented to the average educated
layman by the Christian Apologists of his age. In becoming a Christian,
Constantine publicly claimed to be saving the Roman empire; even
more - in mixing with bishops, this middle-aged Latin soldier
sincerely believed that he had entered the charmed circle of 'true'

I
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civilization, and had turned his back on the Philistinism of the raw

men who had recently attacked the Church'

,, One suspects that Çg4-çtantil-e wa; converted to m4ny -mote aspects
' of Medit.i."n.rn life than to Christianity alone. The son of a soldier,

Fe lnieî ià his tot with a civilian way of life that had been largely

ignored by the grey administrators of
3 r r onwards, Constantine put the lande

he is the 'restorer of the Senate', to who
owed so much. he ve these landowners extensi ve pgwer_q

over their tenants. he grouped â new civilian
class round Greek East (see p. z7). He gave the Pro-
vincial gentry of Asia Minor what they had long wanted: Constan-

tinople, a 'new' Rome, placed within convenient range of the

imperial court as it moved along the routes connecting the Danube

to Asia Minor. For the Greek senator and bureaucrat, roads that had

long ceased to lead to Rome converged quite naturally at this new

capital.^constantine, 
very wisely, seldom said 'no'. The fìrst christian

emperor accepted pagan honours from the citizens of Athens' He

.an-sacked the Aegeãn for pagan classical stâtuary to adorn Constanti-

nople. He treated a pagan philosopher as a colleague' FIe paid the

travelling expenses of a pagan priest who visited the pagan lnonu-

-..rt, oiEgypt. After a generation of 'austerity' for everyone, and

of 'terror' f". th. Christians, Constantine, with calculated flam-

boyance, rns-t¡qlrted-¡þe--lÇ¡çat Thawl of the early fourtll centuiy-: it
*r, 

" 
*hol. restored civilian world, pagan as well as Christian, that

was pressing in round the emPeror.
Inihis ..rtored world, the Chris:ians had the advantage of being the

most flexible and open group. The bishops could accept an- unculti-
vated emperor. Thèy were used to autodidacts, to men of genuine

eccentric ialent who - so they claimed - were taught by God alone'

Constantine, one should remember, was the younger contemporary

of the first Christian hermit, St Anthony (see p' 9ó)' Neither the

Latin-speaking soldier nor the Coptic-speaking farmer's son would
have been regirded as acceptable human materiâl for a classical school-

mester: yet Þusebius of Caesarea wrote the life of Constantine the

soldier, and Athanasius of Alexandria - an equally sophisticated

Greek- the life of Anthony the Egyptian. It was over the wide bridge

of a ,middlebrow' identification of christianity with a lowest com-

mon denominator of classical culture, and not through the narrow
gate of a pagen aristocracy of letters, that constantine and his succes-
sors entered the civilian civilization of the Mediterranean.

The ry1g4 ofhi¡ soq,Ço4qr4nriug II, from 337 to 36r, set rhe seal on

ó4 Constantius II (337-ór), son
of Constantine. Very nuch a

Byzantine autocrat, he cnter-ed
Rome, standing as immobile as

a stâtue, 'looking neither to
right nor left, as if his head were
held in a vice'. Fourth-century
bronze head.
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The religious policy of Constantius II showed his cþaracteristically
shrewd pursuit of a rniddle way. Hç upheld¿Arianisnì, as being the

more philosophically acceptable statement of the relation between
Christ and God the Father. This creed was formulated by an Alexan-
drian priest, Arius (c. z5c>-c.33ó), in the face of the intransigent
hostility of his ecclesiastical superior, the authoritarian Athanasitts,
patriarch of Alcxandria. ,\rir-rs enjoyed the tacit sLlpport of cultivatecl
bishops, such as thc elder statesman, Eusebius of Caesarea. In sup-
porting Arianism, Constantius opted for the religion of the cultivated
Christian Apologists of a previous generation, againsl the suspect

new piety of Athanasius, based on the monnting enthusiasm of
the Egyptian monks. As seen by thc average bishop of the age of
Constantine, the victory of Christianity had been a victory of strict
monotheism over polytheism. The mârtyrs had clied for a single,
high God. '\nd for the cultivated Christian of the fourth century, a

hrgh God could only manifest Himself to the physical universe
through an intermediary. Christ had to be, in somc way, 1 reflec-

_tiol of God; He could not possibly be God: for the lonely essence

of che One God must stand concentrated and transcendent. The
God of the Arians was the jealous God of Abraham, of Isaac and of
Jacob: br-rt their Christ was the godlike intermediary of the high-
pitched universe of the Neoplatonic philosophers. Arianism also

appealed to the imagination of a new court socicty. For Christ was

thought of as'representing'God in this world, much as a governor,
sitting beneath an icon of the emperor, 'representcd' Constantius
II in a distant court-house.

Çonstantius II enjoyed the support of the well-educated and tradi-
tionally minded bishops of Âsia Minor and of the Danubian provinces.
It is ¿ grouping of parties that foreshadows the frontiers of the medi-
eval Byzantine empire: a solid bloc of conservative, loyalist 'Romans'
of predominantly Greek culture was already holding the balance
between a primitive Latin 'West, and an exuberant East. The secular

collnterparts of these bishops flocked to Constantinople: they
brought the language and the building-styles of Greek Asia Minor
into the new capital. Both laymen and bishops wcre groonred in
Greek culture: they had read their Flc¡mcr and some had even
been to Athens. But their classicism was the 'pasteurizcd' success-

culture of the early fourth century (see p. 3o) ; they read Greek

, literature to gain the skills of a gentleman, not to learn about the gods.

ó5 Julian the ,\postate (36r ó3)

A.ftcr a succession of close-shaven
Lâtin autocr'âts, Jtrlian Ilatrntcd the

lor-rg bcard of a Grcek pliilosopher

Such men deserved the sudden fright of nineteen months of ostenta-
tiously pagan rule - the reign of the emperor Julian the Apostate,
from 3ór to 3ó3.

By a chance of fortune, Julian, a nephew of Constantine, had
found himself free to gain e proper education. While his older
cotrsin, Constantius II, patrolled the empire with his déraciné court,
Julian 'went native' âtnong the educated Greeks of the Aegean cities
(see p. 7o). He was swept to the throne by a desperate Gallic army:
but he ruled as the first emperor of genuine education for a century,
and as an emperor more austere and articulate than Marcus Aurelius.

Julian spoke up for the 'community of the Hellenes'. FIe repre-
sented the depressed gentry of the ancient Greek towns of ,\sia Minor

'honest men' who had watched with growing anger the blasphe-
mies, the indecent affiuence, the deep intellectual confusion of the
court society of Constantine and Constantius II. By instituting lav"..sh
pagan ceremonies and by increasing the status of pagan priests, Julian9o 9r



óó A religion of tlie book. Thc fottr neat
rodi¿cs of the Evangelists stand in a

cupboard (vcry diffcr-cnt frorn the

elâborâte ancient scrolls in lll. z3).
Fifth-ccntury mosaic in the Mausolcurn of
Galla Placidia, Ravenna.

Christians that he attacked with such vigour. Paideía, classical culture,
he insisted, was the gift of the gods to men. The Christians had abused
the heaven-sent gift of Greek culture: their Apologists had used Greek
erudition and philosophical questionings to blaspheme the gods;
Christian courtiers had battened on Greek literature to appear civil-
ized. In 3ó3, Christians were forbidden ro teach Greek literature:
'If they wânt to learn literature, they have Luke and Mark: let them
go back to their churches and expound them.'

Julian died on an expedition to Persia at the age of thirty-one,
in 3ó3. Had he lived, he intended that Christianity should sink out
of the governing classes of the empire - much as Buddhism was
clriven back into the lower classes by a revived Confucian rnandarin-
ate in thirteenth-century China. 'Whatever the 'barbarian' rarnifìca-
tions of Christianity in the lower classes, the 'mandarins' of Julian's
Roman empire were to be authentic 'Hellenes' - men reered on
Flomer, and impermeable to the gospels of Galilean fishermen. It
is a measure of the shrewdness ofJulian's diagnosis of the resources of
Hellenism in the later empire, that many Greeks - es professors, poets,
líttí:rateurs and administrators - managed to be staunch 'Hellenic'
pagans up to the end of the sixth century.

Seldom have the issues of half a century been summed up so clearly
and judged so trenchantly as in the writings and policies ofJulian the
Apostate. YetJulian wâs proved wrong. The fact that his works were
preserved at all for posterity proves that a compromise between
Christianity and Hellenism had come ro stay: for the writings of the
Apostate are preserved for us in de luxe editions, lovingly produced
by humanist monks and bishops in thirteenth-century Byzantium.

It was not that Julian was unrealistic. He saw, with a clarity bred
of hatred, one blatant feature of his age - Christianity rising like a

damp-stain up the wall of his beloved Hellenic culture. 'What 
he

did not see was that this same Christianity was able to pass the clas-
sical culture of an élite to the âverage citizen of the Roman world.
The Christian bishops were the missionaries of the culture with which
they had identified themselves.

For Christianity was an essentially 'Cockney' religion. It had clung
to the contours of urban life throughout the empire. It was 'Cockney',
also, in assuming at least a minimal participation in literacy: the
first thing an Egyptian peasant found himself being made to do, on
joining a monastery, was learning to read - so as to understand the
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showed them that the gods existed and could be seen to exist. He
established a régirne of 'austerity', after the mushroom growth of

. court life since Constantine. He reminded the upper classes of land-
I -".k, that had been washed away by the social flìidity of the early
'i fourth century: he urged them to remember the ancient status of the

ì pagan priesthoods, and the old traditions of social responsibility for
( the poor. He wished to reunite, round their ancient temples, towns

that had fallen apart between nouueaux riches and depressed gentry,
between town council and Christian bishop.

This 'pagan reaction' ofJulian's reign was far from bcing a romalltic
effort to put the clock back to the days of Marcus Aurelius. Like so

many 'reactions', it was an angry attempt to settle scores with colla-
borators. Julian was naturally disturbed by the rapid spread of
Christianity among the lower classes; but the real objects of his
hatred were those members of the Greek upper classes who had
compromised with the Christianity of the régimes of Constantine
and Constantius II. It was the demi-uierge classicism of upper-class 93



Bible. (The establishment of Christianity coincided, signifìcantly,
with a notable advance in book-ploduction, by which the clumsy

i .ì,c t :,Ì ir ¡,¡ì¡,.j, scroll was replaced by the compactt.codex; like the modern book with
',, '1. I oPening Pages.)

To take some local examples: toJulian, 'Hellenism' seemed a fragile
veneer in a backward province such as Cappadocia. The Christian
bishops of the Cappadocian cities, however, though of the same class

as their pagan colleagues, were less deterred by the intractable 'bar-
barism' of the surrounding population. They resolutely preached at
them in Greek, recruited them into Greek-speaking monasteries, and
sent Greek-speaking priests out to them in the countryside. As a

result, Cappadocia became a Greek-speaking province up to the
fourteenth century.

The 4exible, doctrinaire Qrqek of the bishop could travel faste_r

than the patient, inward-looking classlcis4 of the rhetor. It could be
translated and transposed even beyond the frontiers of the empire.
From the fourth century onwards Armenia became a sub-Byzantine
province through its ecclesiastical links with Cappadocia: even the
vowel-sounds of Armenian transliterations preserve a classical Greek
pronunciation that has long vanished in Greece itself. 'Whenever

we sây'church' we echo the Cappadocian Christians who influenced
the translation of the Bible into Gothic: for the Gothic ciric (hence
our 'church', kerk, Kirche) is derived from the kyriakos oikos -'the
Lord's house' - of Christian Greek.

In Egypg, also, Christianity fostered the growth'of Coptic as a

literary language. The adoption of Coptic is by no means a iign of a

resurgence of Egyptian 'separatism', as has often been confidently
asserted. In the fourth and fifth centuries, Egyptian 'isolationism' was
pagan. It concentrated on the 'holy land' of Egypt and its temples,
and it expressed itself in Greek. Coptic, by contrast,,',ryas a literature
qf p+fqt_.ip"glon. It abounded in loan-words; and, through Coptic,
the clergy and monks of Upper Egypt felt that, for the first tirtre in
their immemorial history, they could embrace distant thoughts and
policies, and could set the tone of a common monastic culture, as far
away as Constantinople and Gaul. Just as the Danubian provincial
had shown that, througþ thç qqmy, he could gain a stake jn the Roman
empire without nairhtiíi[ ä käbwledge of the classics, so the Christian
Egyptian, Syrian, or North African now felt involved in the religious

94 issues that preoccupied the governing class of the empire.
67 -Ihe new Christian participant: Rhodia, from the Fayum, Egypt. Sixth-century
tombstone.



VIII THE NE\v PEOPLE: MONASTICISM AND THE
EXpANSION OF CHRISTIANITy, 3 OO_4OO

'when Ploti'us was unravelling the wisdom of plato in a senator's
villa outside Rome (frorn 244 to z7o), far away, in plotinus' home-
country, _Egypt, the son of a family of well-to-do peasants was
attending"the Christian church in his village. This young rnan,
Anthony, took the saying ofJesus that was read out in the lesson -
'Go, sell all you have and give to the poor and follow me'- as a com-
mand addressed to himself. He began to lead the life of a hermit in
about; zó9. Gradually, he weaned himself from the outskirts of his
village, and struck out further and further into the outer Desert,
in 285.'When he died in 35ó, ar the age of ro5, he had lived for over
seventy years in a forbidding wilderness, some weeks' journey from
the nearest town. Ânthony had dropped out of civilization as ancienr
man had known it. Yet Anthony became the 'father of the monks,.
He was the hero of a masterly biography by none other than Atha-
nasius, the patriarch of Alexandria. The shy son of Egyptian farrners,
who had avoided going to school, câme to influence the christian
Church in every town of the Roman empire.

These two remarkable Egyptians - Plotinus and Anthony - mark
the parting of the ways in the religious history of Late Antiquity.
They shared in a common climate of opinion: plotinus 'lived ai one

body', and Anthony
e admired for having
y. But the means they
opposed. For P-Lqlinus

and his pagen successors, otherworldliness rose out of the traditional
cultrrre, like the last icy pcak of a mounrain range: a tríìining in cras-
sical literature and philosophy stood at the base of the asceticism of the
late Roman philosopher, as seemingly irremovable as the foothills of
the Himalayas. The 'godlike' man of paganism could only be pro-
duced from among intellectuals who had undergone the ancient
grooming in the ways of a civilized gentleman. As we have seen,,the
average christian bishop of the late third and early fourth centuries
had come very close to sharing this ideal - austere, highly literate,
exclusively urban. But the christian church had remained open to
other forms of talent: even the learned Origen, for instance, trã¿ len
room in the Christian Church for the 'simple' folk who would take

96 the commands of christ literally. 'vØithin 
a generation of the time of
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68 Thc nronk, his hands lilted in prayer. Coptic linrcstone rclief, sixth-sevcnth ccrìtury



world.was the necessary first step in the new ascetic movement. In
whatever way he might show it, the new Christian holy man had
opted for some flagrant antithesis to the norms of civilized life in the
Mediterranean. Inevitably, therefore, the way such men organized
themselves, the culture they created, the standards of behaviour
th o congregate,
m al and signifi_
ca in the fourth
cqntury ïes precisely in this : it was a grouping of selÊstyled ,displaced

perso!!', who claimed to have started life afresh.

the monks), spread northwards into Armenia, and westwards to the
streets of Antioch: it enriched and troubled the life of Mediterranean
cities as far apart as Constantinople, Milan and Carthage.

The Syrians were the'stars' of the ascetic movement: wild vagrants
dressed in skins, their matted hair making them look like eãgles,
these 'men of fire' amazed and disquieted the Greco-Roman wãrld
by their histrionic gesrures. Their most typical representatives, in
the fifth century, were the 'stylite' saints - men who squatted on the
top of pillars. The founder of this idiosyncrasy, Simeon (c. lg6-+Sg),
held court for forty years from the top of a fifty-foot column in
the mountainous hinterland of Antioch.

þ Egypt, by contrast, asceticism took a difnerent tum. A canny and
anxious peasantry steered clear of the ferocious individualism of the

ó9 The'star'. St

Simeon Stylites (from
the Greek stylos, a

pillar) squatting on his
pillar. He had outfaced

the devil as a great
snake. Clients would

consult him by
climbing up the ladder

(on the left).
Mementoes such as

this one - the first
Christian icons -

spread the fame of
Simeon as far apart as

Persia, Rome and
Paris. Gold plaque

from a sixth-century
Syrian reliquary.

Syrians. The Egyptians felt that they lived in a confusing world,
laid like a minefield with the snares of the devil, and all too easily
disrupted by the full-blooded quarrelsomeness oftheir fellow villagers
turned monks. They opced for humility, for a limited but relentless
routine I labour, for safet

iron dis 2go1+7), a farrn
into the set abo_u¡ creati4g
qlc life, linking the cells of the hermits into great settlements in Upper
Egypt - beginning at Tabennisi in the fþe-b-aid i{t-fzq. FIis 'colony'
was conceived with an ingenuity, implemented with a discipline
and expanded with a speed and flexibility that quite surpassed any
of the organizational ventures of the late Roman state: by the end of
the fourth century, the great monasteries conceived by Pachomius
harboured seven thousand monks.98 99



70 The Apa, frther of the rnonks. The spiritual clirector
could be an aweson'ìe figure of authority. 'The spirit of the
Lord is with that rnan,' said a monk of St Pachomius, 'and
if he says die I die, and if he says 1ìve I1ivc.'Coptic basalt
stele, probably an abbot's tombstone, sixth-seventh
century.

7r Victory over the demons. St Sisinnios, a rider saint,
transfixes a female dernon. Sixth- or seventh-century
Egyptian fresco, monastery of St Apollo, Bawit.

',, ,i (i,:.. '; t , , ,.: , i
The Egyptian experiments created an ethos all of their own. The " I

-Egyptia.r lf-athcrs - thç- Aplt (hence our word 'abbot') - ha4 pryyided
models for monastic cornmunities that were set up, in the late fourth
century, as Far apart as Caesarea in Cappadocia, and Rouen. Their
Sqyings provided a remarkable new literary genre, close to the world
of parable and folk-wisdom, whose themes and anecdotes were
passed on throughout the Middle Ages and far into pre-revolutionary
Russia. In these Sayings, the peasantry of Egypt spoke for the first
time to the civilized world. There is hardly a saint in medieval
Europe whose temptations ere not modelled on those fìrst described
in connection with Anthony on the outskirts of an Egyptian village.

We know very little about the origin of the ascetic movement in
its Near Eastern background, but enough to suspect any simple
ans\Mer. It has been said that monasticism wes a movement of flight
and of protest: that the oppressed peasantry fled to the safety of the

great monasteries, and that their grievances against their landowners

mingled with the fanaticism with which they attacked the classical

paganism and classical culture
of the monastic movement

of the Greek cities. In fact, the founders
and their recruits were

peasants. -Iheir malaise was more subtle. Late Roman Egypt was a

land of vigìrous villages where tensions sprang quite as much from
the disruptive effècts of new wealth and new opportunities as from the

immemorial depredations of the tax-collector. Egyptian and Syrian
villages came to produce more well-to-do eccentrics, whose talents

found no outlet in the prudent and rooted routines of successful

peasant co ional misfit; Macarius
had been uProoted bY militarY
service; th ymanlf)'i'ttt''i i'ti'i\'ìit'i

Flowever little we may know of the origin of the ascetic movement,
we know a lot about the function and meaning of the monk's act of
'displacement' in fourth- and fifth-century society. The holy man

was thought to have gained freedom and a mysterious power,
through having palled through the ¡¡ran-y visible boundaries of a

societ¡1, thât wes;ot so much oppressed, as slubbornly organized for
survival. In villages dedicated for millennia to holding their own
against nature, the holy man had deliberately chosen 'anti-culture'-
the neighbouring desert, the nearest mountain crags. In a civilization
identifìed exclusively with town life, the monks had committed the

absurd - they had 'made a city in the desert'. Above all, in a world
where the human race wes thought of as besieged by invisible demonic
powers (see pp. 53ff.), the monks earned their reputation through
being 'prize-fighters' agqinst the devil. They held his malevolence at

bay; and they were able as the average men, with all his amulets and

remedies against sorcery, never felt able - to laugh the devil in the
face. The holy man's powers were shown in his relations with the
animal kingdom, which had always symbolized the savagery and

destructiveness of the demons: he drove out snakes and birds of prey,
and he would settle down as the benign master ofjackals and lions.
Above all, the holy man was thought to have arrived at the inost
enviable prerogative to which an inhabitant of the later empire could
aspire: þq_had gained!'parrhesia)'freedom to speak' bqfor. lhe 4we-
some majesty of God. For the God of the fourth-century Chris-
tian was en emperor writ large. Only those of His subjects who had
spent their lives in unquestioning and tremulous obedience to Hisroo IOI



commands might feel free to approach Him, as favoured courtiers,
and so have their prayers answered with spectacular results.

It is in such a belief that we catch a vivid glimpse of the quality of the
public life of the later empire as it impinged on the popular imagina-
tion. The _t4ggr !.9ma4 çr1lprye, .wes not a world of great dislocation
and oppression, so much as of unremitting thoroughness; it was a

1,9,{d w_hg¡e the p9n1l l1w-s_qf Çod 4qd olqhg emperors were br-utal.ly
and appfie-d, and.where-hope lay, not in revolution or
reform, but rather,in- qcc4qlo¡¡4! q4qðp_ççtçd ûvours-obtainçd by the
gnpredlc-ç4blç-itrççtyçq_çlS¡¡ Sfe pqrle_rfrri few- When a holy man died,
his life would often be remembered in the locality as a fragile patch of
sunshine breaking the harsh climate of normal life: for the holy
man's influence at the court of Heaven had gained a momentary
amnesty from the iron laws of God's stem dealings with the Mediter-
ranean peasant - a halt to plagues, to famine, to earthquakes, to hail-
storms.

And, if God was conceived of in this hard way in Fleaven, on earth
the emperor and his servants were dreaded in earnest. Once again,
the {ge_s as 9ng ery
wh in the wa the
citi ü &pecied 87,
the imperial commissioners suddenly found their way to the doomed
city barred by a group of Syriac-speaking holy men. While these
wild figures interceded for the city, and their speeches were translated
from Syriac into Greek, the bystanders 'stood around', \Mrote a
witness,'and shivered'.

fhg_i{ça,of thq -holy m4q þoldlng çhq -de¡as4q at þ-ay aud bendi,ug
t-h.ç__¡Uill p_f_ Gqd_ b,y hls pr4yeq¡ came to dominate Late Antique
society. In many ways, the idea is as new as the society itself. For it
Pþçç-d + gql, 
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7z 'îhe holy man as a

friend of Christ. Just as

Diocletian rested his

hand on his colleague's
shoulder (I11. rz), so St
Menas is designated by

Christ as his trusted
colleague and adviser.

Sixth- or seventh-century
painted panel from Bawit,

Egypt.

patronus, the protector, threatened to erode the solidarity of the town
council (see p. 37). Simeon the Stylite, gloriously conspicuous on
his column, sifting lawsuits, prophesying, healing, rebuking and
advising the goveming classes of the whole eastern empire not far
from the deserted temple of Baalbek, was the sign of a similar change.
In the popular imagination, the emergence of the holy man at the
expense of the temple marks che end of the classical world.

At the end of the fourch century, the temples of the gods had
survived in most cities and in the
After Constantine, were p4{!!y 'secp,la!zgd'; bqt çtt.J-ço¡-
t!¡rUed qo þe_¡r!sitç{,,and they }yete fqspqcled as pqblic mq4gr,neqç¡ by
cultivated townsmen, pagar,and Christian alike, rather like the beauti-
ful cathedrals of some Communist states. To many bishops, however,
they were a source of infection' to their congregations. To the monks,
they were the fortresses of their enemy, the devil. By the late fourth
century, there were some two thousand monks within striking dis-
tance of the great temples of Alexandria. Among such men, a life of

'man of power', i! the centre ofpeople's imagination.
classical world had tended to think of iis religion in
Ancient religion had revolved round grear tJmples,

ancient stones even the most impressive priest had

Previousl the
t5¿rgl'; 9f_1hings.
against whose
paled into insignificance; the gods had spoken impersonally at their
oracle-sites; their ceremonies assumed a life in which the community,
the city, dwarfed the individual. In the fourth and fifth centuries,

4 a_'man o! pgy.r', came to dwarf the
the person of ttre èmþèrór hád èôtipsed

Rome; the rise to prominence of the single
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harsh obedience and continuous effort to control one's thoughts and
body had created an atmosphere of explo¡ive aggression, directed
against the Evil One and his surviving representatives on earth. From
Mesopotamia to Ngrçh Afric.a, a wave of religious vlglçnce swept
town 4¡d countryside: in 3 88 the monks burnt a synagogue at Calli-
nicum near the Euphrates; at the same time, they terrorized the vil-
lage-temples of Syria; in 39r, the patriarch of Alexandria, Theophi-
lus, called them in to 'prlrge' the city of the great shrine of Serapis,
the Serapeum. Bands of monastic vigilantes, led by Schenudi of
Atripe (died c. 4óó), patrolled the towns of Upper Egypt, ransacking
the houses of pagan notables for idols. In North '\frica, similar
wandering monks, the 'Circumcellions', armed with cudgels called
'Israels', stalked the great estates, their cry of 'Praise be to God'
more fearful than the roaring of a mountain-lion. In 415, the Egyp-
tian monks shocked educated opinion by lynching a noble Alexan-
drian lady, Hypatia.

Paganism, therefore, was brutally demolished from below. For the
pagans, cowed by this unexpected wave of terrorism, it was the end
of the world. 'If we are alive,' wrote one, 'then life itself is dead.'

Yet this atrocious interlude was part of a deeper change. In the last
decades of the fourth ce_4_!qry, Ç,[risqi4-nity aqse-qte-d itsel_f, for the
fìrst time,- as tþe majority religion of tþg Romln empi¡-e. Mobiiized
by his bishops, the Christian man in the street had got what he wanred.
The Christian congregations of the 38os wanted a'Christian'empire,
purged of the heavy legacy of the gods, and ruled by an emperor
who shared their prejudices against Jews, heretics and pagans. The
emperors gave them their head. It was a cunning move on their
part, for the towns of the later empire were jungles, under-policed
and constantly threatened by famine and rioting. In the later fourth
c_eltury, these towns had to irreet a ¡r-rdden, inç¡e1sed strain of high
taxation, due to the renewal of barbarian invasions in the Bal-
kãns. 'When the townspeople rioied on rnatters thlt directly ¡ffcctcd
the financial and military needs of the emperors, they were ruthlessly
suppressed. In 39o, the emperor Theodosius I (llS-S1) massacred the
inhabitants of Thessalonica when they lynched their military gover-
nor; he nearly did the same to the people of Antioch, when they
refused to pay taxes. Yet he congratulated the Christians of ,\lexan-
dria for having taken the law into their own hands in destroying the
Serapeum, one of the wonders of the ancient world. Firm government
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73 Tl-reophìlus, patriarch
of Alcxandria This
fragnrent ofa fìfth-
ccntury Alexandriau
chronìcle shor,vs hitn
lrcading on thc ruins of
tl're Sclapeurn

74 þltouc riglrt) Ambrosc,
bishop of Milan. A
provincial govcrnor who
becamc bishop, he

ensurcd that thc
crnpcrors disestablished
oflìcia1 pagan worship in
lìomc, and hc nrade
Theoclosius do pcnance
lor his sins 'We pricsts',
he wrotc, 'have our owu
ways of rising to por'ver.'
Fifth-century mosaic
from Sant'Ambrogio,
Milrn

75 Theodosius thc Great

QZS-Sì.From a silver
missorium of the late
fourth century.ro+
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wâs not enough. The city dwellers had to be wooed and pampered
if they were to be kept quiet. The Roman empire had remained
a 'commonwealth of cities'; and in this 'commonwealth of cities'
the Christian bishop, now ruling large congregations and backed by
the violence of the monks, had come to the fore. The emperor
Theodosius committed the bloodbath of Thessalonica, his statues

were overturned and pelted by the citizens of Antioch: yet he went
down to history as Theodosius 'the Great', the exemplary Catholic
monarch. He had allied himself with the 'grass-roots' movements of
the great cities of the empire. At Milan, he bowed dutifully before the
bishop, St Ambrose; at Rome, he worshipped at the shrine of St
Peter and poured money into a magnificent new basilica to St Paul
(S. Paolo fuori le Mura). At Alexandria, he condoned the atrocities
of Theophilus. Like the duke of Plaza Toro, Theodosius the Great
led his regiment from the rear: he and his court followed, with excep-
tional sensitivity, the seismic shift that had placed the Christian
bishop and the holy man at the head of popular opinion in the nerve-
centres of the empire.

-!S*..;1,-

The monks, of course, were never more than a tiny proportion of
the population of the empire. Nevertheless, ir was paradoxically
just these eccentrics who turned Christianity into a mass religion.
They did this largely through their ability to sum up, in their persons,
the piety of the average Roman now turned Christian. This was very
different from the inward-looking devotion qf previous centuries. In
the third century, the Christian Church had been a tiny community
of initiates'. Those who had passed through the 'mystery' of baptisrr
were already among the 'saved'. By the late fourth century, it was
far less certain that the masses who had passed through a perfunctory
baptism in this world would be saved in the next. Men's anxieties,
therefore, shifted to a more distant event: to the drastic settling of
accounts at the Last Judgment. The earlier imagery of the afterlife,
which showed a quiet group of initiates enjoying their sheltered idyll
in another world - resting in the cool glow of the stars or in the shade
of an arbour - gave place to the awesome thought of Christ as
Emperor andJudge, before'Whose throne the population ofthe whole
Roman world must one day stand.

76 Thc Christ of thc last day is

no longcr thc graceful bcrrdless
teacher, but an awesorne world
ruler. Mid fourth-century wall
painting froln thc Catacomb of
Commodilla, Rorne.

77 The last judgment. Christ
sits on his jr-rdge's tbrone (rf
Ill. 3z), surrotrnded by his
adviscrs thc Apostles, wl'ro as

protectors - patroní - put in a

word for thcir clients standing
below. A typicalìy latc Ror.nan
tribnnal, Christ and his Apostles
are shown cut offfrom the
,rccl:rirrring crowd by r l¡tticc-
work railing, exactly as in the
sccnes on the Arch of
Constautine (111. z7). Fourth-
century Roman terracotta
plaque.
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Like a lightning flash from a charged cloud, the ascetic movement
exploded among populations increasingly preoccupied by this new,
basic anxiety: it is no coincidence that the earliest monks were recrui-
ted in just those areas of the Roman world where Christianity had
already been widespread for a long time. In living a life of prolonged
anxiety and selÊdenial, the monk was admired for his ability to fore-
stall the terrors of the LastJudgment by having taken them on him-
self in this life. His drastic example spurred on the Christian layman
to prepare as best he could for the ftnal cause cólèltre between himself
and God. In theory at least, the Christianized Roman empire of the
fifth century onwards, was pervaded by the tense and purposeful
mood of the antechamber of a court-house.

Flence a further paradox, by which precisely those bishops who
were most affected by the 'otherworldly' preoccupations of the
ascetic movement were those who did most to establish the Christian
Church in Roman society. The amazing generation of ecclesiastical
rulers at the end of the fourth and early fifth centuries - Ambrose
at Milan (Zl+-Sl), Basil at Caesarea (llo-Zg), John Chrysosrom at
Antioch and Constantinople (lg8-+ol), Augustine ar Hippo (39r
43o) - firmly believed that they would have to stand before Christ in
the Last Judgment, to ans\Mer for the sins of the population of their
cities. Lr becoming bishops, they had shouldered the late Roman
equivalent of the ''White Man's Burden'; and they set about ruling
their flocks with the sombre energy of colonial governors in a 'back-
ward' territory. Thçy insisted that the Christian emperors should help
them: from the reign of Theodosius I onwards, pagans and heretics
were increasingly deprived of civic rights and forced to conform to
the Catholic Church. The sense of an otherworldly mission affected
the Roman state. Thç Christian emperor, too, would have to answer
to Christ for the souls of his subjects. In the 'W'est, this idea made
weaker rulers ever more susceptible to the demands of the Catholic
clefgy; while, in the more firmly based easrern empire, it added yet
another deep note to the swelling register of the imperial autocracy.

Wealth might be used to cover the costs of an acquittàl at the Last
Day. Conspicuous consumption was àn inseparable part of ancient
life: wealth existed to be used up in public. In the second century,
the tide of surplus income had poured into public buildings; in the
fourth, into the glorifìcation of the emperor and the magnates; from
the fifth century onwards, this rich flood welled into the Christian

Church'for the remission of sins'. The rise of the economic position
of the Christian Church was sudden and dramatic: it tnushroomed
like a modern insurance company. By the sixth century, the income of
the bishop of Ravenna was twelve thousand gold pieces; the bishop
of a small town drew a salary as great as that of a senatorial provincial
governor.

The amazing artistic achievements of the Christian Church in the
fifth and sixth centuries sprang from this redirection of wealth. The
vast basilicas, covered with rnosaic, hung with silk-embroidered
tapestries, and lit by thousands of oil-lamps in massive silver candel-
abra, recaptured in their shimmering depths that sense of solemn
extravagance that had once been expressed in the exuberant façades

of the age of the Antonines.

Like a structure at high pressure, we can see the stresses and strains
of the Roman empire of around 4oo most clearly as we watch the
differing impact of the ascetic rnovernent on lts provlnces.

In the fìrst place, the ascetic movement besan and reached 1ts

peak in areas that had only recently come to participate in the civili-
zation of the Greco-Roman world. The monasteries of Pachomius
came to Upper Egypt only a century after a Greek-style urban life
had first reached the province. In Egypt and Syria, monasticism was

the bridgehead by which the fringes of the classical world entered
the culture and politics of the Rornan empire (see pp. 98 ff.). Provinces
that the popular imagination considered as 'most Christian countiies'
now ringed the narrow core thet a traditional pâgan had thought ofas
civilized: in around 4oo, a Christian lady from Spain, whose ancestors
would have been h.ppy to go no further than Athens and Smyrna,
found herself travelling to visit holy places as far east as Edessa.

Furthermore, the monastic movement affected the eastern and the
western halves of the empire verl¡ dìffeìently. The perting of the
ways between two types of society was further underlined, in the
late fourth and early fifth centurig!, by the diflerent fortunes of
monasticism. In çhe 

'W'est, the newascqtic p1e1y tepde! !q 'spliq-tefl
an already divided society. It was captured by a highly articulate, but
narrowf section of the aristocracy. St Marti4 (r. llS-Sl) for instance, a

retired soldier of truly Syrian eccentricity, was adopted as the hero of
the Gallo-Roman aristocrats, Sulpicius Sgve¡qs (c. 363-c. 4zo-25)
his biographer, and Paulinus of Nola (:S¡-+¡r).Later, the cult of Str08 r09



Martin, and of similar holy men, lent a supernatural sanction to the
dominance of the great landowner-bishops over the society of the
Gallic towns.

With bishops like Ambrose and Augustine, the monastery became

a meâns of sharpening the self-consciousness of the Catholic Church.
The monastic establishment provided the bishop with the first truly
þrofessiônal clergy. Previouìly, the average Latin clergyman had
been a local figure of small importance, open to pressures from his
environment - a member of the local families of town councillors,
or a representative of the trading community. fJrg men who grew
up in, a bishop's monastery, by contrast, were cut off from their
felgws by vows o,f gh-1qtiçy 4d p9v91qy, aqd by distinctive. dress; and,
bçing gftçn educlted only on the Holy Scriptures, tl_rey no longer
shared in a classical education. They had become a professional élite,
with their own solidarities, their own jargon, and an acute sense of
superiority over 'the world'. Furthermore, many of the spokesmen
of monastic piety - men like Sulpicius Severus and the brilliant
Jerome - tended to look down on the average man. They betray, in
their denunciations of the 'world', of the corruption of the clergy and
of the life of great cities, a Latin aristocrat's enduring contempt for
the petite bourgeoisie, and an ancient longing for the seclusion of a

great estate.

!n the F,ast, by contrast, monasticism did not stand a.loof I¡ flowed
diiectly into the life of the great cjties. Throughout th...itein piò-
vinces the bishops had allied themselves yqlth thç monks in order, to
strengthen their own position in the towns. As we have just seen, the

ives of the process
a minority-group
gion of the masses

o-f thç eastern empire. The growth of the monks hacl underpinned
the narrow structure of the Christian Church. The monasteries
harnessed the chronic underemployment of the towns and villages
to service in the Christian Church: by 4r 8, the patriarch of Alexandria
could count on over six hundred zealous monastic retainers. The
labour of the monks in hospitals, in food-supply centres, in burial
associations brought the presence of the Church home to the average
townsman. In Upper Egypt, the monks who had terrorized the pagans

also organized an ambulance service, carrying and nursing the
wounded during a barbarian invasion.

78 The new basilica. Sixth-century mosaic from
Sant'Apollinare Nuovo, Ravenna.

79 Church founding. Ecclesius, bishop ofRavenna,
presents San Vitale ro Christ. Sixth-century mosaìc from
the church of San Vitale, Ravenna.

Thrpugh monasticism, Christian opinion had widened its fran-
chise in the eastern provinces. It had welcomed Coptic and Syriac
speakers as heroes of the faith; and, with the help of translations, the
bishops of the ireek town's had encouraged nõn-Greeks to take a

lively interest in their theological preoccupations. The city remained
the theatre where public opinion was dramatically mobilized. No-
where is this more true than at the new heart of the eâstem empire -
in Constantinople. By 4oo no western city could equal Constanti-
nople as a sounding-board. Violent wavesofxengphobia qqd religig¡¡¡
intolerance (usually combined) gave it a sense of identity which
Rome, still a semi-pagan city, lacked. Barbarian generals, for instance,
never rose to po.wer in the fifth-century eastem empire, because, as

foreigners and Arian heretics, they had to skate on the thin ice of the
united Christian population of Constantinople, who showed a
'Cockney' pride in asserting their orthodoxy against s.uch eminent
outsiders.

The difference in quality between the two parts of the Roman world
was soon put to the test. Inß78',i the Visigoths, who h3d beqn forcedIIO III
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lJo A rvrrrtor socictl, L'hc lceclcr c¡fthc
Alanrarni :rppc:rrcd likc tllis (ìcltn¡tt cllicfÌ¡in
on horscbrck irl thc lourtll cclltul')'; 'pcrchccl otl

his t-orlrirg stcccì, hc tol'crcd ovcr his lcllol's,
s,iclding ¿ l:tucc of loltlidrblc pl'o¡rot'tiorrs'

Ei ghth-ccrrtr.rry rclicf.

lìr Rcstt'aint Â ptll'ìrrg fì¡lurc lì'c¡ln :l

fifth-ccntr.rr:y, slrcoplt:rQrt s itl'f rtt'lLuotrr' Spr itr

ralìcal. Civilized 1ìtel1 hacl tlrl'trcd thcir backs o1r thc llolth. Clrristilt-

lity, lor iustlnce , bad exparrclccl insiclc the Rorrr:ru worlc-l b)'looscl-rir-rl1

thc Lrounclary be tr,veen tle 'intrcl' brlbarians' of thc enrpìr-c ¿ulcl clxs-

sic¡l civilizliion: thc Cl-rristi¡n bishops hac'l not drcamt of scnding

nrissionatics to tllc 'oLltcI b:rrbariaus' lcross tht- lìorlr;irr fi'curtier"

Cìhristiarrity hacl lrr:rclc 1ìlcll fccl, if nrr;'¡þi11s' lllorc iclcl ifìcd u'ith ln
r_rrb¡t r,va1, of li1ò: its lll.cìtcst cìcrìtt-cs hy alolg thc hol'cs of thc

Mcclitclr¡irc-41ì rì1lcl its cthics wcrc totiì11)/ civilirrrl. hl th clcglrrt, sclÊ

colltrollcd classicai tgnr:es of larc folLrtll-cerrtltt'¡'(-l-¡ s¡ ¡11 :rIt, thcre

\\¡its 11o r-ootlt fol- thc f,:r:ocit1, .,f r tvrllior'-socict)', Sl-1ch :ìs cxistccl jtlst

across thc fronticr. Cìhristianity was 'The Peaccful L¿u". Chlisti:ur

ofiìcials and Christian bishops werc cqrlxlly shockecl by barbarians:

'-Wh:rt pllcc u,ould God havc in a s:rvagc worlcl?' wrote o1ìe; 'How

could tiìe ChristiaD virtues srlrvivc â1Do11g barbari:urs ?' wrotc âllother.

Tltc history of the Late Antique worid âficr 4oo is, in prrt, thc history

of hou, t1ié clillerirrg socicties of East rìr1cl 
'Wcrst, \\¡hosc strttctltrc ¡rrcl

attitrlclcs hacl cvolvcd itt thc r.uatrlrcl'dcscril¡ccì irl this prrt of thc book,

worlld acljust lhe rusclves to thc appearancc of 1lcw str:ìlrgcrs'
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PART T.WO: DIVERGENT LEGACIES I THE WEST

8z Unchanging paganism. In the cout-rtryside, paganism survived long into thc

sixth century; foithe g.ert landowners, whose wealth and pleasurcs cat'r.e from the

land, it was part of life. Dctail of hunting mosaic fron.lPiazza,\rmerina, Sicily. rx THE \vESTERN REVTVAL, 3 5O-45O

From the age of Marcus Aurelius to the middle of the fourth cen-
tury, it seemed as if the centre of gravity of ancient civilization had
come to rest on the eastem shores of the Mediterranean. The Latin
provinces were only touched by distant ripples of the inrellectual
and religious storms that had raged in the eastern world. The ideas
we have described in the preceding chapters were all of them first
çhoqght in Greek. 'When the emperor Constantius II came from
Corrstantinople to Rome, in 357, he came as a conqueror, annexing
a backwar<i area. He entered the city with the newpomp of a Con-
stantinopolitan roi soleil; and he firmly brought the 'simple-minded'
clergy of the Latin world up to date by imposing his own, subtle
Creed upon them. The Greek world regarded itself always as rhe
giver. The Antiochene, Ammianus Marcellinus, ceme to Rome in
about 385 to tell ill-informed Latin audiences aboutJulian the Apos-
tate, the greatest and most Greek of recent emperors; it appeared
that in the fourth century the mantle of Tacitus could fall onlybn the
shoulders of a Greek such as Amrnianus.

For a traveller from the East, to land in Italy .wes to enter another
world, a world both grandiose and rarefied. 'There is at Rome',
wrote one, 'a Senate of wealthy men. . . . Every one of them is fit to
hold high ofüce. But they prefer not to. They stand aloof, preferring
to enjoy their property at leisure.' Otium (leisured scholarship),
and the great country-villas and palaces in which this leisure took
place - these were the hallmarks of the senatorial aristocracy of
Ro
ten
sch

the
many families, living on their estares in Etruria and Sicily, for whom II5



the 'crisis' of the third century had meant little, and the conversion

'pot-latch' of the praetor's games that marked the début of Sym-

machus' son at Rome. But tire majority of these letters are lettcrs of
recommendation; they were carried to court by aspiralts to oflìce,

litigants, suitors, all of whorn counted on the tetltacular connections

of an old-world Italian such as Symmachus.

skyscraper rising above hovels.

î" tir. Latin fuorld, also, thc Catholic Church, had taken ou the

aristocrâcy in the late fourth centLlry' the sense of forming a group

apart, superior to the rest of mankincl, reached its peak' The.troublcs

o^f th. Latin church did not come from metaphysical problems as

they had among the Greek bishops, but from a tendency to crcate

splinter-grouprlh"t had broken off from the rar-rk and fìle as little

åt.ri., ãf thè.l.ct, the Donatist Church in Africa, Priscillianism in

good literature. As a result, the last generation of the fourth century

;nd the first decade of the fifth are the third great age of Latin litera-

83 Rornans of Rome The Lampadius
family, latìrcr and sons, preside over
the circus raccs they have provicied

At vast expcr.rse, generation aftcr
generation of senttors clor¡inatcd

Rorne by such neans.
Ivory cliptych, r. 425

ture.'Within that short period, Ausonius of Bordeaux (c. 3ro-c. 395)
wrote poems that show a new, romantic sense of nature, catching the
vineyards on the banks of the Moselle dancing in the depths of the
river. Jerome (c. 342-419) etched satirical vignerres of Christian
Roman society - portraits of bejewelled matrons as outrageous as an
Aubrey Beardsley, wicked descriptions of the clergy, written in a

style that blended the denunciations of Isaiah with the low comedy
of Terence, in a manner so idiosyncratic as to be the delight of pagan
and Christian alike. Later, in his retreat in Bethlehem, he flooded the
Latin world with the erudition he had gained frorn the Greeks, and
with the astonishing venture of a translation of the Bible direct from
the Hebrew.TI6 T17
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Ausonius and Paulinus of Nola evolved â l1ew style of poetry and

hymn-writing. Augustine caught in his own, selÊtaught Latin idiom
the distant light of Greek philosophy: he had first read Plotinus in

Milan in 385, when he was still a layrnan in togch with the cosmo-

politan life of the imperial court. In 397, hisiConJÞssionsj a unique

history of the heart, showed the Latin language caught alight in a man

whose sensibility could combine, with equal mastery, Vergil, Plotinus

and the rhythms of the Psalms. With the studied difiìdence of aìl

senators ostensibly writing only to arnuse their friends, Sulpicius

Severus 'let slip' a Lr-fe o-f Saint Martitt which became a modcl of all

future Latin hagiography. When, therefore, at the very end of the

fourth century, Claudian, an Alexandrian Greek, was drawn to Italy
to find his forcune, he was to find, in Rome and in Milan, circles where

it was possible to learn faultless Latin, and patrons who could impose

on the young Greek their own very distinctive Latin enthusiasm for
chemselves and for the city of Rome. At the same time, ,\ugustine
was writing a great book, Qn the Trinity, that proved that it was

possible for a Latin to achieve a philosophical originality unrivalled
by any contemporar ãd come into its own.

Two generations had disappeared: the

grandsons of the aris renaissance of the late

fourth century were gs; the 'W'est was said

by an eastern observer to be 'in chaos'. The failure of the western

emperofs to defend themselves against the pressure of barbarian

4ttacks after 4oo and, when attacked, to win back lost territories, can

be largely explained in terms of the basic economic and social weak-

nesses of \Mestern society (see pp. 43-+4).To contemporaries, how-
ever, the failure of the westem emperors in the fifth century was

the least predictable crisis that the Roman state had ever faced. For

the emperors were not economic historians: they were soldiers. For

them, it was axiomatic that the northern provinces of the Latin
world, northern Gaul and the Danube, were unsurpassed reservoirs

of manpower. Throughout the fourth century, Latin soldiers had

dominated the barbarian world, from Trier to Tomi. To the Latin-

speaking soldiers from among whom the emperors were recruited, it
was the East, with its swollen cities and unwarlike peasentry, that had

seemed the weaker part of the empire.
The reasons for the collapse of the imperial government in the

'West are far from simple. Questions of morale câme into play, as

ì.û

84 Valentinian I. This fourth-century bronze statue at Barletta (much rcstored) rray
be of the last emperor who systematicaliy patrolled and fortified the western
frontiers. FIe was feared by the civilians for his strictness and his promotion of
military personnel.

well as economic and social factors. Perhaps the most basic reason
for the failure of the imperial government, in the years between 38o
and 4ro, was that the two main groups in the Latin world - the
senatorial aristocracy and the Catholic Church - dissociated them-
selves from the fate of the Rgman,4qmy_ thar defended them. Both
groups unwittingly sapped the strength of the army and of the
imperial administration; and, having hamstrung their protectors,
they found, somewhat to their surprise, that they could do without
them. This is an unexpected legacy of the revival we have just
described. The djsappearance of the western empire, therefore, was

-the price for the survival of the Senate and the Catholic Church.
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Up to 375, the Roman army and the court life connected with the

great military residences at Trier, Milan and Sirmium, had held the

sectional society of the'West together like an iron clamp. At that time,
it was still possible for a soldier like Ammianus Marcellinus to pass

along the great military roads that linked Trier to the Euphrates'
speaking the easy Latin of the camps, passing without comment
through all the barriers that had come to bulk large in the imagina-
tions of the civilian population of the Mediterranean: oflìcers of
Roman and German birth, Latins and Greeks, pagans and Christians,
Ammianus the soldier met them all and accepted them all-Fro, m 3ó4

,Y__¡þe.qsrytJ rEþ_4
professional adminis

feared by the Senate and, though a Christian, he studiously frustrated
the growing intolerance of the Catholic bishops. Hç *aq the last gleat

the 'West. The events that followed his death

the thecrl
The came to
with extraordinary speed and tenacity. The emperor flr.99dO*jgs=.I
ßIS-SS), a wç4ke-1 man and a landowner like themselves, op-e-ned ¡þe
court to both the aristocrats and the Catholic bishops: under his non-
entity of a son, H*opçr:ill-s--(395-423), and, later, under Valentinian III

ppanage of the Italian(+zs-S), the highest ofiìces became a virtual a

and Gallic nobility the fìfth cannot be

friends. A¡qa!çurism, the ¡1lcqory gf vçqqed interçfli: -44lfo-ry,h-9r¿?94s
- these are the ugly hallmarks of the aristocratic government of the

westem empire in the early fifth century.
But it was, at least, their own Roman empire. No group of Romans

ever idealized Rome as enthusiastically as did the senatorial poets and

speechmakers of the later fourth and early fifth centuries. The myth of
Rome that was to haunt medieval and Renaissance men - Roma

aeterna, Rome conceived of as the natural climax of civilization'
destined to continue for ever - was not created by the men of the

classical Roman empire: it was a direct legacy of the heady patriotism
of the late fourth-century Latin world.

Yet it is characteristic of westem society that -thjs wave gf

85 Paþanism remembered. The classics remained part of the education of all
upper-class Romans, pagan and Christian alike; but the pagan illuminator of Vergil
has dwelt lovingly on just those scenes in which the pious Aeneas performed the
correct pagan sacrifices, a generation after these had been prohibited by the Christian
emperors. Miniature of Dido sacrificing from the Vatican Yerytl (Vat. Lat. 3zz5),
late fourth century.

p-atri9çism d!yidg_{ m_qA]l-_l_oyalticl, rather than uniting them. The
most vocal patriots of the late fourth century were resolute pagans.
Symmachus, for instance, treasured Rome as a Holy City. There the
pagan rites that had ensured the success of the empire had survived
up to 382 (when the emperor Gratian 'disestablished' the Vestal
Virgins and removed the pagan altar from the Senate house). Later,

,S_V_mmlchu 4ppç_419d f.Sqnçtrlly !o !h,e Chrislian_ çmpçrers_.ta -ço_n:
tinue the tacit Concor&fþV which Romewas ¡oleq4ççd,a¡ 4pltyi!,eCçd'g1qir_.f. p"g;"ir- - àiã-þ"g"" vàiican. The Cathoiic bishops met
these claims with bitter opposition: from Ambrose's letters answering
the appeal of Symmachus in 384, to Augustine's gigantic City oJ'God,
begun in 4r3, the'myth of Rome' stood trial in Christian circles. In
this trial, Ror_n.e 19.c9ìvgd _-"dy_ + c_"_q4tiq_!el dilçþefgq. The majority
of lay Christians were content to stand Symmachus on his head.T20 I2I



Rome, they replied, was of course a Holy City, and the Roman
empire enjoyed special divine protection: but this was because the

bodies of the Apostles, Peter and Paul, rested on the Vatican Hill.
The ideology of the late fourth-century popes, and the cult of St

Peter in \Mestern Europe, owe much to conscious rivalry with pagan

exponents of the myth of Rome. Syrnmachus, paradoxically, was an

unwitting architect of the medieval papacy.
But even the most enthusiastic Christian patriot had to admit that

the cult of the Rome of St Peter was, in p"rt, 
"tr 

âttempt to lay a

ghost. The last pagans of Rome reminded Christians, at the very last

moment, of the unregenerâte, pagan past of the empire. They
charged the myth of Roma aeterna with sinister associations. Through-
out the Middle Ages, just beneath the surface of the Holy City of
St Peter, there always lurked, as an indelible stain on the Christian
imagination, the idea that Rome had been 'the Devil's City'. In
Constantinople, the Roman empire \À'as accepted without question
as a Christian empire. All that the bishops of the medieval West could
do, by contrâst, was to conjure up the pale clerical shade of a'holy'
Roman empire.

The society of the western provinces of the Roman empire was

fragmented. Iï the late fourth ...tt,t.y, boundaries had hardened, and
a heightened sense of identity had led to harsher intolerance of the

outsider. Senators who had participated in an impressive revival of
high standards of Latin literature were little inclined to tolerate a

'barbarian'. Bishops who could boast Ambrose, Jerome and Augus-
tine as colleagues were in no mood, either, to tolerate those outside
their Catholic Church. As a result, the barbarian tribçs entered a

society that was not strong enough to hold them at bay, but not
flexible enough to 'lead their conquerors captive'by absorbing them
into Roman life.

This is the significance of the so-called 'barbarian invasions' of the

ç¡-tlfi fìfth century. These invasions were ,¡1ot perpetual, destructive
r.¿ids; still less were they organized campaigns of conquest. Rather,
they were a 'gold rush' of immigrants from the underdeveloped
countries of the north into the rich lands of the Mediterranean.

The barbarians were vulnerable. Their numbers and military
capacity might win the battles: but they were in no position to win
th9 peace. The Visigoths crossed the frontier at the Danube in 37ó
and turned their attention to Italy ín 4oz, under their king Alaric.

8ó The soldier saint. hr the Middle Ages, St Martin was portrayed quite frankly as a

knight. His late Rornan biographer, however, a typical civilian, tliccl to gloss over-
the fact that Martin had ever been a soldier. Twelfth-century cletail of thc frontal
of Montgonry.

87 The 'integrated' barbarian. .4. Varrdal chief, Stiìicho, was cornmander-in-chicf
and selÊappointed regent to the wcstern emperor Honorius frorn 395 to 4o8
Conternporary opinion was violcntly divided about his policy towards the Visigoth
Alaric: had he used rnoney and alliances to protect the empirc, or to'enrich:rnd
aggrandize the savages'? Wing of ivory diptych, r.4oo.

The Vandals entered Gaul and Spain in 4o6-o9. The Burgundians
settled down in the Middle Rhône Valley after 43o. These successes

were impressive and totally unexpected. Yet the conquering tribes
were divided against each other and within themselves. Each had
produced a warrior-aristocracy, far removed from the tastes and
ambitions of their own rank and file. These warrior-aristocracies
were quite prepared to leave their 'underdeveloped' fellow tribesmen
behind, and to become absorbed into thc prestige and luxury of
Roman society. Theodoric, king of the Ostrogoths (493-52ó), was
later in the habit of saying: 'An able Goth wants to be like a Roman;
only a poor Roman would want to be like a Goth.'

In those areas of the Balkans controlled by the court of Con-
stantinople, the lessons which the Roman military experts had
learnt in the fourth century were applied successfully. A judicious
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combination of force, adaptability and hard cash neutralized the

effecrs of the visigothic immigration. The visigothic warrior-
aristocracy was 'iniegrated' by being offered posts in the High
Command, or set to tasks that served the purposes of east Roman

bishops were the of the of the average Mediter-
ranean townsman. Townsmen the barbárians: bur thèy also

knew and disliked soldiers. Their Christianr ty was not so much

centuries of Visigothic rule to the language of Spain.
The Franks were the exception that proved the rule. They were

latecomers: Frankish war-bands rose to prominence only in the late
fifth century, Iong after the establishment of the other Germanic
tribes. They did not come as conquerors: they had infiltrated in small
numbers, as mercenaries. Above all, they kept clear of the highly
articulate populations round the Mediterranean. Northern Gaul
remained the centre of gravity of the Frankish state. Southern bishops
and senators found it easier to accept such comparatively insignificant
strangers. As a result, the Franks felt free to become Catholics. At the
Merovingian court of the sixth century, Roman and Frank butchered
and married each other without discrimination; and Gallo-Roman
bishops, well aware of the continued existence of strong Arian states
to their south (the Visigoths in Spain held Narbonne, and rhe
Ostrogoths of Italy expanded into Provence), hailed the unsavoury
warlord of the Franks, Clovis (48r-5rr), as 'a new Constantine'. The
very success of the distant Franks, indeed, is an indication of how
little tolerance the Roman population of the Mediterranean were
prepared to extend to the barbarian states on their own doorstep.

This state of affairs is usually treated as inevitable by historians of
western Europe in the fifth and sixth centuries. But it is not the only
way in which a greal. empire can treat its barbarian conquerors.
Northern China, for instance, was more thoroughly occupied by the
barbarians of Mongolia than ever the western provinces of the
Roman empire were by the Germanic tribes. Yet in China the bar-
barians 'wenb native' within a few generations, and continued the
Chinese imperial tradition without a break, from dynasty to dynasty.
The Visigothic, the Ostrogothic and the Vandal kingdoms of
western Europe were never absorbed in this way: they survived as

foreign bodies, perched insecurely on top ofpopulations who ignored
them and set about the more congenial business of looking after
themselves.

pacifis.pi rËrolotjy.irrilian. Sulpicius Severus went to great lengths

io disguise the fact that his hero, St Martin of Tours, had ever been a

Roma=n ofiìcer: only in the far more military society of the Middle
Ages did artists gladly portray him as a knight. There was.no room
foi the soldier-sãint in the fourth-century Latin congregations, and,

one may suspect, they cherished little enthusiasm for the Roman army'

As for thè.-barbarian, he 1ry4¡ the successor of the R9ma1 so'ldier:

he was brandËd itâ -".t of war, tainted with 'ferocity of soul', in the

midst of the peace-loving 'Sheep of the Lord'. FIe was also a here_qic,_

for tiç- Ða¡utian tribes h-ad adopted the strong Arian Christianity of
that region.

thèiã.b"rian sertlers in the'West found themselves both powerful

r25t24
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X THE PRICE OF SURVIVAL: -wESTERN SOCIETY, 45O-óOO

The barbarian invasions did not destroy west Roman society, but
they drastically altered the scale of life in the western provinces. The

imperial government, now settled in Ravenna, lost so much land and

taxes that it remained bankrupt up to the time of its extinction in 476.
The senators lost the income of their scattered estates. They were

able to make good some of their losses by rack-rerrting and chicanery
in the areas where their power was strongest. The greet landowners
of Italy and Gaul, whose power rested so heavily on the peasantry,

were a threatened rump of the affiuent absentee-landlords of the

previous century. Communications suffered. In the late fourth
century, senatorial ladies from northern Spain travelled freely all over

the eastern empire; in the fifth century, a bishop writing in '\sturia
hardly knew what happened outside his own province. In western

Europe, the fifth centllry was a time of narrowing horizons, of the

strengthening of local roots, and the consolidating of old loyalties.
Immediately after the Sack of Rome the Catholic Church asserted

its unity: schism was forcibly suppressed in Africa after 4rr;in 4r7
the Pelagian heresy was chased out of Rome. Men felt they could no

longer afford the vigorous religious strife of a more secure age. The
last pagans, therefore, rallied to the Church' Their culture and

patriotism now contributed to hardening the boundaries of Catholi-
cism: in the mosaics placed in S. Maria Maggiore in 43 r, for instance,

the Temple in the background of the scene of christ's Presentation at

the Temple is the old Templtm Urúis. Leo | (4ao-6r), the first pope to

come from the old-fashioned countryside of Rome, praised Rome as

the see of St Peter in language that echoes exactly the punctilious
devotion of Symmachus to the capitoline gods. In a world increas-

ingly conscious of the presence of the non-Roman, Catholicism had

become the single 'Roman' religion.
'With this new religious solidarity went a strengthening of local

ties. This can be seen most clearly in Gaul. The provincial aristocracy

of Gaul had always been both loyal to its homeland and successful

as suitors at court. The tradition begun at Trier in the fourth century

merely continued with gusto in the more outlandish barbarian courts

of the fifth. Sidonius Apollinaris (c. 43 r-89) included among his skills

the gentle art of gaining a petition by tactfully losing at back-

gammon whenever he played against the Visigothic king Theodoric
126 at Toulouse.
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88 Eternal Rome. The
circus is unchanged (rJ
Ill 83), but Romahas

becorne a majestic
allegorical fi gure, placing
her hand on the shoulders

of the consul. Wing of
the sixth-century ivory

diptych ofthe consul
Basilius.



89 The new barbarian
ruler. Though of

barbarian workmanshiP'
this plaque shows King

Agilulf of the Lombards
in a manner that follows

exactly the ceremonial of
a late Roman triumPh:
winged Victories carrY

banners (y'. the Archangel
in I1l. rrr), ocher

barbarians bring tribute
(rJ Il1. roo), the king is

greeted as a deliverer bY

the inhabitants of hìs

cities - ìndicated bY the

slender towers at the

sides (y'. I1l. r5). From the

helmet of King Agilulf,
probablY Turin,

beginning of seventh
century.
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such âs the Saxons who were known to have terrorized Britain. In
45r, it was the local senators who persuaded the Visigoths to join the
Roman army in halting the avalanche of Attila's Huns. It was the
presence of the barbarian garrisons in Gaul which ensured that, while
in Britain not a single Roman estate-name survived the Saxon
invasion, the villages of the Garonne and the Auvergne bear to this
day the names of the families that owned them in the fifth century.

The politics of Roman courtiers at the new barbarian courts were
local politics. The idea of a united western empire was increasingly
ignored by men who genuinely loved the smaller world of thiir
province. In the letters of Sidonius ,\pollinaris, we see the rooted
passions of the gentleman-farmer emerging behind the mask of the

on the rocks, forests here and clearings there, headlands washed
byrivers...'

Sidonius became bishop of Clermont in 47r. For, to lead one's r29



local community in the conditions of the late fifth century, one had
ro become its bishop: only the solidarity of the Catholic community
linked the local nobleman with his dependants; and the prestige of
new-built basilicas and shrines of martyrs maintained the morale of
the little towns of southern Gaul.

Paradoxically, the spread of the monastic movement eased the
delicate transition from senator to bishop. The monastic comnlunities
at Lérins, Marseilles and elsewhere were filled by noble refugees from
the war-torn Rhineland. These communities provided the clergy of
southern Gaul with men of high class and culture. A touching belief
that the -holy man interceded for the average sinner had enabled
Sidonius to live et eese with his failings while he was a Catholic
layman, and the idea of the monastic vocation, far from involving
him in a total denial of the world, had merely instilled in Sidonius
and his circle the sober sense that for all things there was a time and a

season, and that with old age a rnan had to shoulder spiritual responsi-
bilities. Having sowed their wild oats, having founded their families,
Sidonius and his friends passed into the austere gerontocrecy of the
Catholic Church. They took with them frank memories of good
dinners, of martyrs' vigils that had ended, in the cool of the morning,
with a fête champêtre, of spacious private libraries stocked with the
classics, where the Fathers of the Church were tucked away discreetly
at the women's end.

Yet as bishops, landowners like Sidonius completed the silent
revolution that made the countryside of Gaul Christian and Latin-
speaking. Their slow work of evangelizing the peasantry finally
tipped the balance from Celtic into Low Latin as the spoken language.
Flence a double movement, visible all over the 'West. 

Classical
culture became more narrow end esoteric. The towns of Gaul hardly
provided enough schooling: a century after Ausonius and his col-
leagues had turned out thousands of classically educated young men
from the thriving university city of Bordeaux, the study of Latin
literature had shrunk into the private libraries of the few great
senatorial villas. From being the property of any well-to-do man, a

classical education became the badge of a narrow oligarchy. As this
restricted aristocracy of letters entered the Church, in the late fifth
and sixth centuries, classical rhetoric attained an unparalleled flam-
boyance. 'When the bishops rnet on solemn occasions or wrote to
each other, the 'gr4nd style' rose in them: their smooth flood of

phrases, 'polished as onyx', would have been as impenetrable to the
contemporary outsider as they are now to the modern reader. The
letters and j eux d' esprit of bishops such as Avitus of Vienne (c. 49o-5 r 8)

and Ennodius of Pavia (5r3-zr), and the rhetoric of the edicts framed
by Cassiodorus are typical products of this movement: shorn of their
privileges, their wealth curtailed by confiscations, ruled by outsiders,
the senators of the 'West showed, in a rococo zest for Latin rhetoric,
their determination to survive and to be seen to survive.

Yet, as bishops, these men had to maintain the morale of their
less-educated flocks. To do this, they would adopt a 'humble' style.
In Gaul, for instance, the sixth century is an age of lives of saints
written in simple Latin. (Jsually we remember bishop Gregory of
Tours (S¡8-q+) as the author of a Hístory oJ the Franks, notorious for
its vivid accounts of the unsavoury manæuvres at the Merovingian
court of Franks and Romans alike. But we çome closer to Gregory in
his lives of the great protector-saints of Gaul. Flere we have figures
dear to his heart: an ewesome heavenly nobility, like himself,
inflexible in retribution but, also like himself, minutely preoccupied
with details of the life of the average man in town and country.

With this strengthening of local ties affecting all provinces, Italy
became the 'geographical expression' that it was to remain. North
and south were already sharply divided. The bishops and landowners
of the north were long used to the presence of a military, barbarian
government. They found themselves at home at the court of Odoacer
ø16-Sù and, later, of Theodoric at Ravenna. But to cross the
Apennines was to enter a different world, where the court was far
away, and the past all-pervading. In Rome, vast Catholic basilicas and
long memories eclipsed the present. A double oligarchy of senators
and clergymen - now closely interrelated - maintained the splendid
isolation of the city. Characteristically, the Senate resumed its powers
of minting coins, which it had lost since the end of the third century.
As soon as the western emperors were removed,in 476, the emperor's
image was discreetly replaced by a picture of Romulus and Remus
suckled by the wolf, and the motto Roma inuicta, 'IJnconquered
Rome'. In this way, the romantic ideology of Roma aeterna filled the
vacuum of sovereignty created by the end of legitimate Roman rule
in Italy. 'We see the 'Romans of Rome' of the late fifth and early sixth
centuries on their consular ivories: tense figures, dwarfed by the vast
shade of Rome.r30 I3I



In his great family library, the senator Boethius (c. 48o-524) was
able to draw on intellectual riches that had first been garnered in the
Latin renaissance of the fourth century. He laid the foundations of
medieval logic with the help of the books owned by his great-grand-
fathers; and, in his Consolation of Philosoplry, he still puzzles us by the
tranquillity with which a staunchly Christian Roman aristocrat of the
sixth century could reach back for comfort, in the face of death, to the
pre-Christian wisdom of the ancients. Theodoric executed Boethius
for alleged treason tn 524 in so doing he struck shrewdly at the most
eminent, and so at the most isolated, member of an unreconciled
group. The proud and lonely Boethius went to his death for having
lived so very well a life that had preserved everything in Rome -
everything except an emperor.

After 533, a Roman emperor returned to the western Mediter-
renean. Justinian's armies conquered Africa, at a blow, i.t S:¡: by
54o, his general, Belisarius, entered Ravenna. Justinian's campaigns
were hamstrung by the revival of the Persian rnenace (in 54o), by
the terrible plague that raged intermittently (from 542 onwards),
and by the collapse of the Danubian frontier with the first Slav inva-
sions of 548. Nevertheless, east Roman rule continued in Ravenna,
Rome, Sicily and Africa for centurres to come.

The unexpected intervention of the imperial armies proved the

acid test for the relative strength of the discrete groupings of Roman
society in Italy and Africa. For the senatorial aristocracy, Justinian's
reconquest was a disaster. An eastern âutocrat with eflìcient tax-
collectors was not the emperor they had bargained for. For this brittle
oligarchy, Justinian's wars in Italy marked the end of a way of life.
The bitter recriminations of the Italian senators were welcomed by
the cowed nobility of Constantinople: they come to overshadow
the pages of Procopius of Caesarea's classic description of the Gothic
'W'ars, and they erupted against Justinian in the impotent fury of the
same author's Secret Hístory.

Yet we should not judge the success ofJustinian in the'West merely
by the fate of this one highly articulete group. The Catholic clergy
did not share the resentments of the Roman Senate. The Roman
Church was delivered from Arian rule, and absorbed the vast pro-
perties of the Arian churches. lJnder Gregory I (S8q-óo¡) Rome was
its pope. In this complex man, the clerical streak in the Roman
aristocracy, anticipated in the priests and popes in his own famlly,

9o A clerical dynasty. Typical of sixth-century western society: Euphrasius, the
bishop, built the church, the archdeacon Claudius provided the Gospels, and his
son, the candles. Mosaic in the basilica at Istria.r32



came to the top. From the vast privace library of his relative, pope
Agapetus (S¡S-:6), Gregory gained a familiarity with Augustine,
for instance, such as was possible only for an aristocrat. The flame of
Platonic mysticism, which had passed from Plotinus to Augustine,
flared up again in the sermons of Gregory. Mindful of the past habits
of his class, Gregory kept open house to the Roman people: he
lavished the carefully guarded revenues of the Church on corn for the
poor, and on living allowances for distressed senators. His epitaph
called him 'God's consul'. Yet Gregory wes not merely a survival
from the aristocratic past of Rome. He lived in an age when Rome had
been integrated for over a generation into the east Roman empire.
Gregory's austerity, his sensitivity to popular devotion (shown in
the miracle-stories inhis Dialogøes), his austere sense of the bishop's
offìce (shown in his Pastoral Care), rnake him a Latin version of the
forbidding holy men who, as patriarchs of Constantinople, Antioch,
Jerusalem and Alexandria, held the great cities of the East for the
Byzantine emperors.

Seen from Rome, however, the position and aims of the Roman
emperors of thç East were interpreted in a characteristically Latin
atmosphere. The only portraits of Justinian and Theodora that we
possess - the court-scenes on the mosaics of S. Vitale at Ravenna - are
grouped round the altar of a Catholic church; for to the Catholic
bishops of Italy, the empire existed for their own benefit. These
bishops were the direct heirs of the Roman Senate. The libertas, the
privileged position, of the Roman Senate had formed one of the ideals
of the Roman aristocracy in the early sixth century: imperceptibly,
the ideal was taken over by the Roman clergy. It made itself felt
throughout the Middle Ages. This is the most far-reaching and
paradoxical outcome ofJustinian's reconquest.

For Justinian entered the western Mediterranean, with grandilo-
quent opportunism, to regain what he considered to be the lost
provinces of ftls empire: he had little sympathy for the líbertas of the
Roman Senate, and he was quite prepared to browbeat eny pope
who did not co-operate with his ecclesiastical schemes. Yet the
Byzantine armies stayed on for centuries in Italy, to protect the
privileges of the Roman Church. In westem eyes, the east Roman
empire existed to provide rnilitary protection for the papacy. The
wary easterners who arrived at Ravenna as exarchs (viceroys of the
emperor) were greeted, in Rome, as upholders of the Sanctissima

Respublica - the Most Holy Commonwealth. The eastem empire,
therefore, came to be invested with the halo of a 'holy' Roman
empire: not Augustus, but Justinian, the pious Catholic of the
mosaics at S. Vitale, was the model of the renewed Roman empire of
Charlemagne. Justinian was the direct, if unwitting, ancestor of the
idea that a 'Christian commonwealth', a Holy Roman Empire,
should always exist in westem Europe to serve the interests of the
papecy and to secure the libertas of the Catholic Church.

A city, its habits and associations, changes slowly. In seventh-
century Rome, the members of the clerical oligarchy of the city still
proceeded to their churches as the consuls had processed in the early
sixth century- greeted by candles, scattering largesse to the populace,
wearing the silken slippers of a senator. The Lateran Palace was so

called, it was thought, because 'good Latin' was still spoken there.
In their great basilicas, the popes continued to pray for the Rornana
libertas. The idea that western society had to recognize the predomin-
ance of a sharply defined, clerical élite, as the emperors had once
recognized the special status of members of the Roman Senate, was
the basic assumption behind the rhetoric and ceremonial of the
medieval papacy: like the last warm glow of evening, the late Roman
senator's love of Roøa aeterna had come to rest on the solemn façade
of papal Rome.

r34 r35
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9r The ruling city. The walls of Constantinople built by Theodosius II. By no 8oo
these walls had already withstood several sreges.

When Rome was sacked in 4ro, three days of public mourning were
declared at Constantinople. The eastem emperor, Theodosius II,
did little else to help the westem capital: but his ministers soon took
good care to surround Constantinople with great walls. Throughout
the Middle Ages, the Theodosian Wall, which still towers above the
outskirts of modem Istanbul, summed up the impregnable position
of Constantinople as the surviving capital of the Roman empire.
It was not breached by an enemy until r453.

Under Theodosius II, Constantinople became 'The Ruling City'.
The emperors came to reside permanently in the Great Palace by the
Bosphorus. The ceremonies of the court became part of the rhythm
of the daily life of the city. The great issues of policy - peace and war,
heresy and orthodoxy, parsimony or affluence - hammered out by
the emperor and his advisers in the great 'Hall of Silence' (the silen-
tlon) would spill over into the bazaars of the city: when the emperor
appeared in his box in the Hippodrome, the supporters of the rival
racing-stables - the Circus-factions of 'Greens' and 'Blues' - would
applaud or criticize his decisions in rhythmic shouting. The inhabi-
tants of Constantinople, cocksure and contentious, were frequently
reminded that politics was no game. Constantinople lay on the
Balkan side of the Straits of Marmara, only z7o miles away from the
storm-centres of the Danube estuary. Nearly every generation, the
ìnhabitants of the city would watch, from their great wall, the trail
of smoking villages left by barbarian war-bands. In the fifth and sixth
centuries, Constantinople combined the pride of a city-state and the
high rnorale of an outpost with the resources of a vast, Near Eastern
emplre.

Yet at the beginning of this period, Constantinople was still very
much an alien northem capital.,\s we have seen (ot p. rrz), the

deepest division in the society of the fourth century was between
north and south, not between east and west: civilians of the Mediter-

II BYZANTIUM

XI .THE RULING CITY' : THE EASTERN EMPIRE FRoM
THEoDosrus rr ro ANASTASTUS, 4o8-5 r 8
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ranean were all of them equally distant from the military court that
paced up and down the northern highroads. Theodosius II himself
came from a family of Latin generals; and in 438 he instigated the
great Latin compilation of imperial laws known as the 'Theodosian
Code'.

As long as the court maintained its connection with the military,
Latin was its spoken language. Even to a Greek, Latin had always
been the language that expressed the majesty of the state - like 'law
French' in late medieval England, Latin was the imposing jargon of
the administration. This Latin was learnt by the east Romans in
schools, though it had no connection with the living language - we
have papyri showing Egyptian boys doing passable translations of
Vergil, as we ourselves do in a modern school. The foundation of
Constantinople had brought the majesty of the Roman state into
the heart of the Greek world: but the Greeks who learnt Latin in
increasing numbers in the fourth and fifth centuries did not do so to
visit the old Rome in the 'West, but to enhance the grandeur of
Constantinople, their 'New Rome'.

Like the Egyptian obelisks in the Hippodrome and the Greek
classical stâtues in public places, Latin survived quite naturally in
Constantinople as part of the grandiloquent façade of a world empire.
The Latins themselves, however, slowly disappeared in the course
of the fifth century. In Constantinople, the whole tendency, from
the third century onwards, for the Roman empire to become a mili-
tary autocracy was silently reversed. At the end of the fifth century,
the Roman army had been eclipsed as a political force by a cabal of
high administrators, palace oftìcials and retired bureaucrats resident
in Constantinople. The two greatest emperors of the age, Anastasius
(49t-5r8) andJustinian (SzZ-65), were both civilians of rhe new type:
Anastasius had been a palace ofiìcial until late middle age; andJustin-
ian, though the nephew of a Latin soldier from the Balkans, had
become thoroughly 'civilianized'. The heights of statecraft and cul-
ture reached under these two rernarkable men sum up the slowly
matured achievement of the civilian governing class. In the course of
the fifth century, the Roman empire had found its way to a new
identity, as the empire of Constantinople.

The scholar-gentry of the Greek towns had been the architects
of this silent revolution. They filled the minor ofiìces of the great
financial and legal ministries. One such, John of Lydia, made one

thousand gold pieces in his first year, under Anastasius - 'and that was

honestly come by', he added! He learnt Latin; he wrote poems in

oraise of his chief of staff; he retired to write an antiquarian mono-

ä.rph, On rhe Magistracies oJ'the Roman State.The tenacious conserva-

tism of a classically educated gentleman which, in the western pro-
vinces, had been focused in vain on a mirage of Roma aeterfla, invested

the efiìcient framework of the eastern empire with a necessary patina

of long traditions and quiet pride. In Constantinople, scholarship

and letters were an adjunct, not an alternative, to statecraft. Agita-
tion against an unpopular tax, for instance, made decisive use of a play

on the subject'in the manner ofEuripides'. Even the Platonic tradition
which, in the 'West had passed on only its otherworldly and mystical

aspects, retained in Constantinople its concem with government.

Põlicies were hotly debated: in 399, a future bishop, Synesius of
Cyrene, could outline a policy of excluding the barbarians in his

speech On Kingshíp; in his Secret History of about 55o, Procopius of
Caesarea could draw up, for a politically alert faction, a notorious
'Black Book' of the reign of Justinian. These men continued from
their master Thucydides a tradition of writing contemporary history.
Their varied careers gave them ample opportunity for this: Priscus

of Panium left a keenly observed description of his mission to the

court of Attila in Hungary; Procopius (died 5óz), as secretery to

Justinian's victorious general Belisarius, a deeply felt History oJ' the

Wars of his tirne.
The civilian governing class of the east Roman empire learnt the

arts of survival in a hard school. The rise of the great nomad empire of
Attila (434-53), whose power stretched from the plains of Hungary
to Holland and the Caucasus, marked a turning-point in Roman
history. This was the first emergence, in the northern world, of a

barbarian empire on a par with the Romans. The fourth-century
Roman empire had still thought of itself as embracing the known
civilized world. The Sassanian empire was the only other organized
state it knew. Like a policeman, it patrolled the small-time criminals
on the utmost fringes of civilization. In the fifth century, this myth of
the 'middle kingdom' was shaken. The east Romans came to learn
that their empire was one state among many, in a world that had to
be scanned anxiously and manipulated by adroit diplomacy. In the

mid-fifth century, Olympiodorus of Thebes (in Egypt) is the first
colourful representative of a long tradition of Byzantine diplomats:r38 r39



he went on missions as far apart as Rome, Nubia and the Dnieper -
accompanied by a parrot who spoke pure Attic Greek.

The emperors insisted that diplomacy, being as important es war-
fare, should cost as much. At exactly the same time as the westem
senetors were allowed by their ruler to bum their tax-arrears, the
senetors of Constantinople were being rnade to sell their wives'
jewellery to pay for the subsidies that eventually brought down the
empire of Attila. For the bureaucracy was often headed by ruthless
outsiders, who depended on imperial favour alone. Marinus the
Syrian, the praetorian prefect of Anastasius, was typical of the finan-
cial experts who saved the eastern empire when its western half had
collapsed: 'And at night also, he had a pen-and-ink stand hanging
beside his bedside, and a lamp burning by his pillow, so that he could
write down his thoughts on a roll; and in the daytime he would tell
them to the emperor and advise him as to how he should act.' (Ztchariah
of Mitylene, History.)

The emperor's palace offìcials - above all the great eunuch-
chamberlains - were recruited from far beyond the traditional

governing class. Thus the backstairs government of the palace did
not cut offthe emperor from his subjects. Far from it: it was part of
the secret of Byzantine rule that this all-important, shadowy fringe
wâs often more closely in touch with the feelings of the provincials
than was the polished mandarinate of the bureaucracy.

Constantinople had become the goal of ambitious provincials
placed far beyond the Greek core of the empire from which the
traditional bureaucracy was recruited. At the end of the fifth century,
Daniel, a young Syrian from Mesopotamia on his way to practise
asceticism in Jerusalem, was warned in a vision to go instead to Con-
stantinople: with its great churches and collection of relics, the
'Ruling City'had become a 'Holy City'. Less spiritual young men
would make the same decision: Daniel had hardly set himself up on a
pillar - in imitation of the Syrian practices of Simeon the Stylite -
when he was chatting away in Syriac with a fellow oriental who had
become the emperor's head-waiter! The history of Constantinople
in the late fifth century was shaped by such gifted immigrants. The
emperors could not do without the new ferment of prosperity and

gz The imperial majesty. The
empress Ariadne, wiG of the
emperor Anastasius (49r-5 r 8),

Ivory diptych, c. 5oo.

93 The east Rornan bureaucrat.
A statue set up (during the fifth

century) in his home town in
Asia Minor.
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94 A father of the faith: icon of
apa Abraham. The monastic
leadcrs wcre the focuses of
intense local loyalties and the
true arbiters ofthe theological
controversies of the sixth and
seventh centuries, for they were
treated as the spiritual directors
ofthe laity, and as the guardians
of the traditions of rhe faith.
Sixth- to seventh-century panel
painting from Bawit, Egypt.

THE MOTHER OF GOD 95Pagan: Isis suckling Horus. Third-cenrury Coptic frieze

9ó Christian: Mary suckling Jesus. Fifth- to sixth-century
tombstone from Fayum, Egypt.

talent along the fringes of the classical world. It was not enough that
the empire of Constantinople should be a Greek empire: it had also
to embark on the delicate quest for an identity as an eastem empire
in the true sense. The cultural and theological storms that bulk so
large in the ecclesiastical history of the late fifth and sixth centuries
were part of the attempt of the cosmopolitan society of the eestern
empire to find its balance.

'The one maxim of extended empire, a wise and salutary neglect'
(Burke), just could not be applied to the provincials of the fifth-
century empire. Egypt, for instance, had entered the mainstream of
cultural life. Its richer peasants and small-town notables were typical
provincials of a new east Roman society. They had created from
scratch an exuberant and idiosyncratic sub-classical art - Coptic
art. The most typical creation of the Egyptian Christians of these
centuries was the icon: an abstracted, simplified image on which
the worshipper could concentrate, looking straight into the charged
eyes of his spiritual Father - Menas, Anthony or some other hero of
Egyptian Christianity. The Egyptian parriarchs, Theophilus and Cyril,
led the Greek world. The Council of Ephesus in 43r, in declaring
that Mary was the Theotokos - 'She'Who gave birth to God'- ratified
the fervour of the Copts, who had worshipped her as such, suckling
the new-bom Jesus. This prototype of the most tender scene in
medieval art was a Coptic adaptation of Isis suckling the infant Horus.

ii-l -- ':

97 The Syrian achievement.
The pilgrimage centre et the
monastery established around
the pillar of St Simeon Stylires.
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second century (rl Ill. 3), buc
the emperor is showing his
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The heyday of the Syriac-speaking provincials came a little later.
IJnder Anastasius, Syrian merchants were trading as far apart as

Gaul and central Asia. The financial wizard of the court, Marinus,
was a Syrian. Syrian masons developed a filigree delicacy in carving
stone surfaces. Above all, it was the Syrians who had filled the Greek
world with music. Romanos the Melodist came to Constantinople
from Edessa: he poured an imagery and a dramatic sense, that reach

back directly to the most ancient Semitic East, into the chants of the
Byzantine Church. In the Hagia Sophia, bands of Syrian monks
would disturb the Sunday congregation by striking up, in long-drawn
melodiçs, the litanies of their distinctive adoration of the crucifìed
Christ. Syrian farmers had colonized the hillsides of the Anti-
Lebanon with olive trees. The emperor established a huge pilgrimage
centre on the spot where Simeon had squatted on his pillar. The vast
complex of Qalat Sem'an, greater than Baalbek and as exuberant,
was a gesture of recognition from the'Ruling City' to the provincials,
on whose industry the economy of the east Roman state depended.

Compared with these ancient Christian centres, Constantinople,
only recently weaned from a military, Latin past, was a colourless
newcomer. But to be a 'Ruling City' it had to lead the empire in
doctrine also. The emperors hastily forced it to the fore. At the
Council of Chalcedon in 45r, the emperor Marcian took advantage
of a trend in Greek opinion and of the support of Leo, the bishop of
Rome, to humble the patriarch of Alexandria, and so to secure the
position of Constantinople as the leading Christian city of the

empire. The settlement arrived at in Chalcedon did violence to some

of the deepest currents in Greek Christian thought of the time. The
equilibrium of eastern Christianity was brutally upset. For the next
two centuries, the emperors faced the uphill task of restoring the

balance, sometimes by palliating, sometimes by by-passing 'the

accursed council', without going back for a moment on the initiative
which their'Ruling City'had won at Chalcedon.

The issues raised at the time of Chalcedon were not trivial, for the
council had seemed to split the human from the divine element in the
person of Christ. The emperor's part in the council was partly political;
but resistance to its doctrine was heartfelt and not a'cover'for'social
grievances, much less for strivings for national autonomy by the eastern

provinces. Centuries of Christian experience in the provinces had been

flouted by the upstart capital. For the pious Greek, Copt and Syrian,

Christ was the prototype of the redeemed man. To what extent,
these men would ask, did God deign to take up and transform human
nature, to lift it out of its frailties, in the person of Christ? If human
nature was totally transformed and made one with God's nature in
Christ - hence the convenient theological label 'monophysite'
(monos, single; physis, nature) - then the average man could even-

tually hope to be saved in the same way: he, also, would be trans-

formed. The average man looked round him. He saw the holy
man: if frail human nature could be endowed with such super-
natural power in this life, then surely the divine nature in Christ
had been that much more absolute and indivisible ? 

'Who but a totally
divine Being could stand between mankind and its towering enemy,
the devil? To emphasize, as the doctrinal statement of pope Leo -
his Tome - had done, the humbled, human element in Christ, shocked

the Greek reader. For this attitude threatened to leave God's work of
salvation halÊdone: to condemn human nature itself to the position
of an untransformable residue, a bitter dreg at the bottom of the
unbounded sea of God's power.

It has been said that the Council of Chalcedon divided the empire
irreparably; that it rendered inevitable the loss of the eastern pro-
vinces to Islam in the seventh century. This view is so lofty that it
misses the quality of the life of the sixth-century eastern empire
entirely. The exact opposite was the case. Despite the explosive nature
of the issues involved, despite the fact that the ecclesiastical traditions
of whole provinces were mobilized on both sides, the empire re-
mained united. 'We can learn a lot about the resources of the east

Roman state by seeing how this could be so.

In the first place, the imperial administration had created a unified
state: men paid their taxes and prayed for the success of the emperor
whatever their shade of theological opinion. It was possible for a

merchant from Alexandria to cash a cheque in a bank at Constanti-
nople - a service which no medieval state could offer until thirteenth-
century China. The culture of the empire had few deep barriers.
Men felt free to move from the provinces to the capital without
losing touch with their roots. Scratch a Greek poet like Cyrus of
Panopolis, and we fìnd an Egyptian devoted to the martyr-saint ofhis
home-town; and even Procopius, the Byzantine Thucydides, spoke

Syriac and believed that the prayers of Syrian holy men played their
part in holding the eastern frontier of the empire. Throughout thisr44 r45



PUBLIC LIFE 98 Secular: a wild-beast hunt in the circus of Constâl1tinop1e. Detail from
thc ivory diptych ofAreobindus, 5oó.

99 Religious:rclicscarriedinprocession.Thepatriarcl-ronhishighcarriageholdsthe
box with the relics, as he passes the imperial palace (note top lcft, the icon of Christ
over the main gate). They are preceded, left to right, by the senate, the emperor and

the empress. Spectators in the top window of the palace swing sweet-smelling
incense. Fifth-century ivory plaque.

period, we are dealinþ with e society which had experienced strong
and intimate pressures making for centralization, for standardization,
for economic and political solidarity. The concern for the 'peace of
the Church', that haunted the emperors of the late fìfth and sixth
centuries, should not be seen as a desperate attempt to heal a divided
empire: rather, the emperors hoped to make the partisan bishops
and their flocks live up to standards of unity and obedience that were
patently being realized in every other field but religion.

The prestige of the emperor was even increased by religious
uncertainties, for all attempts to achieve unity passed through the court.
The emperor gained a position that he .was to hold throughout
Byzantine and early Russian history: he was the keystone of the great
vault of the'peace of the Church'. It was a position gained by sheer
hard work. 'When 

conspirators wanted to assassinate the emperor
Justinian, they knew how they would find him: every night he would
be sitting in an alcove of the Great Palace, discussing with holy men
and bishops the intricacies of his subjects' beliefs.

The reign of the emperor Anastasius (49r-5r8) sums up the quality
of the east Roman empire at this time. Anastasius was a pious lay-
man, who used to give lectures on theology. He wâs the only late
Roman emperor ever to abolish a tax - the gold tax on the cities.
By rigorous professionalism, he died with a surplus of thirty-two
thousand pounds of gold. 'We 

catch a glimpse of him in the local
chronicle of Edessa: in this faraway frontier town, the emperor wasr46 r47



very much 'the little father' of his people. Even to his theological
opponents, he was 'Anastasius, the good emperor, the lover of monks
and the protector of the poor and affiicced.' In his religious policy,
he was unmistakably a product of east Roman society. Though a

sincere 'monophysite', he worked, above all, for religious peace. He
banned extremists of every kind.

ln 5r7, Anastasius received a delegation of priests from Rome that
showed how far apart the western and the eastern halves of Christen-
dom had already drifted. The Catholic Church in the West had be-
come a closed élite - like a colonizing power in underdeveloped
territories, it regarded itself as obliged to impose its views, by force
if need be, on the unregenerate 'world'. Reinforced by their aristo-
cratic background, its senator-bishops towered above an increasingly
passive and uncultivated laity. They were in the habit of telling lay-
rulers what to do. The Roman legates told Anastasius that he should
impose the Catholic faith on his provincials with the firmness of a

crusader. To the east Roman emperor, such advice came from another,
more barbarous world. Anastâsius wrote back: he would not make
the streets of his cities run blood so as to impose the views of one
faction on all the rest. His business was not to outlaw half his empire;
it was to find a formula by which the rich spectrum of the beließ of
his subjects could be blended: 'Peace I leave with you,' he quoted to
the pope, 6my peace I give you.'

Flere we have a parting of the ways: western Europe in the Middle
Ages was dominated by the idea of the Church Militant; Byzantium,
a stable and united empire beneath its apparent disagreements, long
skilled in the politics of consensus, stuck to the grand ideal of the
'peace of the Church'. In his last sentence, Ânastasius was to address
the pope in words that are an overture to the majesty ofJustinian:
'You may thwart me, Reverend Sir; you may insult me: but you
may not command me. . . .'

EMPIRE AND BARBARIANS

roo ldeal. Relief from the obelisk of
Theodosius I in the Hippodrome in
Constantinople, c. 390.

ror Reality: a coin of the emperor,
maybe given as largesse, worked into
a piece of barbarian ornament Gold
pendant set with a coin of
Valentinian II, seventh century,
found in Staffordshire.
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GLOTRE: JUSTTNTAN AND HrS SUCCESSORS,52T-6O3

Anastasius, as we hâve seen, passed naturally into the imperial office
after a lifetime of service in the palace. Justinian, by contrast, was a

nouueau riche of east Roman culture. 'With his uncle Justin, he had
drifted into the 'Ruling City' from a Balkan village: his native lan-
guage was Latin. When Justin, as captâin of the guard, became
emperor by accident, Justinian, as heir appârent, threw himself into
the life of Constantinople. It was in Constantinople, one suspects,
and not in his village, that Justinian first learnt to value Latin as the
imperial language. In Constantinople he gained a deep acquaintance
with Greek theological literature and opted for the anti-monophy-
site party. In Constantinople, also, he dabbled in the demi-monde:
he played politics with the Circus-factions and he took his wife,
Theodora, from a family connected with the racing-stables. As a

young man, he was anxious to conform to the backward-looking
ethos of the resident aristocracy: he wooed the senators of Con-
stantinople, and on becoming consul, he humbly dedicated his
ivory diprychs to them, in Latin - 'Small gifts these, in price, but
heavy with respect.' His first act on becoming emperor was to
form a commission to reorganize the Roman law. 'When 

Justinian
succeeded his uneducated uncle ín 527, it seemed as if the 'Ruling
City'had absorbed yet another zealous paruenu.

The great Nika Riot of January 532 - so called from the slogan
NiÞa (Conquer !) adopted by the mob - changed the tempo of his
reign dramatically. It was the worst explosion of violence in east

Roman history. Angered byJustinian's ministers, people and Senate
united against the emperor. Half the city was burnt. As the flames
rose round the Great Palace, only Theodora was able to rally her
panic-stricken husband - 'The purple is a glorious winding-sheet,'
she said.

Theodora's exclamation became the keynote of Justinian's reign.
Somewhat like a 'liberal' tsar of nineteenth-century Russia who had
been the object of an assassination plot, Justinian turned his back
on the traditionalist elements in Constantinople. No east Roman
emperor exploited with such zest the resources of the autocracy.

The stage-set of traditional ceremonies inherited from the Roman
past wâs wheeled away to leave the emperor alone in his majesty:
the consulship, which the young prince had valued so highly, was
abolished in 54r. The life of the court was expanded, its ceremonial

roz Justinian and his rninisters. Mosaic in San Vitale, Ravenna.

ro3 Theodora. Mosarc in San Vitale



made more awesome; Theodora travelled with four thousand
attendants - twice es many, that is, as were used by the Ottoman
sultans in the nineteenth century. Justinian appealed to the Christian
provincials of his empire, away from the neutral façade of the edu-
cated aristocracy. He posed as the 'most Christian emperor'. FIis
fanaticism was all-embracing and, usually, prudently directed
against isolated minorities, such as the surviving pagans. After 533
public opinion was mobilized in a crusade against the heretical Arian
kingdoms in the'West. Public morality was upheld by meticulous
legislation against blasphemy and gambling. Theodora looked after
her own by founding a hostel for reformed prostitutes. Throughout
the empire, Justinian placed churches whose style, based on the basili-
cas of the capital, was uniform from Ceuta, on the Atlantic coast of
Morocco, to the Euphrates. In anage of primitive communications,

Justinian ensured that by memorable gestures of Christian piety and
Christian intolerance, and above all through money, stone- and
mosaic-work, the presence of the autocrat was brought home to the
man in the street.

These gestures were crowned by the rebuilding of the Hagia
Sophia, burnt down in the Nika Riot. Justinian could have restored
the old church, as had been done before; but he was in no mood for so

limited a project. Instead, he called on Anthemius of Tralles and
Isidore of Miletus to build a revolutionary new church. These men
were typical members of the technological élite of the Greek world:
as a mathematician, Anthemius went beyond Euclid in exploring
the parabola; and Isidore had studied the great monuments of Rome.
The Hagia Sophia combined the two craditions: in the Roman
imperial grandeur ofthis church, a Greek tradition of abstract thought
was frozen into stone, with the hovering domes. 'When he entered
the new church, however, Justinian struck the more popular note
of the Byzantine man in the street: 'Solomon!' he cried, 'I have
outdone thee !'

The 53os were an exceptionally favourable interlude for the east
Roman state. Justinian exploited the opportunities in the inter-
national situation to the full. The imperial fleet that sailed from the
Bosphorus to Africa in 533 was presented as a crusade to deliver the
lost provinces of the Roman empire from their heretical overlords.
The prodigious windfall of the quick collapse of the Vandal kingdom
in Africa proved Justinian right: the Vandal king was paraded in

ro4 'The salvation and glory of the
Romans' : medallion celebrating the

reconquest ofJustinian. The emperor
is shown on horseback, as in the

great days of the imperial recovery of
the third century (rf Ill r5). Medallion

ofJustinian, 534-3 8 (copy).

triumph in the Hippodrome. When he issued the second edition of
his Digest of Roman law in j34,Justinian revived in his proclamation
the grandiloquent epithets of a Roman conqueror: Justinian . . . con-
queror of the Vandals, of the Goths, etc.' The commission that pro-
duced this great work included the same ministers - Tribonian and

John of Cappadocia, the praetorian prefect - for whose heads the
mob had chanted in the Nika Riot of only two years previously.

Justinian and his friends were more firmly in the saddle than ever
before. Itr 539, the Ostrogoths had been driven out of Rome, and
were suing for peace; and in Constantinople, Justinian appeared on
a mosaic, surrounded by his faithful advisers, 'with gay and festive
expression'.

Few emperors established their threatened position with such
inspired opportunism. But in so doing, Justinian had cast his own
shadow over the rest of his reign. Compared with the grandiloquent
euphoria of the j3os, the remaining twenty-five years of his reign
seem a sinister anti-climax. For modern scholars, Justinian has been
trapped in his own image. FIis astute manipulation of the resources
of propaganda has been taken at face value. Hence he has gained the
reputation of being a romantic idealist, haunted by the mirage of a

renewal of the Roman empire; and the diflìculties of che succeeding
years have usually been presented as the nemesis of a grandiose policy.r52 r53



Justinian is a less sinister, if more complex figure. He sought glory
while the going was good, because he sorely needed it to main-
tain his position; and he had the genius to realize the vast resources

available to an east Roman emperor of the early sixth century - an

almost numinous past history, a full treasury, an unrivalled supply of
human talent in every field. But the history of his reign was written -
es was so often the case in the Roman empire - by the alienated and the

embittered. Justinian had betrayed the traditionalist governing class

of the empire; he had outflanked them in a policy of flamboyant
glory; but it was they who remained to chronicle, with bitter
attention, every detail of the shipwreck of the young emperor's hopes.

The 54os were a catastrophic decade. In 54o, Khusro I Anoshirwan,
the shah of Persia, broke his truce with Byzantium. The eastern garri-
sons had been neglected for the westem wars. The shah fell on An-
tioch, the second city of the empire, and, having cynically offered
to sell it to Justinian, plundered it and marched slowly home again,
emptying the cities of northern Syria with impunity.

In his reaction to the revival of the menace of Persia, Justinian
showed that he was no dreamer. The war in Italy was instantly rele-
gated to a backwater. In coming years, Justinian was prepared to
spend more money on impressing one Persian ambassador in Con-
stantinople than on all the armies in the reconquered western pro-
vinces. From the Black Sea to Damascus, the emperor's foresight was
crystallized in stone. Justinian's fortifications along his eastem
frontier are the most refined example of Roman military architecture.
They still stand in the desert as tangible reminders of the overriding
priority of the Near East in the policies of the east Roman state.

'While the eastern provincials were sheltered from the conse-
quences ofJustinian's western commitments, his fellow countrymen
in the Balkans felt the strain directly. The Balkan garrisons were
stripped to provide levies for the western armies. The Danube
frontier became permeable again. In the 54os the Slavs raided deep

into Roman territory. From 559 onwards Constantinople itself was

frequently menaced by the revival of great confederacies of Turkic
nomads - heirs to the empire of Attila: first the Bulgars, followed
by the Avars. To regain the remote Latinity of Italy and Africa,

Justinian weakened the living Latin core of the east Roman state in
the Balkans. The Slav settlement of the Balkans was a direct conse-
quence ofJustinian's western ambitions. 'While his portrait survives

in Ravenna, Justiniana Prima, the capital of the reorganized Balkans
which he had founded under his own name (somewhere, perhaps,
in southern Serbia), vanished so completely, after the invasions of the
late sixth century, that nobody knows for certain where it stood.

The natural catastrophe of the Great Plague formed the background
to these reverses. The epidemic began with a vicious outburst be-
tween 54r and 543, and remained endemic throughout the Mediter-
rânean up to the 57os. It was the worst attack until the Black Death of
r348. It knocked the bottom out ofthe grandeur ofthe 53os.

From 54o onwards, Justinian sank himself into a dogged routine
of survival. The true measure of the man and of the east Roman
state was not the belle êpoque of 533 to 54o: it was the quality revealed
in the harsh years that followed. The Justinian of the Byzantine
tradition is not the young adventurer of the 53os, whose portrait
we all know from the mosaics in his reconquered capital of Ravenna:
it is the slightly uncanny old man, who worked until dawn every
night in the seclusion of the Great Palace - the 'many-eyed' emperor,
'the sleepless one'.

Throughout the wars and the plague, Justinian's financial oflìcers
kept the money coming in - not by increasing the taxes, but by
ensuring that the rich paid up promptly. Money was now turned to a

technology of survival. Fortifications replaced men along the fron-
tiers. Diplomâcy was stretched to its utmost to cover a lack of military
power. Only under Justinian did Christian missionaries begin to be
used as agents of Byzantine 'cultural imperialism' in the northern
world: baptism and the arrival of clerical advisers now became the
routine consequences of an alliance with the emperor.

'Warfare, also, became more specialized. Later in the sixth century,
Byzantine generals wrote manuals which show how closely they
had observed and copied the new cavalry tactics of the nomads.
War, for such men, wãs hke hunting - a deiicate art in which blood-
shed was no substitute for skill. The perpetual emergencies from 54o
onwards created, among the generals and diplomats, an experimental
frame of mind that culminated, in the mid-seventh century, in the
development of 'Greek fire'in the Byzantine navy- the most devas-
tating application of technology to warfere in the early medieval
period.

Inside the empire, Justinian continued to tinker ceaselessly. FIe ex-
perimented with new forms of revenue: after 54r, the manufacturer54 r55



of silk, for instance, became a government monopoly. He ruth-
lessly cirt away dead wood. An immensely costly system of free

government transport, inherited directly from the time of Augustus,
was axed. Only one road was now maintained - significantly, the

great highway leading across Asia Minor to the eastern frontier.
By the end of Justinian's reign, the exuberant, involuted façade of
the late Roman state, whose generous and many-sided reserves

Justinian had tapped with gusto before 54o, had been stripped down
to its steel framework.

Because of this drastic overhaul, Justinian's reign did not end in
failure. Far from it: in 552 the Ostrogothic resistance was shattered

in a single, skilfully planned and executed engagement; in 554, large

areas of southern Spain came under Byzantine rule; after 56o, Africa
was pacified, andByzantine fortresses held a frontier more ambitious
than that held by the emperor Trajan. The Danube line was protected
by a cat's-cradle of alliances. The truculent Khusro I had been check-
mated.'Within the empire, the villages of Palestine and Syria were as

prosperous as ever. International trade provided opportunities for
revenue: the fleets of the patriarchs of Alexandria sailed to Cornwall
in the early seventh century; and the beautiful gold coins ofJustinian
and his successors found their way as far afield as Sweden, Peking and

Zanzlbar.

tJ, - fne most fateful legacy ofJustinian to succeeding generations was

precisely the extent of his success. He had proved that autocracy
worked as a short-term remedy for the ills of the Byzantine state'

Rather like Philip II, toiling endlessly in the Escorial, this 'sleepless'

figure fostered che illusion that one man could solve the problems of
an emPrre.

Personal government sapped the quality of the imperial bureau-
cracy. The scholar-administrators of the early sixth century had

tended to be hidebound and resistant to high taxation. But they had

guaranteed a degree of continuity and had fostered the participation
in government of the educated governing classes of the Greek world.

Justinian's gifted professionals ended by whittling down the links
between a bureaucracy made up increasingly of imperial favourites,
and east Roman upper-class society at large. These men got in the

taxes; but the steady press of talented young gentlemen to Constanti-
nople came to a halt - imperial service wâs too abrasive a profession.

r5ó As a result of increased professionalization throughout the sixth

century, the old structure of provincial life disappeared. The imme-
morial right of the Greek town councils to levy the taxes on their
locality vanished. By the end of the sixth century, town councillors
in their solemn robes were no more than a childhood memory.
Deprived of their old focus of allegiance, the towns of the eastem
empire fell into the hands of their bishops and their great landowners.
The populace turned to theology and to gangsterism. Savage clashes
between Circus-factions in all the towns of the empire shocked and
puzzled contemporaries in the late sixth century, much as they still
puzzle historians.

Justinian had cut away too much of the old tissues of east Roman
society. Only his choice of eflìcient servants and his boundless curio-
sity saved him from isolation. And in his old age, Justinian's grip was
relaxed with disastrous results. His successors had nothing to fall back
on but his tradition of palace-government: Maurice (582-6oz) and
Heraclius (óro--4r) were spectacular emperors; but they had to
govem their empire through a camarilla of hated and disunited
courtiers and through their relatives.

The weakness of the east Roman empire, however, was that it was
an essentially civilian state. Its strength lay in its tax-payers. Through-
out the sixth century, agriculture had been maintained at a high
level; and new opportunities for commerce had been opened up.
Until the reign of Fleraclius, the emperors had sufiìcient funds to
allot to substitutes for military strength, fortification and diplo-
macy. But money could not create soldiers. Maurice and Flera-
clius both revived the older, militaristic tendencies of the Roman
empire. They took the field in person. But they found they had not
enough men to lead. Hence the strange combination of fragility and
grandeur in the Byzantine empire afterJustinian: a sprawling terri-
tory of rich countrysides and prosperous cities found itself caught
between the hamme and the anvil of two professedly military
empires - the warrior-hegemony of the Avars to the north and the
fearsome nobility of dersia to the east. How could the traditions of
civilian autocracy, inherited and heightened by Justinian, resist con-
sistent pressure in the Near East from Persia, whose art, a Roman
observer once remarked, 'shows nothing but scenes of hunting, of
bloodshed and of war'?

The challenge of Persia dominated the late sixth and early seventh
centuries in Byzantium. In the course of the sixth century the Roman r57



empire had become a Near Eastern staie. Rome was an outpost: 'If
God does not move the heart of the emperor to send us a general or a
governor,' wrote the pope in the late sixth century, 'then we are
lost.' Even on the distant shores of the western Mediterranean,
Byzantine rule meant incorporation in an oriental empire. The
Byzantine outposts in the 'West were like mirrors, casting the light
of the eastern Mediterranean far into the darkness of early medieval
northern Europe. Isolated and grandiloquent, the kingdom of Visi-
gothic Spain nevertheless moved to the rhythms of Byzantine life:
its rulers eyed the eastern empire closely as a model and as a potential
menace. In northern Europe, every great church was hung with
Byzantine silks; liturgical books were written on Byzantine papyrus;
relics were cased in Byzantine silverwork; legends and liturgy were
of eastern origin; saints were, inappropriately, buried in shrouds of
Persian silk, showing the grifiìns of Zoroastrian mythology and the
hunting feats of pagan shahs in the Iranian plateau.

The centre of gravity of the Christian world still lay in the eastem
Mediterranean. One of the earliest archbishops of Canterbury, Theo-
dore (óó9-9o), was a Byzantine subject from Tarsus (southem
Turkey). On the Northumbrian coast, the Venerable Bede (c. 672-
735) drew his Biblical erudition from the works of African bishops
who had written to persuade Justinian in faraway Constantinople.
When Gregory I wished to cement an alliance with the Lombards,
he sent their queen a flask of oil from the shrine of the Holy Cross at

Jerusalem. On the Atlantic coast of Spain, an unknown lady was
buried with a similar flask. For the barbarians of Europe, Jerusalern
was still the centre of the world: andJerusalem was a Byzantine city.

Fragile though these Byzantine outposts \Mere, they ensured that
the southern shores of the Mediterranean belonged to an empire
whose heart lay in the Near East. This is the long-term significance
ofJustinian's reconquests in the 'West. Frorn Gibraltar to Gaza, the
inhabitants shared with the eastem provinces a common loyalty to
the Roman emperors, a common piety, a common idiom in orna-
ment, a common stable coinage. They were already sharply distin-
guished from the underdeveloped territories to their north - northern
Spain, Gaul and northern Italy. The diagonal division of the Mediter-
ranean into two societies, so that a Near Eastem empire came to stretch
like the long, sloping plane of a wedge from Antioch to the valley of
the Guadalquivir, was the most marked feature of the westem

ro5 Affluence: a banquet scene from a sixth-century manuscript, the Vienna Gencsís

(Cod. theol. graec. 3r).

Middle Ages. The division was begun by the conquest ofJustinian.
Except at Rome and Ravenna, the Muslims stepped straight into the
inheritance of the Byzantine exarchs. Even the fateful entry of the
Moors of Al-Tarik into Spain tn 7n - the notorious 'betrayal of
Don Julian' - was a last, fatal stroke of diplomacy by an isolated
Byzantne governor,Julianos of Ceuta: his ill-judged use of the Mus-
lims as barbarian mercenaries was in the best traditions of Byzantine
foreign policy laid down byJustinian.

In the Near East, Justinian did not stand by himself. His achieve-
ments \Mere rivalledby the revival ofPersia under Khusro I Anoshirwan

- 'Khusro of the immortal soul'. A contemporary, the historian
ZachaÅah of Mitylene, saw this clearly when he watched the cele-
brations in the Hippodrome of Constantinople in 534. The Vandal
king was paraded beforeJustinian in an unparalleled triumph: 'But
ambassadors of Khusro, king of the Persians, were there, and they sat

there, and they saw these things. . . .' It is time for us, also, to look at
the sixth-century world through more eastem eyes.r58 r59



XIII THE EMPIRES OF THE EAST: BYZANTIUM AND PERSIA,540-640

In the palace of Khusro L\noshìrwan at Ctesiphon (on the Euphrates,
thirty-five miles south of modern Baghdad), three empty seats stood
beneath the royal throne. These were for the emperor of China, for
the great khagan (the ruler of the nomads of central Asia), and for the

Roman emperor, in case these rulers câme, as vassals, to the court
of the king of kings. The three thrones summed up the vast horizons
of the Sassanian empire. Persia was the link between East and 

-W'est.

It was from sixth-century Ctesiphon that Indian science and Indian
legends - particularly the story of the Buddha (known in the West
as the story of Barlaam andJosaphat - from 'Boddhisattva') - fìltered
into the Mediterranean. Chinese travellers knew Persia well, while
their knowledge of the Roman world stopped at Ântioch. In the
early Middle Ages, Persian conilottierí defended the northern frontiers
of China. It was they who introduced into the Far East the skills of
cavalry-warfare, learnt in constant conflict with the nomads of
central Asia.

For Persia was, above all, a central Asian power. The settled,
agricultural life of the Iranians, especially in the rich lands of Gurgan
(classical Hyrcania) by the Caspian, had always been threatened by
nomads from the steppes of Turkestan. It was still remembered, in
the sixth century, that both the Persians' religious leader, Zoroaster,
and their greatest king, Darius, had died fìghting against central
Asian raiders. Traditional Persian society had as aclrte a sense of the
'barbarian' as did the Romans. Khusro I never celebrated his capture
of Antioch on coins: but when, in 5ó8, he crushed the great nomad
empire of the Hephthalites (the'White Huns) on his northern border,
a special issue proclaimed, 'Iran delivered from fear'. The Central
Asian frontier was the military laboratory of the Late Antique
world. It was against the nomads that the Persian aristocracy devel-
oped the 'cataphract' (the heavily armoured horseman), a prede-
cessor of the medieval knight. Typically, this new technique was
known to the Romans by the name fìrst used in the Syriac slang of
Mesopotamia - 'boiler boy': the eastern provincials of Byzantium,
witnessing these iron-cased warriors from Transoxiana, passed on
their Syriac nâme to the Roman army, in its Latin translation -
clibanarius.

In central Asia, also, the civilization of Persia dominated early
róo medieval Bokhara and Samarkand. The sub-Iranian society of

roó Khusro I Anoshirwan (S: r ZS). UnlikeJustinian the civilian, the shah is shown
as a warrior. He sits on his throne holding his drawn sword Detail from the so-called
Cup of Khusro, sixth century.
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Soghdia, which included these great towns, linked East and West.
In the sixth century, Soghdian middlemen sold the knowledge of
the silkworm to the emperorJustinian, just as, a century previously,
they had sold Roman techniques of glass-making to the emperor of
China. In this island of Persian culture, the two forms of Christianity
that had grown up in Persian-dominated Mesopotamia - the radical
âsceticism of the Manichees (the followers of Mani, see below, p. ró4)
and the humane Christianity of the Nestorians - flourished until the
Mongol invasions of the thirteenth century. In the oasis of Turfan,
in the south-western Gobi Desert, Manichaean liturgies of the tenth
century still presented Heaven as a court ruled by the same protocol
es that devised for the palace of Khusro I Anoshirwan in distant
Ctesiphon.

'Westerners, reered on Flerodotus, regard â confrontation between
the Roman empire and Persia as natural. Yet, given the time-
honoured commitment of the Iranian governing classes to central
Asia, the constant westward pressure of the Persian empire against the

frontiers of Byzantium thror-rghout the sixth century is exceptional.
Previously the Roman empire had been saved by the sheer size of its
rival. The Persian empire uncoiled, like a dragon's tail, across the
'harsh and rugged land' east of the Zagros range, as far as the Oxus,
Afghanistan and the Indus valley. The austere, arid plateau of Iran
the Castile of the Near East - was the traditional heart of the Persian
empire. Flere a rigid Zoroastrian orthodoxy was unchallenged in the
sixth century. Flere, also, the great traditional families had held
despotic sway. In the holy cities of Istakhr and Persepolis, and on the
rock-faces of Naqsh-i-Rustam, the Sassanian king of kings drew on
traditions that reached back to the Achaemenids: Shapur I placed
himself next to Cyrus and Darius. In Mesopotamia, by contrast, the
Iranian governing class travelled down into a foreign country. At
the court of Ctesiphon, the nobility lived in â separâte quarter, in
palaces well stocked (so a Chinese traveller observed) with ice: they
yearned for their sumnìer retreat in the great hunting-lodges of
Holwan, in the mountains of Media proper. Outsicle Ctesiphon, ther62 r63



population spoke Syriac. They were mainly Nestorian Christians,
living alongside important Jewish communities. Many a Persian
aristocrat, in the late sixth century, 'went native' in Mesopotamia by
becoming a Nestorian Christian, and so had to learn to chant his Psalm

book in Syriac.
Mesopotamia, however, was the economic heart of the Persian

empire. The shahs derived two-fifths of their revenues from it. Here
was an ancient urban society that provided the skills on which the

court depended. Since the raids of Shapur I on the Roman empire in
the z5os, Persian-controlled Mesopotamia - especially Khuzistan in
southeffr Iraq - wes permeated with settlements of deportees from
the eastern Mediterranean. Its towns provided the shahs wich their
architects and engineers. The weevers on whom the glory of sixth-
century Sassanian silks depended lived in them; and so did the

fìnanciers. The term for the land-tax originated in the Aramaic of the

fifth century B c, ic was still in use under the Sassanians (as we cen see

from the Jewish Talmud), and it emerged as the oftìcial, Arabic
designation - kharaj - for the land-tax on which the finances of the
Arab empire depended.

Mesopotamia was ãn area of immense creativity. From the third
century A, D, the views of its religious leaders had impinged on the

conservatives of both the Roman and the Persian empires. Mani, the

founder of Manichaeism (z16-77), was a typical product of this
environment. Living at the crossroads of Asia, he had felt challenged,
as no religious thinker round the 'little frog-pond' of the Mediter-
ranean had felt challenged, to create a selÊconsciously universal
religion. FIe was aware of che confrontation between the world
religions ofEast and'W'est: the Buddha andZoroaster figure alongside

Christ in his message. Manichaean missionaries reached northern
Spain in the fifth century; by the seventh, they were in Peking. In
the same enriching environment, Nestorian Christianity settled down
as the only truly oriental church. Excluded from the orthodox
Roman empire, the Nestorians struck up a delicate modus uiuendi with
the Persian governing class. Nestorian clergymen followed the
Persian-dominated trade-routes as far apart as Fukien and Ceylon:
the Syrian Christians of Kerala (southern India) looked to Ctesiphon.
In ó3 8, the Nestorians offered a statement of their beließ to the emperor
of China: it was a quite unmistakable echo, in a strange environment,

164 of the arguments first propounded by Christian Apologists in Antioch

and Alexandria. Throughout the early Middle Ages, the Syriac-
speaking clergy of Persian Mesopotamia carried many intriguing
scraps of culture between the Far East and the Mediterranean.

In Mesopotamia, moreover, e crucial development for medieval
and modem Europe took place: the final crystallization of rabbinic
Judaism. Protected by the shahs from Christian intolerance, the
rabbis of Mesopotamia gained intellectual pre-eminence over their
cowed brethren in Palestine. They compiled the Babylonian Talmud.
At a time when the emperor Justinian was laying down which
version of the Scriptures the Jews should be allowed to read in the
synagogues of his empire, the rabbis of Ctesiphon were free to con-
duct a vigorous polemic against the Christian doctrines of the Trinity
and the Virgin Birth. Searching criticisms aired in the cities of Persian
Mesopotamia soon filtered along the caravan routes into Arabia,
where they had a decisive influence on the epoch-making monotheism
of Muhammad.

Mesopotamia, therefore, stood to one side in the Persian empire.
Its towns, its contacts with the Mediterranean, its high proportion of
settlers from the Roman empire, marked it off from the arid, land-
locked and jealously traditionalist world of the Iranian plateau. The
shah called himself 'King of Kings of Iran and of the non-Iranian
territories'. In the first centuries, these did not overlap. Yazdkart I
ßgg-+zt), for instance, was popular with his Mesopotamian subjects:
he was detested by the Iranian conservatives, to whom he was known
as'Yazdkart the Sinner'. His successor, Vahram Gv (4zt-39), was
known to the Byzantines as a truculent persecutor of the Christians:
in Persia, he was treasured throughout the Middle Ages as the bluff
King Hal of Persian history - the perfect Iranian gentleman, a

passionate hunter, generous to the nobility, an upholder of Zoroastrian
orthodoxy.

I¡e the late fifth century, however, the traditionalist world of the
Iranian plateau collapsed and Mesopotamia came into its own. After
seven years of famine, the shah Firüz (459-84) was killed with his
whole army in a rash campaign against the Hephthalite Huns. The
'Famine Days of Firüz', arrd the total defeat of Persia by the nomads of
Central Asia, were remembered as the worst tragedy in Persian history
before the Arab invasion. It was the end of the Iranian ancienrégime.
(Jndermined by defeat, threatened by an outburst of apocalyptic
radicalism - by the movement of Mazdak, a religious leader, whose 165
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teachings had sparked off jacEteries at the time of famine - the survivors
of the conservative nobility rallied round the young shah, Khusro I,
for protection: they gave him his title, Anoshirwan (Immortal Soul),
when, as crown prince, he massacred the followers of Mazdak in 528.
Khusro protected the nobility, but on his own terms. He tied the
Zoroastrian clergy and the great families to his court. A new class of
professionals gradually took over the administration. Many were
Christians: they came from Mesopotamia, not from Iran.

Khusro was remembered in the Near East as the just king par
excellence. He had his own views on the purpose of this justice: 'The
monarchy depends on the army, the army on money; money comes
from the land-tax; the land-tax comes from agriculture. Agriculture
depends on justice, justice on the integrity of ofiìcials, and integrity
and reliability on the ever-watchfulness of the King.' While his
contemporary, Justinian, was also remembered as 'the just', it was
as a codifier of law: Khusro, by contrast, realized the formidable
Near Eastem ideal of the long-armed king. 'Go write letters to them,'
he told the Nestorian patriarch, on hearing of a rebellion in
Khuzistan, 'that if every rebel does not have the goodness to keep
quiet, I shall go up against them with sword, bow and arrow, and I
shall kill every man who persists in his insubordination egainst me -
be he a goodZoroastrian, aJew or a Christian.'

The forty-eight years of harsh rule by Khusro I and the thirty-
seven years of brittle grandeur under his grandson, the erratic Khusro
II Aparwez - ('the victorious', 5gt-628), mark the true birth of the
Middle Ages in the Near East. At least a generation before the arrival
of the Arabs, Persian society had been weaned from its past, and given
a form that lasted far into the Middle Ages. Just as, in the West, the
emperor Augustus wes remembered as an insubstantial shade beside
the palpable figures of Constantine andJustinian, so, in the Near East,

the shahs before Khusro are remote fairy-tale figures. The history of
the medieval Near East began with Khusro - Kesra to the Arabs,
Khusraw in modern Persia.

The caste-ridden, aristocratic structure of the fifth-century world
was loosened. The courtier-gentleman the dekkan - emerged as the
backbone of Persian society. The deþkan stood for a new way of life.
FIe was a substantial landowner, a soldier and a courtier. Like its
Byzantine equivalent, the new administrative élite created a new
culture that was a blend ofpreciosity and professionalism. The deþkanst66

were eclectic: Khusro I patronized translations both of Greek philo-
sophy and of the courtly fairy-tales of north India. While their
predecessors in the fourth and fifth centuries had been shown, in
massive rock-carvings, locked in epic combat with enemies or wild
beasts, these courtiers played games: chess, polo, and, in hunting, the
delicate skill of falconry replaced the big game hunt of earlier
centuries. The great archetypal figures ofthe kings disappear. Exquisite,
embroidered silks were more to the taste of the Persians of the late
sixth century. Above all, in the court of Khusro Anoshirwan, we
leave the age of the gods for the age of men. Zoroastrianism became
merely a conservative sentiment. The shahs are no longer shown
receiving their powers face to face with their god, Ahura Mazdah:
Khusro appears only with his courtiers. The mystique of the sixth
century was the Jàrr-i-padshahan - the nimbus of the king of kings.
Long after Persia ceased to be Zoroastrian, the deþkans maintained
this reverence for their monarch.

These developments determined the course of Near Eastern history
for the next five hundred years. Like a submerged rock, the court
society created in Persia by Khusro I Anoshirwan and perfected by
Khusro II Aparwez deflected the course of the Arab empire. 'The
Persian conquest of Islam' in the eighth and ninth centuries was
expressed in the foundation of the Abbasid califate at Baghdad,
within sight of the deserted halls of Ctesiphon. It was the last effior-
escence of forms of life created, in the Near East, in the Late
Antique period.

In many ways, the reformed Persian society of the late sixth
century gravitated round a sub-Byzantine court whose centre lay in
Mesopotamia. Byzantine architects helped to build the palace at
Ctesiphon; the Byzantine land-tax provided the model for the
reforms of Khusro I; Aristotle was adopted at this time to redefiqe
points ol Zoroastrian ethics; Mesopotamian Christians, who spoke
the same Syriac language as did their neighbours across the frontier,
transmitted Byzantine medicine, philosophy and court manners to
the Sassanian capital. Often, the frontier stood wide open. In 527,
Nestorian Christian professors from the Persian city of Nisibis were
welcomed in Constantinople: in 532, Platonic philosophers from
Athens stayed with Khusro at Ctesiphon. Byzantium and Persia were
drawn closer together by the wealth and creativity of the populations
of the Fertile Crescent. The constant, exhausting state of war that 167
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reigned between them from j4o to 56r, S7z to 59r aîd 6c.2 to 629,

was the result of two societies forced into proximity.
Khusro I unwittingly destroyed the balance of the Persian empire.

He had tacitly abandoned Iran- and Central Asia for Mesopotamia.
Deprived of their former horizons, the Sassanian shahs of the late
sixth and early seventh century were forced to bid against Byzantium

- a state economically if not militarily superior co their own - for the
hegemony of the Near East.

The amazing feature of the sixth century was the rapid rise of
Persia on the eastern frontiers of Byzantium. From being the Sick
Man of the Near East in the late fifth century, Persia caught up with
its rival. At the beginning of Khusro I's reign, Persia was a parasite
of Byzantium: the shah used his formidable war-machine to extort
money from its richer neighbour by blackmail. The looting of the
Byzantine provinces by Khusro I 'primed the pump' for Persian
emergence out of bankruptcy. IJnder Khusro II, Persia became the
financial giant of the Near East, and the shah the centre of a

fairy-tale court.

Khusro II was the fatefr¡l heir of the policies of Khusro I. He
had the makings of an emperor of the united Near East. Laigely
estranged from the nobility of Persia proper, he had been put back
on the throne, in 59r, with the help of Byzantine mercenaries. He
was surrounded by Christians. His wife, the beautiful Shirên, and his
financial wizard,Yazden of Kerkuk, were Nestorians. He shrewdly
addressed his propaganda to the Christian populations on both sides
of the frontier: he ascribed his successes to the protection of St Sergius,
the patron saint of the Syriac-speakers and of the Arabs of the Fertile
Crescent. In this halÊChristian form, the shadow of the king of kings
lengthened across the westem section of the Near East.

Khusro II found his chance in óo3. He invaded the Byzantine
empire, ostensibly to avenge the fallen emperor Maurice and to
uphold legitimate rule against the usurper Phocas. The dream of the
new Mesopotamian court, to reunite the Fertile Crescent as in the
days of Cyrus, Xerxes and Darius, seemed near accomplishment.
Antioch fell in 613, Jerusalem in 614, Egypt in ór9; by ózo, the
Persian watch-fires were visible, across the Bosphorus, from the walls
of Constantinople. And Khusro II had come to stay: Persian governors
in Egypt have left tax-documents in Pehlevi which take up traditions
of Persian domination that had lapsed in Egypt - for a mere nine
hundred years!- since the days of the Achaemenids.

The Byzantine empire was saved by the skills developed in the
reign of Justinian. Heraclius mobilized the popular feeling of Con-
stantinople. He fought brilliant campaigns with a small, ferociously
disciplined army. He vanished into the Caucasus with every bit of
money that he could lay his hands on - even the treasures of the Hagia
Sophia were melted down to coin gold pieces - to conduct a subsidy-
diplomacy, after the model ofJustinian, on the northern doorstep of
Persia. In alliance with the Khazars, Heraclius struck south, in 627,
into the heart of Khusro's empire. The great palace of the king of
kings at Dastgerd was burnt; and Khusro, discredited by this lightning
raid on the unprotected estates and holy cities of the Zoroastrian
clergy and nobility, was murdered by his ministers in ó28.

The war was a catastrophe for the settled populations of the Near
East. The prosperity of the villages outside Antioch ended abruptly
after 613; Alexandria was left partly deserted; the conquered terri-
tories were mercilessly taxed and stripped of their skilled labour. As
for Persia, the gamble of Near Eastern rule had failed. There was úgIó8
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nothing left to fall back on. Persia was unable to survive military
defeat at the hands of the Arabs after ó4r. Its heart was burnt out.
'When the Muslim armies reached the Iranian plateau, they found
anarchy.

But the most fatal weakness of all was that neither greât empire
was prepared for what followed- for the explosion from the primitive
south of the Fertile Crescent associated with the rise of Islam.

The spectacular wars between Persia and Byzantium had been
fought out along the northern tip of the Fertile Crescent: from the
Caucasus to northern Mesopotamia, the countryside had been covered
with expensive fortifications; armies had marched and counter-
marched across its familiar landscape. By contrast, the soft underbelly
of the Fertile Crescent had been defended by a fragile network of
alliances among the neighbouring Arab tribes: east of Damascus at
Djabiya, the Ghassanids - the Banu Ghassan - policed the frontier as

Byzantine feudatories; at Flira, the Lakhmid kingdom formed a

buffer state, shielding Ctesiphon itself from the desert that lay only a

hundred miles from its walls.
In their last great war, both sides had forgotten about the Arabs.

From being carefully nourished protégés of the great powers, the
Arabs of the frontiers were in danger of becoming the pariahs of the
Near East. The delicate defensive system, that had maintained a

balance between cultivated land and the desert from southern Iraq to
Sinai, had been washed away. The Roman forts stood deserted. The
sheiks were no longer tempted to control their followers. Already
during the Persian occupation, Beduin raided with impunity up to the
gates ofJerusalem.

If the two great powers had forgotten about the Arabs, the Arabs
themselves felt drawn closer than ever before in their history to the
rich towns and disturbing ideas of the settled countries to their north.
In Mecca a merchant oligarchy had begun, about óoo, to invest large
sums in direct trade with southem Syria and Hira. Meccan caravans
contributed to an unexpected 'boom' in the economic life of
Damascus, Bostra, Gerasa (ferash) and Gaza. These southern towns
throve when northern Syria lay desolate. Meccan merchants (the
least successful among them being a certain Muhammad) were well
established outside Damascus. The steady pressure of the Arab
merchant-adventurers up into the undefended southern frontiers was
a warning that already all roads might lead to Mecca.
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Of this, the triumphant Byzantines knew nothing. They came
from the far north to provinces that had slipped out of their control
for up to twenty years. They were interested in more important
things. 'A eunuch came to Damascus with money, and the Arabs who
guarded the frontier came to him and asked for their usual subsidy.
The eunuch drove them away in enger, saying: "The Emperor has
hardly got money enough to pay his own army: how shall we give
away his money to these dogs?"' (Theophanes, Chronicle.) 17I



XIV THE DEATH OF THE CLASSICAL .wORLD: CULTURE AND
RELIGION IN THE EARLY MIDDLE AGES

The struggle between Heraclius and Khusro II Aparwez was long
remembered as the Great War of Byzantine history. In the sixteenth
century a Russian patriarch still wtote that Constantinople had been

saved, though it had been caught between Persians and Avars 'like a

fish in a net'. Heraclius' rise to power and his defeat of Persia took
place in the atmosphere of a crusade: he had sailed to Constantinople
with an icon of the Virgin at the masthead; he had launched his

expeditions into Persia as a crusade to recover from the infidel the

relic of the Holy Cross, captured by the Persians inJerusalem rn 6t4.
These gestures have led some to describe Heraclius as the first

'medieval' ruler of Byzantium. As far as Heraclius' actual policies are

concerned, this is misleading. He was no innovator - just a basically
conservative emperor, an heir to the autocratic traditions ofJustinian,
making the best of a desperate situation. Nor was Khusro II the
'infidel' of Byzantine propaganda. He ruled through a camarilla of
Christian servants. These Nestorian Christians had taken good care

of the precious relic of the Holy Cross: its capture and transportation
to Persia had been the victory of one party of Near Eastern Christians
over their western brethren.

Rather than bringing about any conscious changes of policy, the

Great 'War between Byzantium and Persia merely revealed more
sharply a state of affairs that had developed in the previous genera-
tions. The atmosphere of the Mediterranean world had changed since

the mid-sixth century. 'Whether we look at Byzantium, Italy,
Visigothic Spain or Gaul, we receive the same impression: much as a

traveller by train realizes, at the end of a long, slow journey, that the

landscape outside has altered - so, in the crucial generations between
the reign ofJustinian and that of Heraclius, we can sense the definitive
emergence of a medieval world.

Boundaries hardened. The Byzantine empire took on the solidarity
and the splendid isolation that marked it out throughout the Middle
Ages. In the 55os Procopius still scanned the known civilized world;
-Agachias, his successor, writing in the 58os, is ignorant of the western
Mediterranean, but minutely concernecl with the history and religion
of Sassanian Persia. In Agathias' work, also, the division between
'Roman' and 'barbarian' widened into the chasm separating the

I r r A stablc univelse Arcl'rangels in the uniforn of court offrcials, with standards of
lìornan military origir-r (1. Il1. 89) Mosaic frorn the Church of the Assurnptìon,
Nicaea, Turkey.
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Christian from the infidel. Procopius viewed Persia with Flerodotean
detachment; but for Agathias, the Persian is the pagan. . . 'and how
can one enter into treaties with a man of different faith?'A generation
before such Christian jingoism was mobilized by Heraclius, Byzan-
tium had come to regard itself as the Christian fortress of the Near
East: the Holy Cross atJerusalem was the Ark of the Covenant, and

the Byzantines regarded themselves no longer as citizens of a world-
empire, but as a Chosen People ringed by hostile, pagan nations. At
the other end of the Mediterranean, the same development took
place, if in a different idiom: the Catholic kings of Visigothic Spain

fused church and state; they ruled the far-flung cities of the Iberian
peninsula through their bishops. In such a closed society, treason wâs

equated with unbelief.
The hardening of boundaries reflects an inner rigidity. After

Justinian, the Mediterranean world came to consider itself no longer
as a society in which Christianity was merely the dominant religion,
but as a totally Christian society. The pagans disappeared in the upper
classes and even in the countryside. Once this wedge was withdrawn,
the non-Christian found himself an outlaw in a unified state. The

Jews felt this change immediately: in Spain, in Byzantium, in North
Africa, they were subjected, for the first time, to wholesale ofiìcial
persecution, and to forced baptism - to compulsory 'integration' in
the Christian society. The medieval idea of the 'Christian society',
flanked uneasily by the ghetto, began in this period.

This change was the symptom of a rapid simplification of culture.
The most important feature of the ancient world, in its Late Antique
phase especially, had been the existence of a sharp boundary between
aristocratic and popular culture. In the late sixth century, the boundary
was all but obliterated: the culture of the Christian man in the street

became, for the fìrst time, identical with that of the élite of bishops

and rulers.
In the'West, the secular élite simply disappeared. Those senatorial

dynasties that did not die out, to be replaced by courtiers of mixed
Roman-Germanic origin, ran to bishops. Bishops were less intolerant
of the classics than they claimed to be. But they were very busy men.

The ancient ideal of culture had depended on an ancient style of life,
in which otium- leisure - and a degree of alienation from politics was

essential. For a brief period, from 54o to about 58o, the scholar-
bureaucrat, Cassiodorus, had carried the aristocratic ideal of culti-

vated leisure into the monastery he founded on his estate at vivarium
in southern Italy. But in the next generation, no Italian had any time for
leisure: 'Ifour concem were with secular erudition,' wrote the Roman
clergy, 'we learning. Here the
fury of the now dying down.
Our whole go to beating back
the war-ba
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classics, was the skill most needed by the great administrator-bishops
of Gaul. Even a man of culture no\M stood outside the ancient world.
For Isidore of Seville (57o-Q6), classical culture stood like a row of
blue hills on the horizon: there was no telling how far apart the

distant peaks were - Cicero and Augustine, Vergil andJerome, pagan

and Christian alike were revered by the seventh-century bishop, as

the 'masters' of a long-dead Past.
In the 'West, therefore, classical culture went by default. The

milieux that had supported the classical tradition throughout the sixth

century disappeared rapidly in the seventh. Even in Rome, where the

clericai ohgãrchy fostered long memories, it wâs accepted that the

centre of gravity of civilization had shifted back, once again, to

the eastern Mediterranean. In the seventh century, travellers from the

north found that the popes and their entourage whispered to each

other in Greek.
The great Latin libraries, however, outlived the aristocrats who

had once frequented them. Throughout the seventh and eighth
centuries, Roman was the Mecca of bibliophiles from the less literate

provinces; but a bishop from Spain needed to be told by an angel

where he could find the text he wanted in the depths of the

papal library.- 
Ñothing shows the change of atmosphere more clearly than the

fate of the book itself. The early Middle Ages wâs an age of lavish

book-illumination - for the written word had ceased to be taken for
granted in western Europe. The book itself became a holy thing- It
was solemnly embellished; and reading was made easier for the

uninitiated by punctuation and by the insertion of chapter-headings
(both unknown in the matter-oÊfact book-production of the ancient

world). The great Gospel-books, the liturgical books, the carefully
prepared anthologies of the sermons of the Fathers, came to stand

apart, along with other holy objects, in the greât basilica-churches

that linked the men of the seventh and eighth centuries to their
awesome, partly understood Past.

,\bove all, those who did most to produce the books and who
benefìted most enthusiastically from the resources of the southern

libraries, were men who had no ties with the Mediterranean. The
seventh century is the great age of Irish and Northurnbrian culture.

In this new environment, the Late Antique legacy was completely
transformed. The rudimentary ornamentation of Coptic Gospel-

books suddenly spilled our into the quiet, impenetrable subtleties of
Celtic illumination, whose roots lay in the prehistoric art of the La
Tène period. Thus, what happened to the culture of western Europe
in the seventh and eighth centuries is of interest and irnportance: but
it is no longer part of the history of the Late Antique world.

In Byzantium, a classical élite survived. It constantly re-created
itself throughout the Middle Ages. Most of our finest manuscripts of
the classics were produced in medieval Constantinople. Indeed, if it
were not for Byzantine courtiers and bishops of the ninth and tenth
centuries onwards, we should know nothing - except from fragments
in papyrus - of Plato, Euclid, Sophocles and Thucydides. The
classical Greek culture that we know, is the Greek culture that
continued to hold the interest of the upper classes of constantinople
throughout the Middle ,\ges. These men lived in their classical past
so naturally that medieval Byzantium never experienced a Renais-
sance: Byzantines never thought that the classical past had died and
so they rarely attempted, selÊconsciously, to have it 'reborn'.
Anakatharsis - 'cleaning-up' - was the nearest they came to such an
idea: much as an ever-present public monument is occasionally
washed down and regilded in a moment of zeal.

The culture of Justinian's reign had still included areas that were
opaque to Christianity. Up to the 5óos, the pagân professors at
Athens dominated the intellectual life of the cultivated classes. Their
Christian rivals were only able to coat with a veneer of orthodoxy
a Platonism that had remained fìrmly in pagan hands. The philoso-
phical traditions that Greek and Syrian Christian reachers of philo-
sophy passed on to the Arabs, in the seventh and eighth centuries,
were still recognizably pagân; and the heart-searchings of mâny an
orthodox Muslim and Catholic inrellecrual in the Middle Ages are a
tribute to the unassimilable paganism of the Platonic ,\cademy of
Athens in the reign ofJustinian.

As a result, the academic life of the age had been marked by
vigorous controversy. John Philoponos, the eccentric Christian
professor at Alexandria, attacked the last pagans for believing thet
the Heavens were divine and imperishable - and so anticipated
Galileo in some of his arguments on the perishable, material nature of
the stars: and he defended himself against'fundamentalist' christians
by proving that the earth was round, and that eerthquekes were
caused by steam-pressure.176 177
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THE CHANGING BOOK

rr4 A Late Antique manuscript of
the Bible: a simple, professional
and matter-oÊfact production,

without punctuation. Leaf from the
fourth-century Codex Sinaiticus.

r r 5 The page has become a world
of its own, full of bizarre and

allegorical ornament. Detail of leaf
from the Cellone Sacramentary (Vat.

reg. lat. 3t6), written in northern
France, c.75o.
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rr6 The holy things.
Splendid relic cases,

containing the
supernatural power
associated with the
figures on their covering,
were the most prized
possessions of ¡ulers and
bishops in the early
Middle Ages. Reliquary
casket ofPepin of
Aquitaine, treasure of
Sainte-Foy, Conclues.

THE BOOK AS A HOLY THING
rr7 Golden and bejewelled cover of a
Gospel book, presenred by Pope Gregory
I to the Lombard queen, Theodolinda,
c. 6oo.

rr8 The carved wooden reading desk
of St Radegund, from her convent at
Poitiers, c. 587.



THE CLASSICAL TRADITION
rr9 In public life: a Greek tragedy being performed at Constantinople in the sixth

century. Detail from the ivory diptych of Anastasius.

r20 In private taste : the silverware of a rich Constantinopolitan still shows sceues of
classical mythology - which also provided the subjects of much exquisite poetry il
the time of Justinian and his successors. Early seventh-century silver plate with
Silenus and a maenad.

The culture of the civilian upper classes, also, had remained based

on the classics. The poems written in the classical idiom in the sixth
cenlury were the best produced by Greeks under the Roman empire,
and they were entirely pagan in mood. Lr the works of Procopius' we
see Christianity only through the frosted glass of a classical history
modelled on Herodotus ând Thucydides. 'Wherever there were rich
patrons, the gods survived in art - on Coptic textiles, in carving;
and Silenus still chases the nymphs on the silverware of rich
Constantinopolitans of the days of Heraclius.

The autocracy of Justinian fatally weakened the aristocratic basis

of Late Antique culture: the traditional bureaucracy \Mas weakened

by personal government, and the independent life of the provincial
cities, for centuries the recruiting ground of the Greek scholar-gentry,
was sapped by centrahzation. The collapse of an independent, classical

élite followed swiftly: in the late sixth century the culture of the

governing class of the empire finally became indistinguishable from
the Christian culture of the average man. An atmosphere of intoler-
ance, manifested in the occasional savage punishments ofJews and of
the few remaining pagans, show the norms of Roman law bending
before the storms of public opinion. This period is also the golden age

of Byzantine hagiography. Written in simple, yet passeble Greek,r80

these lives of saints were a triumph of 'middlebrow' culture. They
'were now read by all Byzantines, from the emperor downwards.
The miracle-stories in the Dialogues of Gregory the Great are a Latin
version of the same phenomenon: in them, we catch our last glimpse of
the Roman Senate, curiously investigating the miraculous properties
ofa sarcophagus.

The new, popular culture of the late sixth century was 'medieval'
in the true sense: it ran on new lines, it exploited new energies, it
marked the emergence of a new, non-classical sensibility. The upper-
class culture of the Late Antique world had been exclusively literary.
The book and the spoken word were the only forms of culture that
interested the educated man: no Late Antique bishop, for instance,
so much as hints that the churches in which he preached were being
set with revolutionary mosaics. By the sixth century, the literary
tradition had piled up as an imposing legacy from the pasr. The
Fathers of the Church were quarried for 'chains' - cateflae - of quo-
tations. In such an atmosphere, forgery throve - a sure sign that the
past had become cut offfrom the present, and had become a timeless,
flat backdrop. Sixth-century mystical writings were ascribed to
Dionysius the Areopagite, a disciple of St Paul; and philosophers read
the letters of Socrates - to Plotinus !

The written word had withdrawn into a shell. Music was the new
idiom of the sixth century. Theological controversy hinged on the
refrains of devotional chants. The Byzantine liturgy developed its
dramatic form. Previously the Cross was shown in Late Antique
art as a distant symbol - as a Roman trophy of victory or as a remote,
star-studded sign in the sky of a mosaic vault; it was now charged
with the body of the Crucified, through the pathos of the Good
Friday dirges of Syria.

And, besides music - the icon. The visual image, the stylized
portrait, was â concentrated and potent symbol that spoke directly to
lhe man in the street. For the average man had lost touch with the
erudite, literary symbolism that had encrusted the public life of the
empire. 'When an emperor placed the traditional, classical winged
'genius' of Constantinople on his coins in 570, the provincials were
shocked: they thought he had become a p^garr; what they wanted
on their coins was the simple, charged emblem of the Cross. Com-
pared with the miscellarìeous, sub-pagan attributes of the imperial
ofiìce in late Roman art - the consular robes, thè priestly fillet, the I8I



orb with the classical winged victory - the great golden votive crowns
of the Catholic kings of Visigothic Spain, in the seventh century,
are compressed and moving symbols of an idea of kingship, deeply
embedded in the popular imagination, without reference to the
ancient Roman past. In the same way, seventh-century Byzantine
emperors appealed directly to the supernatural sanction of their rule

- to Christ the Pantocrator of popular devotion. In the coins of
Justinian II (ó8S-qS and 7o5-rr), the emperor is effaced behind the
great, bearded face of Christ 'the king of kings' ; we are in a diflerent
world from the prancing, old-fashioned Roman horseman of the
coins ofJustinian I.

Icons flooded the Mediterranean world. Icons and relics - the Holy
Face of Christ at Edessa, the Holy Cross at Jerusalem, the Icon of the
Virgin of Constantinople - became the talismans of the empire, for
they could be endowed with miraculous properties. The supernatural
was 'focused' on their physical presence in the heart of the Christian
cities. The art of the icon followed this trend towards focusing on a

single holy object. The gay, flamboyant decoration of the fifth and
early sixth centuries, the mountains and palaces made lighter than air
in rainbow mosaics, disappeared. 

-We are left face to face with a

figure, isolated against the glow of golden mosaic. A glass wall stands

between this new art and the floating curtains and bubbling fountains
of the court-scenes ofJustinian at S. Vitale.

The world of the late sixth and seventh centuries had achieved this
'focused', stable quality - ãt least, in men's imaginations. Like the
great temples of the classical world, the cult-sites of the Dark Ages
were sanctifìed by long memories which outlived any holy individual.
They had lasted while mere men came and passed away. The new
devotion was an upsurge of loyalty to holy things, whlle the enthu-
siasm of previous centuries had concentrated on holy men. In Rome
and in Gaul, the relic and the martyr's grave totally ousted the living
holy man in the popular imagination. No hermit ever sat at Tours in
the sixth century: but the bishop and townsfolk lived under the
shadow of the great basilica of St Martin, constantly aware of the
presence of a man now dead for some two hundred years. It was
under the protection of these relics of their saints that the cities of the
Mediterraneen receptured their ancient patriotism in the crisis-ridden
days of the seventh century. The history of Thessalonica, under
constent siege from the Slav settlers of Macedonia, is the history oft8z r83

rzr Christ as 'the king of
kings'. A gold solidas ofthe
emperorJustinian II.

rzz New symbols of kingship.
The votive crown of the

Visigothic king Recceswinth,
65 3_72.

the miracles of St Demerrius; that of Rome, the history of St peter;
that of Constantinople, of the Mother of God.

In a sense, we have come full circle to the days ofuntroubled, pagan
conservatism in the age of the Antonines. Fleaven and earth have
settled down to a well-regulated harmony. Christianity is now the
ancestral religion. If scrupulously performed, its public ceremonies
wêre certain to evert misfortune and to secure the good favour of the
supernatural. God is the remote
of the angels, joined by long-de
watch over the earth. The men
quietly certain as Marcus Aureliu
to the ways of their encestors could expect to be cradled in the care
ofunseen protectors.



r23 The cross without the crucified. Far
left, sixth-century mosaic from
Sant'Apollinare in Classe, Ravenna.

rz4 Christ crucified. Detail of miniature
from the Syrian Rabula Cospels, 586.

rz5 Religious devotion: the eucharist.
From a sixth-century Syrian plate.

It was a difiìcult feat. For the average man, to emerge into 'citizen-
ship' involved being caught in a mesh of potentially contradictory
loyalties. It had meant being loyal to an emperor who was technically
all-powerful, but in fact unattainable; to be ruled by a governing
class, part of whose culture had remained opaque to Christianity; to
feel enthusiasm for a Christian empire whose ruler was, more often
than not, heretical and sometimes a persecutor.

In the late sixth century, the new upsurge ofpopular devotion made
these conflicting loyalties more difficult to contain.

In the first place, the local Christian community had grown in
strength since [he mid-sixth century. As a result of the reforms of
Justinian, the bishop finally ousted the town councillors as the head
of the cities: he rebuilt the walls; he negotiated with the rax-collectors
and the barbarians. In the years of emergency at the tum of the sixth
and seventh centuries, it was the patriarchs who held the great cities
for the empire. In Rome, Gregory dissolved the estates of the Church
in a desperate bid to keep the life of Rome going. John the Almsgiver
did exactly the same in Alexandria from óro to ór7: during his
patriarchate, the city became a Byzantine welfare state in miniature,
with maternity hospitals, medical facilities and food rationing, pro-
vided from the vast revenue of the patriarch. These men saved the
great cities of the Mediterranean world for the empire, if only for a

moment. But it was they, not the governors sent out from Con-
stantinople, who now represented the towns. (Jnder the Arabs, the r8j



local patriarchs of Alexandria maintained the life of Alexandria just as

eflectively as John had done, under Fleraclius; their activities showed
that the average Christian had found leadership and protection nearer
home, irrespective of his rulers.

It was more thân a social evolution. The new popular devotion
marked the resurgence of an ancient theme - the ideal of a totally
religious culture. This did not happen earlier. The east Roman state

had maintained a sub-pagan façade in most aspects of its public life;
large areas of education and public life were frankly 'secular'. Its
governors were reared on the literature of the old gods: a Greek-style
theatre, for instance, has recently been discovered from sixth-century
Alexairdria. Christian opinion was increasingly impatient with these

exotic trappings. It was not to be impatient for much longer. Para-
doxically, the arrival of the Arab armies completed the Christianiza-
tion of the public life of the cities of the Near East. The last vestige of
a secular culture based on the Greek classics disappeared. Christian
clergymen eventually passed Aristotle, Plato and Galen on to the
Arabs; but in the medieval Near East, Christian and Muslim alike
chose to remain ignorant of Homer, of Thucydides, of Sophocles.
It was the end of a millennium of literary culture. Ir the words of the
greac new chant to the Virgin: 'The many-tongued rhetors have
fallen silent as fishes' throughout the Near East.

lJnder Muslim rule, the new style of Christian culture, that had
been prepared in the later sixth century, came to harden round the
Christian populations of the Near East. It preserved them up to
modem times.

In this new culture, 
^ 

marr was defined by his religion alone. He did
not owe allegiance to e state; he belonged to a religious community.
His culture was preserved for him by his religious leaders; thus
Coptic and Syriac have survived up to modem times, but only as

'sacred' languages. Such a developmenthad been anticipated in Persian-
dominated Mesopotamia: there, theJews and the Nestorian Christians
had always formed distinct groups, responsible to the government
through their religious leaders. Both among the rabbis and among
the Nestorian scholars of Nisibis, there was no such thing as an

independent 'secular' culture: all learning was subordinated to the
elaboration of a religious tradition. But even in the Byzantine empire,
the provincial bishops of the late sixth century were moving in the
same direction. John the Almsgiver, sitting outside his palace and

rz6 The new pathos: the death ofJacob Acute expression ofgriefwas a halhnark
of Byzantine ascetic piety. Miniature from the sixth-century Vienna Cenesis.

settling the disputes of the city of Alexandria according to the Law
of God, is a direct anticipation of the Muslir.r- cadi.

The arrival of the Arabs merely cut the last threads that had bound
the provincials of the Near East to the Roman empire. In the Arab
empire nobody was a'citizen'in the classical sense. This was the final
victory of the idea of the religious community over the classical idea of
the state. The Muslims were slaves ofAllah and the others were dhimmis

- protected groups, defined entirely in terms of their religious allegi-
ances: Christians, Jews, Zoroastrians. The bishops who negotiated
with the Muslim generals in the name of rheir towns during the
lightning conquests of the ó4os and ó5os were confirmed for a thous-
and years to come in the position they had imperceptibly won for
themselves since the reign ofJustinian.

The ancient world had died in the imagination of the inhabitants
of the eastem Mediterranean. Popular legend .was aware of this.'WhenJohn 

the Almsgiver sailed from Alexandria to ask the emperor
for help, he was told in a dream not to waste his time: 'God is always
close at hand; but the emperor is far, far away. . . .' r87r8ó
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Yet for all these foreign contacts, Mecca kept out of the maelstrom
of Near Eastern civilization. Its elder statesmen pursued a canny
policy of neutrality. Its inhabitants held aloof from Christians,

Jews and Persians. They were still held back by the fully developed
style of life which they shared with the nomadic Beduin. They were
as proud of it as they were of the resources of their own language - a

language formed by epic poetry, and ideally suited to a tribal environ-
ment; it was a style of life hallowed by custom and by the lack of
any viable alternative for that harsh land.

Muhammad cut the inhabitants of the Hijaz loose from the ties of
tribal custom and threw them into the Fertile Crescent. His message

developed as a protest against the Beduin way of life. Seldom has

a religion made so explicit the sanctions by which a man should rule
his life as did Islam; and seldom has it come into such immediate and
lasting conflict with a fully articulated alternative rule of life, as did
Islam with the tribal values of the Arab world.

The Arab tribal ideal had been wholeheartedly extrovert. '\ man
was held rigidly to the obligations of his tribe. His conduct was

guided by the fear of incurring shame through lapses in public
behaviour, by the desire to win praise from his fellows, by the need
to uphold the nobility of his ancestry by spectacular deeds of genero-
sity, of courage, by exacting swift revenge, and by tenacious obser-
vance of a network of obligations. To follow this way of life was to
'be a man'.

In direct contrast to this communal ideal, the Muslim was en atom.
Every tie of human society, so Muhammad believed, would vanish
like dust at the Last Judgment. Then, men would stand in awesome
loneliness, without fellow tribesmen, without protectors, even with-
out relatives. In this life, the Muslim was to rule himself, not by
maintaining a brittle 'face' against the outside world of his fellow
tribesmen, but by a personal, intimate 'fear', driven into his heart by
the thought of theJudgment of Allah. 'Shame' is no longer the bitter
wound inflicted on a man by tribal opinion; it is the intimate anxiety
of exposure at the Last Day. Even the Muslim taboo on wine was
connected less with the wish to avoid drunkenness, than with a

shrewd concern to remove a traditional aid to motivation. For it was
widely believed that, in his cups, the Arab gentleman could 'feel
his blood speak'. Through wine, he became mindful of the deeds of
his ancestors; he felt able to live up to an ancient style of life - lavish,

polished and grandiloquent (not unlike that of rhe heroes of Homer
or the cortezia of a rnedieval Provençal baron). The Muslim could not
tolerate such easy spontaneity: not wine and warm merrtories of the
past, but the chill dread of the Last Judgment, must spur on a man.

The immediate sources of the guiding ideas of Muhammad are
easy to see. 'Whatever he may have thought about the Christian
Church, the Muslim guided his conduct by exactly the same consi-
derations as did any Christian orJew throughout the Fertile Crescent.
FIe, too, was a 'God-fearer'. He, too, had faced the terrible choice
of the Last Judgment, infallibly revealed to him in a Sacred Book.
FIe, too, must think on it day and night. The Syrian hermit who
'wept like a father mourning his dead child' ar the thought of the Last
Judgment was venerated because he summed up an ideal of behaviour
to which the populations of the Near East subscribed without ques-
tion - even if the majority prudently avoided exposing themselves
to acting on it. Muhammad imposed this ideal on all his Arab fol-
lowers. In so doing, he brought the Arabs into civilization as it was
known in the seventh-century Near East.

It was a stroke of genius on the part of Muhammad to tum this
essentially foreign messege into a principle on which the conflict-
ridden society of the Hijaz could reorganize itself. He was called upon
to cure the malaise of an 'emergent' society. úr the towns, the tribal
style of life was losing its hold on the nouuedux riches of the merchant-
dynasties. Private and public standards of behaviour were being
tom apart by new wealth, new opportunities and new ideas. Faced
by this situation, Muhammad cut the knot of conflicting values.
He reduced his followers to the loneliness of atoms in the face of
Allah: but in order to bind them together as a new 'people' - the
'Umma. 'Within the fold of the 'Umma, the abrasive tensions of tribal
life were mercifully suspended. Under Muhammad as a religious
leader, peace came to towns whose magnificent style of life had
plainly outstripped the rough ethics of the desert, with murderous
results. As the inhabitants of Medina said : 'Allah has senc us a prophet
who will make peace between us.' It was as an arbitrator, backed by a
core of devoted fighting-men, that Muhammad rose to power in
Arabia. Driven from Mecca, tn 6zz, by traditionalist opinion, he
and his 'Umma imposed peece on the feuding parties of Medina.
'When 

he returned in triumph to Mecca in ó3o, Muhammad set about
transforming the commercial influence of the city, based on the trade I9Ir90



fair round the sanctuary of the Ka'aba, into a religious empire. He
struck up alliances between the Beduin tribes and the new 'super-
tribe', his 'Ummø. 'When he died in 632, Muhammad had turned the
whole Arabian peninsula into a zone of truce: Islam, it was said, had
come 'to make their hearts one'.

For the Arabs, Muhammad had brought peace, but for the rest of
the Near East - a sword. Islam had suspended the traditional feuding
among the Beduin tribes, who were now nominally Muslims. Their
ancient aggression had to find another outlet: internal feuds were
rapidly transmuted into the standing feucl between the 'Umma and
thç unbeliever. A year after the last Bedouin recalcitrants were coerced
into the Islamic confederacy, the Muslim generals declared the Holy
-War against Byzantine Syria. 'It was not for love of Heaven that
you fought there,' wrote a Beduin poet, 'but for love of bread and
dates.' The conquest of the Byzantine and Persian empires was the
price which others had to pay for the success of the pax Islamica
among the Arabs.

Thus, atjust the moment when (as we have seen) the Arab tribes
along the frontiers of Byzantium and Persia had to face the threat of
ostracism, and consequent proleterizetion, the message ofMuhammad
filled up the chasm between the Arabs and their contemptuous
neighbours, the civilized populations of the Fertile Crescent. The
ethical teachings of Islam made the Arab Muslim the equal of the
'God-fearing'Jew and Christian. The Qur'ai provided the illiterate
Arab tribesmen with the basis of a literary culture that imitated, and
would soon rival, the Bible of the Christian monk and the Torah
ofthe rabbi.

More immediately, the foundation of the Islamic community
placed an arnazing generation of young men - notably, the first
califs, Abu Bekr (ó32-34) and lJmar (61+-++) - in control of the
Beduin world. This core of devoted 'true believers' provided the
under-Islamized Beduin raiding-parties with an unequalled High
Command. The radicalism of the early Muslims extended to the ârt
of war. The Muslim supporters of Muhammad had introduced the
technology of fortification and siege warfare into the Hijaz. After
Muhammad's death, the Muslim core of the Beduin armies faced
the Byzantines and Persians as equals in the art of armoured cavalry-
warfare. They used the traditional mobility of the Beduin, based
on the camel; the camel carried a nucleus of fully equipped soldiers,r92 r93

at baffling speed, to all points along the Byzantine frontiers, as

aeroplanes would now carry paratroops.
Above all, the Muslim generals came as conquerors, not as tribal

raiders. The career of Muhammad, who had created a religious
empire in Arabia almost exclusively through negotiation, provided
the first califs with precedents for acute diplomacy. In the first decades
of their conquests, the Arabs gained quite as much by treaty as by the
sword: key cities, such as Damascus and Alexandria, fell because
the Muslim High Command was instantly prepared to offer generous
terms - protection and toleration in return for a fixed tribute.

Flence the awesome and baffiing quality of the arrival of the first
Muslim armies in the provinces of the Byzantine empire - they were
something a little more than the accustomed Beduin. When the
patriarch ofJerusalem went out to meet his conquerors in ó38, he
found himself confronted with a tiny band of men like monks on
horseback: the Muslim generals told him that they had come as

pilgrims to the Holy Places. This was rhe last straw:'Behold the
abomination of desolation standing in the place where it should not
stand.' In this sub-Christian guise the Arabs had found a place in the
sun. As an Arab ambassador told the shah of Persia:

'Once the Arabs were a wretched race, whom you could tread
under foot with impunity. We were reduced to eating dogs and
lizards. But, for our glory, God has raised up a prophet among us. . . .'

rz8 Islam, even more than Christianity, was a religion of the book; and the good
Muslim (like the medievai monk) was a devout reader and copier of its holy text.
Qu'ran -'recitation' - is derived from the solemn devotional recitation of the holy
scriptures by the Syrian monks. Leaf from an Egypto-Arabic eu'rcn: Kufic script on
parchment, eighth-ninth century.



XVI .A GARDEN PROTECTED BY OUR SPEARS,:
THE LATE ANTreuE woRLD UNDER ISLAM, 632-8o9

The victories of the Arab armies created a political vacuum in the
Near East. The Byzantines were routed at the battle of the Yarmuk
ín 636 Antioch fell in ó37; Alexandria in 642; Carthage in ó98.
The Persian army put up a more stubborn resistance; but after the
battle of Qadesiya in 637, the Sassanian state crumbled. None of the
traditional powers were in a position to win back what they had lost
in these lightning campaigns. Only Byzantium survived with its
capital and administration intact. Yet a second Heraclius never came.

Hencè an uneasy stillness descended on the eastern Mediterranean.
Even under Arab rule, Syria and Egypt remained in close contact
with the rest of the world throughout the seventh century: Italian
pilgrims travelled comfortably to Jerusalem, Alexandrian papyrus
still stocked the chancery of the popes. But no Christian army ever
returned to these eastern shores until the time of the Crusades.

Having excluded all possible rivals, the Arabs set about ruling a

world empire with remarkable astuteness, eclecticism and a tolerance
based on an unshakable sense of their own superiority:'The finest of
all people are the ,\rabs, and among the Arabs, the tribe of Mudar,
and among that tribe, the clan of Ya'sur, and among that clan, the
family of Ghani . and among the Ghani, I am the finest man.
Flence, I am the finest of all mankind.'

Needless to say, such sentiments are not to be found in the Qur'an.
Buc they formed the backbone of the Arab empire in its first century

- the century of the Umayyad califs of Damascus. For the Umayyad
empire was en r-rndisguised Arab supremacy, based on the partially
Islamized warrior-aristocracy of the Arab tribes. The Beduin way of
life of the Arab aristocracy, though castigated by Muhammad, saved

Islam. It was the chieftains of the Beduin tribes who created the Arab
war-machine with their rude followers, and it was the style of life of
this warrior-aristocracy - and not the sheltered piety of the core of
devout Muslims - that held the empire together.

In the first place, it saved the Arab conquerors from losing their
identity in the overwhelming mass of their conquered populations.
LJnregenerate, utterly selÊconfident and fully articulate, the Beduin
style ofliving'like a man', lightly Islamized, absorbed and remodelled
the educated classes of the early medieval Near East. The style of lifer94



of the Arab conquerors, above all the intricate poetic literature that
the Arabs had brought fully formed from the desert, proved infec-
tious. Even non-Muslims quickly absorbed Arab culture. The Chris-
tians of southern Spain, for instance, were called 'Mozarabic' because,

though Christians, they nevertheless 'wished to be like Arabs'.
'Many of my co-religionists', wrote a ninth-century bishop of
Cordova, 'read verses and fairy-tales of the Arabs, and study the
works ofMuhammadan philosophers and theologians, not in order to
refute them, but to learn to express themselves in the Arab language
more correctly and more elegantly.'

In the fìrst century of their empire, the ,\rabs ruled from the edge
of the desert. They turned the political map of the Near East inside-
out. Damascus, the watchpost of the east Roman defences towards
the desert, became the capital of the Arab califs in their watch on the
east Romans. The desert fortresses of Diocletian became the hunting
lodges of Arab princes; while the once peaceful city of Antioch,
whose villas these forts had protected, became an armed camp from
which the Arab armies issued, every year, to spread devastation along
the coast and up the valleys of Asia Minor.

To the Arab supremacy, the populations that lay behind their
advancing armies were not even conquered territories in the strict
sense. For they were hardly occupied. They were treated as the rich
neighbours of the Arabs who paid protection-money to the'Umma,
to the Muslims, in return for military defence and as a sort of standing
fine for not having embraced Islam. Hence the almost total laissez-

Jaire of the seventh-century Arabs. The tax-machines of Syria, Egypt
and Persia were encouraged to work smoothly in order to provide
the Muslims with pensions. Thus maintained in unparalleled affiuence,
the Arab governing class fought out its bitter battles for power
according to the laws of Beduin behaviour, in the hermetically
sealed environments of the great garrison-cities - Kufa and Basra,
on the edge of the desert facing Persian Mesopotamia, and Al-
Fostãt, in Egypt. For them, the conquered provinces were 'a garden
protected by our spears'.

This was an exect description of the Near East in the seventh
and eighth centuries. Populations formed by the developments of
the late ancient world found their life continuing, in uacuo, with, if
anything, increased comfort and selÊconfidence. The grain-levies

ry6 from Egypt to Constantinople were abolished. A vast Common

Market in trade and craftsmanship came into being: for the first
time, Copt and Persian could work side by side in producing a

magnificent building such as the palace at M'Shatta. '\fter the débâcle
of Khusro Il\parwez, firm government and the renewal of irriga-
tion works returned to Mesopotamia - notably during the governor-
ship of Al-Hajjaj (692-724), a former schoolteacher and one of the
greâtest administrators in medieval history. As the storm of the
,{rab armies rolled over the horizon, the populations of the Near East
sat back to enjoy the sunshine.

'While the Arab fleet hemmed in Constantinople, local masons and
rnosaic-workers were creating, in the Dome of the Rock atJerusalem
and in the Great Mosque of Damascus, buildings as magnifìcent as

ever Justinian I had lavished on the province. In Qusair 'Amra,
Syrian painters of the early eighth century decorated the palace of an
Arab gentleman with frescoes that are the last pure and untroubled
efHorescence of Hellenistic grace. Far away from the care-worn
world of the northern Mediterranean, Syrian abbots were quietly
reading Plato and Aristotle, and the last Father of the Byzantine
Church, St John Damascene, summed up the orthodox tradition of
past centuries in thç shelter of the court of the califs - where he held a

fìnancial post first occupied by his great-grandfather under the
emperor Heraclius.

By 8oo, the traditions formed in the Late Antique period in the
various countries of the Mediterranean had diverged sharply. Byzan-
tium emerged from the crisis of the Arab conquests to find that its
classical legacy had shrunk to the walls of Constantinople. The idea
of the Roman empire was still very much alive in the streets of the city,
in the majestic ceremonial ofthe imperial processions; and a small circle
of clerics and courtiers maintained, at Constantinople, standards of
culture that had once been available to the inhabitants of any con-
siderable Greek town in the later Roman empire. In Rome, the ancient
glory still haunted the city in an attenuated, clerical form. Far to the
north, at the court of Charlemagne, a circle of cosmopolitan clergy-
men - many of whom, being Irish or northern Englishmen of Irish
education, came from countries that had never even known Roman
rule - nevertheless struck up a passable imitation of the courtly literati
of the days of Ausonius and Sidonius Apollinaris.

In Byzantium and the'West, therefore, the bases ofcivilization either
had become impoverished or had had to be painfully resurrected by a rg7



small élite in an alien environment. Throughout the Arab empire, by
contrast, these Late Antique forms had continued a buoyant life. In the
eighth- and ninth-century Near East, this rich life forced itself up-

. wards to the notice of the ,\rab governing classes. But when this
happened, the traditions of Greece and Rome, of the Mediterranean
seaboard, had to compete with those of the Sassanian empire, of
eastern Mesopotamia and the great land-mass of the Iranian plateau,
whose sprawling eastern lands were known to the Arabs as

Khurasan.
The Arab aristocracy could not maintain its hold on the govern-

ment indefinitely, for the Arab supremacy was undermined by Islam
itself. Islam made all its converts equal, whatever their racial origin.
It opened the floodgates to the gifted or the ambitious non-Arab.
As Muslims, Syrians and Persians became the pillars of Islamic civili-
zation: they came to be the administrators, the lawyers, the theolo-
gians, even, within only a century, the professors of Arab poetry.
Medieval Islam was very largely the creation of Muslim non-Arabs.

Thus, the Arab empire of the eighth and ninth centuries had to face
a similar problem to that of the Roman empire in the third century:
the sudden erosion of a proud traditional oligarchy, largely in the
interests of strong government. Just as the narrow certainties of the
traditional Greco-Roman aristocracy were swamped by the diffused
and energetic patriotism of the Roman provincials in the fourth
century, so the non-Arab Muslims, in the eighth century, came to the
rescLle of the ,\rab empire. As a result, the culture of the ruling class

widened its franchise: much as the existence of new avenues to power,
in the fourth and fifth centuries, fostered the spread of Latin and Greek
culture, so - on a far wider scale - the absorption of Arabic, and of an
,\rab style of life, opened the court to the provincials of the Near East.

Just as, in the Late '\ntique period, Syrians, Egyptians and Cappado-
cians, in reading their Homer, took into their lives ideals of behaviour
modelled on the exotic adventures of Mycenaean chieftains, so, from
Cordova to Samarkand, educated men, ofwidely different origins and
of resolutely urban tastes, spoke classical Arabic and claimed to be
acting as true sons of the tents. But whereas, in the Roman empire of
the fourth and fifth centuries, the traditional culture of the governing
classes remained dominant, remained the giver into whose benefits
backward provinces were proud to emerge, in the Arab empire of the

r98 eighth century a thousand years of civilization found its voice again,

r3o The triumph of the East The late classical heads are already almost engulfed in
the exuberant ornamentation that is derived directly from Persian models. It was this
revival ofPersian tastes and artistic traditions, rather than any original antipathy on

the part of the Muslims, that smothered the Late Antique forms of representational
art. Ceiling rosette from Khirbat al-Maf ar.



after a hiatus of Beduin rule, with the rise to power of the Muslim
non-Arabs.

Thus the late seventh and the early eighth centuries, and not the
age of the first ,\rab conquests, are the true turning-point in the his-
tory of Europe and the Near East. This happened first in a prolonged
confrontation with Byzantium. In the last decades of the seventh
century, the boundaries between the Christian and the Muslim
worlds hardened notably. In ó8o/r, the sixth Oecumenical Council at
Constantinople treated the patriarchates of Antioch, Jerusalem and
Alexandria as no longer part of the Byzantine Christian world.
In ó95, the first fully Arabic coins were minted. In 699, Greek was
replaced by ,\rabic in the chancery at Damascus. Between 7oó and

7r4, the Great Mosque at Damascus was built, to eclipse the tantali-
zing magnificence of the imperial churches of Syria and Palestine.
The eastern Mediterranean began to take on its Islamic face.

The caliß of Damascus staked their authority on this confrontation
with the Byzantine empire - the Rum. But Constantinople held firm:
the great naval expeditions of 677 and 7r7 were beaten back from
under the walls of the city. There is no doubt that, at that time, Byzan-
tium saved Europe: but, in beating back the Muslims of Syria, the
Byzantine emperors unwittingly lost the Near East forever.

For, having lost its gamble in the Mediterranean, the Umayyad
califate at Damascus was no longer able to control the discontented
Muslims of Mesopotamia and of Persia proper (Khurasan). Um-
ayyad rule was replaced by a dynasty supported by Islamized Per-
sians - the Abbasid dynasty. The revolt began in Iran in 75o; ìts
outcome was sealed by the foundation of Baghdad tn 762. This was
the end of the Arab supremacy. ,\s a Muslim wrote in the next cen-
tury: 'The Umayyad dynasty was an Arab empire; the ,\bbasid
dynasty, a Persian empire.'

Thus, in the end, it was the traditions of Khusro I Anoshirwan
which won over those of Justinian I. The califs of l)amascus had
planted the Arab empire on less fertile soil than they thought. They
had reckoned without the hardening of Christian communal feeling
in Egypt and Syria from the time ofJustinian onwards. Syrians and
Copts had become used to maintaining their identity in the face of
unsympathetic governments. As subjects of the Umayyads they stood
aloof. The Islamic state of the lJmayyads was cramped by the mas-
sive, unabsorbable traditions of the eastern Mediterranean seaboard.

To the east, however, Arab rule was always more fìrmly estab-
lished. The garrison-cities of Kufa and Basra were new foundatious,
undwarfed by an alien past. And in Mesopotamia and Persia, the
Muslim ruling class was able to draw on a vast reservoir of eager
recruits. For the Arabs had s-wallowed the Sassanian empire whole.
There was no surviving state to which a Persian could look, as the
Christians of the Mediterranean cities still looked to Byzantiurn.
In parts of the Iranian plateau, Zoroastrianism continued. Vigorous
Zoroastrian polemic in the ninth century, for instance, gave birth
to the bitter legend that troubled medieval and Renaissance Christen-
dom: the legend of the three impostors - Moses, Christ and Muham-
mad (a wry comment, from distant Persia, on the three forces that
most preoccupied Mediterraneân men in our period I). But the whole
tendency ofthe late Sassanian empire had been to identify religion and
society: they were 'twin brothers'. The Persians, therefore, had never
developed that fierce sense of a religious identity that had kept the
Umayyads at arm's length among the Christians of the Mediter-
rânean seaboârd. Khusro I had taught the dekþans, the courtier-
gentlemen of Persia, to look to a strong ruler in Mesopotamia. Under
the Arabs, the dekkans promptly made themselves indispensable. They
set about quietly storming the governing class of the Arab empire. By
the middle of the eighth century, they had emerged as the backbone
of the new Islamic state. It was their empire again: and, now in perfect
Arabic, they poured scorn on the refractory Beduin who had dared to
elevate the ways of the desert over the ordered majesty of the throne
of the Khusros.

Thus, in the century following the foundation of Baghdad,
especially in the reign of Harun al-Rashid (788-8o9) and his succes-
sors, a world that had never lost touch with its Late Antique roots
enjoyed a final effiorescence in its last, Muslim and Arabic-speaking
transformation.

Baghdad was only thirty-fìve miles from the empty halls of Ctesi-
phon. The calif was elevated above the Arab warriors by a Sassanian

court ceremonial. His bureaucrats aimed to recover the fairy-tale
affiuence of the days of Khusro II Aparwez. Their style of culture,
also, relived the courtly ethos first created round Khusro I Anoshir-
wan: en Arab gentleman of the ninth ccntury was still expected to
know 'to which of his vassals Ardashir [the founder of the Sassanian

empire] had given the name of king'.200 20r



Thc fìrst, decisive contact of the Arabs with Grcek philosophy
followed channels fìrst cnt in the sixth centllry. Not direct contact
with Byzantiurn, but the long-enduring Hellenisrn of the Sydac-
speaking clergy of Mesopotamia fed the courtiers of Harun al-
Rashid with translations of Plato, Aristotle and Galcn, just as they
had formerly ministered to the curiosity of Khusro I Anoshirwan.

Mesopotamia regained a central position that it had lost since the
clays of ,\lexander the Great. llaghdad, with its circnlar city wall,
owed nothing to the great cities of the Rornan enrpirc': it w¿s an
âvatar of the round cities of ,\ssyria and central '\sia. The Mediter-
ranean cities declined as the great câravans by-passed them, bringing
tracle by camel along the oceans of sancl that strctched from the
Sahara to the Gobi Desert. In North Africa and Syria, the villagcs
that had sent their oil and grain across the sea to Rome and Constanti-
nople disappeared into the sand. The Mediterrancan coast, from
being the heart of the civilized world, irnpcrceptibly diminished in
significance, as the nnmbed extremity of a grcat Eurasian ernpire .

For the new commercial opportunities were in Persian hrnds.
And, in Persian hands, the eternal lure of Further Asia rersscrted
itself, as in the early Sassanian period. The rnosque ancl the fire temple
could be seen beside the market-places of Lohang and Canton.
Chinese prisoners of war from central Asia brought the art of paper-
making to Baghdad in 75r. Sinbad the Sailor woulcl not have consi-
dered the Mediterraneân worth his trouble: for the wealth ancl in-
terests of the,\bbasid empire poured eastwards, down the Tigris and
Euphrates, to the sea route that linked llasra directly with Canton.

The eastward pull of the vast mass of Pcrsia in the Islamic empire
was the salvation of Europe. It was not the Grcek fìre of the Byzan-
tine navy outside Constantinople in 7r7, nor the Frankish cavalry
of Clrarles Marcel ac Tours in73z, that brought the Arab war-machinc
to a halt. It was the foundation of Baghdad. 'With the establish-
ment of the Abbasid califate, the slow-moving ideals of an organized
and expensive imperial administration replaced the fearful mobility
of the Beduin armies. In the new civilian world, the soldier was
as much out of place as he had been among the otiose aristocrats
of the fourth-century 'West. The bloodsucking relationships of the
Holy War, by which the early Arabs had first irnpinged on thc out-
side world, gave way to a meticulous diplornacy modelled on the
protocol of the Persian ancien rêgime. At the court of the califs, the

world appeared to revolve like clockwork round Baghdad, as in
the dreamlike ceremonial of the king of kings. Just before he was

crowned Roman emperor of the'West in 8oo, Charlemagne receivcd
from Flarun al-Rashid a greât cloak and a pet elephant called Abul
,\baz. Little did the Frankish monarch know it, but in tl-ris gift the
calif hacl merely repeated the tirne-honourcd gesture of Khusro I
Anoshirwan when, at the grcat Spring fcstival, the king of kings hacl

lavished gifts of animals and cast-offclothing on his huml¡le servants.

In the westem imagination, the Islamic empirc stands as the quin-
tessence of an oriental power. Islam owcd this crucial orientation
neither to Muhammad nor to the adaptable conquerors of the

seventh century, but to the massive resurgence of castern, Pcrsian

traditions in the eighth and ninth centurles.
The division between East and West, which had been blurred

throughout the Late ,\ntique period by the confrontation of Byzan-
tium and Persia along the Fertile Crescent, came to rest along the shores

of the Mediterranean itself. Thc Muslim world turned its back on
its poor Christian neighbours across the sea. The cultivated man drew
his language from the desert, and the style of his culture from eastern

Mesopotamia. In the more stable worlcl created by this vast shift of
the balance of culture, western Europe could create an idcntity of its
own. But the stuclent oflate Antiquity, who realizes how rnuch Ettro-
pean culture owes to the fruitful interchange betweeir the populations
of the Fertile Crescent, open ât one end to an empire basecl on thc sea

and, at the other, to the Iranian plateau, can estimate the cost of the

chasrn that 1rx1¡¡¡s¿ across the Mediterranean throughout the Middle
,\ges.
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45, gTi eastern 8z-go passím,

9z-trz passím, r34, r46-7, r48,
i52, r72, 174, r82, r85; western
27,82-90 passím, tr6-t7, rt9
22, 124-6, Í29-3r, r32, r34,
r48, r58, r8z, r85

Chrysostom, John 33, r08

City of Cod (Augustine) rzr
Class divisions 14, 16,26 33, 36

4o passim, óo, ó4; ree dlso Aristo-
cracy, Mobility, social

Claudian rr8
Claudius II, emperor z5
Clibanaríus t6o; to7
Clovis rz5
Codex, introduction of 94
Codex Sínaitícus tt4
Coinage t ol; symbolic designs on

r8r-2, see also Solídus
Comítatus z5
ConJessíons (,\ugustine) 75, rr8
Consolatíon of Philosophy (Boe-

thius) r3z
Constantine, emperor 22, 27, 52,

72, 73, 82, 84, 8ó-9; t 6, z 5, 27, 6 t
Constantinople 12, 18, 19,28, 32,

34, 88, 90, 94, 98, r r r, rr5, r22,
t37 4t passim, r44, t51, 167,
t69, t77, r83, r84, r97,2oo',91,
98, 1oo, 119', Hagia Sophia r5z

Constantius Chlorus zó; r4, r5
Constantius ll 27,89-9o,9t, rt5:,

31,64
ContraJudaeos ttj
Conversion, religious, signifi cance

of J3
Copts, Coptic crltore 2r,94, t43,

zoo; 8, 68, 7o, 95
Costume 2r,28i g
Crimea z4
Ctesiphon 16c' t62, l'63, 164,167,

170
Cuìts ó3, 65,85; see a/so Paganism
Cyprian, St 22, 52, ó8
Cyril,
Cyrus

St r43
Ió3
ofPanopolis r45Cyrus

D¡¡nnscus r7o, rg3, r 96, rg7, 2oo I

129
Daniel the Stylite r4r
Danube, R., provinces rr,22, 25,

26,28, 4r, Jr, 88, 90, rr2, rr8,
122, r24, r32, 137, r54, 156l
13,17-20

Dastgerd ró9
Decius, emperor zz; 53
DeÞÞan t66 7, zor
Demons, belief in 53-ó, ror, r02;

37,38,71
Dexippus 7o
Dialogues (GregoryI) r34, r8r
Dídaskaleía 57,84
Dio Cassius r7-r8,22
Diocletian, e mpetor 22,25, 26, 33,

42, ó8, 8j, 86, t96; tz, 6j
Djabiya r7o
Dogmatius 54

Donatist Church r16
Dualism 53-5
Dura-Europos ttl graffrto to7;

wall painting 43
EDESSÂ 98, r44, i47
Education, classical z9 3c,32,33,

I3I
Egalitarianism, of Christian

Church óó
Egypt zr, ß,4r,44, 5o,70,90,94,

96,98,99-ror, ro4, ro9, rlr,
r43, t69, rg4, 196,2ool I

Elemenß of Theology (Proclu$ 73
Ennodius ofPavia r3r
Ephesus r7, 44; Council of r43
Epictetus ó4
Esquiline Casket 3o
Euphrates, R. 4
Eusebius, bishop of Caesarea 82,

84, 8ó, 88, 9o; 5z
F¿ns zo
Fayum 67, 96
Firuz, shah ró5
Food supply sze Agriculture
France r4; see also Gaul
Franks rz5
Fukien ró4
Gnrse (Tunisia), mosaic z8
Galen tz, 56,64
Galerius 25, zó
Galilee, Lake ol44
Galileo r77
Gallienus z5
Gallus 3z
Ganl 14, 20, 21, 24, 34, 4c' 41, 43,

44,94, rr2, rrJ, 1r8, rz3, r25,
126,r2g, r3o, r3r, t58,175,r82

Gzza t7o
Gellone Sacramentary t t 5
Gerasa r7o
Germany r rz
Ghassanids r7o
Gnosticism 50, J2, 53, 57; 64,70,

73,74,78
Cospels of Charlemagne 24
Gratian, emPeror r2r
Great Persecution (3o3 rz) 8ó

Greece, Greek culture r4, r7-r8,
30, 32, 43,64,9o,94, 176, r77,
r8o, r8ó

Gregory I, pope r3z, r34, r58,
r8r, r85; rr7

Gregory of Nazianze 4r
Gregory of Nyssa 4r
Gregory of Tours, bishop r3I,

175
Gurgan 16o
Ha.onra.n, emperor r7
Harran 7z
Harun al-Rashid 9, 2r, 2or, 2o3

Hellenism 7off., gr-4, zoz
Hephthalite empire róo, ró5
Heraclius, enperor r57. t69, 17z,

r84
Herculaneum 44
Hermetic belief ó4
Herodotus r8o
Heruls 7o
Hira r7o
Hístory oJ the FrarÞs (Gregory) t 3 t
Holwan ró3
'Holy man', emergence of 9ó-to3

passím
Holy Roman Empire, concePt ol

r34-5
Honorius rzo
Hosius, bishop of Cordova 8ó
Huns rrz, r29, 165
Hypatia of Alexandria 78, ro4
IA.MDLTCHUS oF APAMEA 73, 78
Icons r43, r7z, t8r, t8z1 jz, 69, 94,

99
Iliad 5 t
India ró7
Indus, R. ró3
Iraq r 7o
Isidore of Miletus r53; of Seville

176;113
Islam zo, rJ9, r8ó-7, r89ff.
Istakhr ró3
Italy 14, zS, 43, rr5 t6, rzz, tz5,

126, rz8, r3r, rJ8, r7j
Jenoru, Sr 22,33, rro, t17,175
Jerusalem r58, ró9, r7o, 174,189,

r93, r94, r97,2oo
Jews, Judaism 16, 66, ro4, 16+,

16S, t74, r8o, r86, r89

John the Almsgiver r85, r8ó, r87

John ofCappadocia r53

John Damascene, St r97

John ofLydia r38-9
Julian the Apostate 32,33, 52,73,

8o, 91 3, 15; 49,65
Julianos ofCeutâ r59

Justin, emperor r5r
Jtrstinian I, empetor 132, r34, 135,

r38, r+7, r5r-7 passím, t6z, t65,
166, r72, r77, r82, r84, r8J,
2OO| 102, 104, 121

Justinian II, emperor r8z

Justiniana Prima r55
K¡.sur zo
Kerala ró4
Khirbat al-Maf ar ; jo
Khotan I o9

Khusro I Ànoshirwan r54, 156,

tS9, 160, 162, 166, 167, 168,
zoo, zoti to6

Khusro II Aparwez ó6, 168-9,
172;110

Khuzistan ró4
Kufa r9ó, zoo
L
Lo
L
L yadn r3o,

LastJudgnent rc7-8; 76, 77
Leo I, pope 126, r+4, r+5
Lepcis Magna 3
Lérins r 3o
Letters, significance of, 4th and

5th centuries 3o
Libanius z8 9
Líbertas, concept of r34
Literature, Latin rró r8
Lombards 89
Lycaonia ó5
M¡c¡nrus ror
Mani t64; t o8
Manichaeism 78, t62, 164
Marcellinus, Ammianus r r J, r2o
Marcian, emperor r44
Marcion ó5
Marcus,\urelius 5o, 5r, 9r
Marinus r4o, 14+
Martin, St rog, rto, rz4; 86
Mary, cult of r43¡' 57, 96
Maurice, emperor r57, 169
Mazdak 165-ó
Mecca r89fl
Medina r89, r9r
Mediterranean area 7,8,9, rr, 12,

19, 20, zr,22,24, trz, r15, t22,
r2S, Í58, 164, 165, r72, r74,
r82, r98, zozt 2o3; 4

Menas, St 7z
'Mepalopsychia Hunt' 33
Mesopotamia g, 20, 98, ro4, 162,

164-5, 166, t67, t69, r8ó, r9ó,
t9'7,2OO,2Or,2O2,2O3

Milan 98, roó, tr8, rzo; Sant'
Ambrogio, mosaic 74

Military organization of Roman
empire 24ff., 85-ó

Mithraism 5ó
Mobility, sotial 2óff., 3ó, 38
Monasticism 9ó, roo r, r07, ro8,

rro, rrr, r3o
Monophysite doctrine r45
Mozarab, meaning of r9ó
M'Shatta r9z
Muhammad r89f
Music r44, r8r
Nnc-Hauu,r.or 5o
Naqsh-i-Rustam ró3
Negev 44
Neoplatonism 73,77,90
Nestorianism t6z, 164, 166, 167,

169, r72, 186
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ß.o le/vNìcaea, Church of the Assump- Qusair'Amra r97 97r 124,125
T¡senKA mosaics 29, j4, j5
Tabennisi 99
Tatiân 60
Taxation 25, 36, ß, 44, r32, r3g,

r57, 164, 196
Temples, pâgân ro3-4
Thagaste 33
Thebaid 44, 99
Theodora, wife ofJustinian r5t,

t52i 103
Theodore, archbishop of Canter-

bnry r58
Theodoric r23, 126, r28, r3r, r32
Theodosian Code r38
Theodosius I r04, roó, t20, r84;

25, tooiIl r37-81'91
Theophilus rc6, t43; 7 j
Thessalonica ro+, 106, t8z t tz
Thucydides r39, r80
Tirngad r r
Toulouse rz5
Tours r8z, zoz
Trade 43, 62, r4+, 156, r7o, r89,

196-7, zo2', 5
Transpott tz-t3, t561, 5, 6
Tribonian r 53
^îrier tzo, tz6
True Doctrine (Celsu$ 5o
Tur 'Abdin Mts. 98
Turfarr oasis 162i to8
Urvran r9z
Umayyad dynasty r94, 2oo;

mosque r 29
'Umma t9t-z
lJrban society 34, +o, 43, s7, 60,

84-5, 92, ro4, rro, rtr, r57,
t64, 185, r89; 28

VÀHRAM Gun ró5
Valens, emperor r rz
Valentinian I, emperor r2o;84i

II, emperor r2oi 1o1

Valentinus 57
Valerian, ernperor 20, z4l 1 I
Vandals rz3, r25, r52t 8Z

Verona, San Zeno j8
Vibia, tomb of 4r
Victorinus, Marius 77
Víenna Cenesís t z6
Visigoths rrr, r22, r24, r25, r28,

t29) 1 22
'Wanrane,scienceof r55, Ióo, r9z;

107
YARMUK, battle of (ó36) r94
Yazden ofKerkuk ró9
Yazdkart I ró5
Yugoslavia z5
Zacnos Mts ró3
Zenobia z4
Zoroastrianism 54, t63 7 passim.

2oI t 43

tron rlt
'Nichomachi' diptych 3o
Nicomedia 29, ó8
Nika Riot (532) r5r, r5z, r53
Nile, R. 4
Nisibis 98, r67, r8ó, r89
Oooacnn r3r
Oecumenical Council, Sixth

(68o/r) zoo
Olympiodorus r39
On Beauty (Plotinu$ 78
On The Trinity (Augustine) r r 8

Origen of Alexandria 5o, 82, 84,

96
Ostit 34, 4o,44
Ostrogoths r23, rz', r53,'r5ó
Oxus, R ró3
Oxyrhynchus z4
P¡.cr¡onrus, Sr 99, ror, ro9; 7o
Paganism 49-57 p assim, 63,72,78,

80, 88, 91 2, 96, to3-4, ro8,
tzt, r2z, rz6i 45,6J,82,85

Palestine r3, +4, r56
Papacy rzz
Pastoral Care (Gregory I) t34
Patronus, developmcnt of 37i zz
Paul, St ó5
Paulinus of Nola rro, rr9
Pelagianism r16, r26
Persia zo, 22, 25, r32, r54, rS7,

rS9, t6o-7t possim, 196, rg8,
2OO, 2Or, 2O2' 1 09, 1 30

Philip, emperor 87
Philoponos, John r77
Phocas ró9
Phrygia 83

Plague r55
The Planets 6o

Plato, Platonism 64, 72, 73, 74,
r34, r39, r77, r97

Plotinus 7, 33, 5r, 53,70,72-3,74,
75, 78, 96,98, r r8, r34

Polemo of Smyrna r7
Pompeii 44
Porec (Parenzo), mosaic ao
Porphyry ofTyre 73
Postumus 24
Priscillianism r ró
Priscus r39
Probus, Petronius 34
Proclus 7o, 73
Procopius r32, t 39, t45, r72,173,

r8o
Provence rz5
Provincialism, growth of 3ó-7, 40,

6o
Pseudo-Dionysius 74
Qnorsrva, battle of (ó37) r94
Qalat Sem'an r44
Qu'tan t8g; t z8
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Raveì{ò¡A. tog, 126, Í3r,132;
Mausoleum of GallaPlacidn 66:
Sant'Apollinare in Classe,
mosaic r z3; Sant'Apollinare
Nuovo, mosaic Z8; S Vitale
r34, r35, r82i 3o, 29, 1 02, to3

Recceswinth, crown of I zz
Relics ¡ l ó
Reparatío Saenlí 34
Rhetoric, classical r3o
Rhineland rr, 20,22,23, 34, +r,

130i 9
Rhône valley rz3
Romanía, concept of 4r
Romanos the Melodist r44
Rome 24, 37, 66, 67, rc6, t r r, ri2,

116, tzr, r22, 126, t3r, Í32,
rJj, r53, rJ8, r8z, r85, t97; z,
26, 27, 4r, 42, 8j, 881, Crta-
combs 44, 46-8, 76; P.ome,
Sack of (4ro) 20, r24, r37

Rossano Gospel jz
Rouen roo
SRrorrc,l, Arch of Galerius ó3;

St Demetrius' Church lrz
Samarkand róz
Sassanian dynasty zo, r39, róo,

ró3, ró8, r94, r98,2oI
Saxons rz9
Sayings of the Fathers too
Schenudì ofAtripe ro4
Secret History (Procopius) r3z, r39
Serapeum ro4; 73
Severus, Septimiu5 r7; 3
Severus, Sulpicius ro9, rro, rr8,

r24
Shapur I 20,22, 163, t64; 11

Shiren, wife of Khusro II ró9
Sicily 34, nS, r32; 8z
Simeon Stylites, St 98, tq; 69, 97
Sinai r7o
Sirmium rzo
Slavs r54
Smyrna r4, r7
Socrates rr, 80
Soghdia róz
Solídus 27, z8; t6, tzt
Sophists r7,57
Spain 14, 24, 4c, rr5, 116, t23,

125, 156, rj8, rJ9, 164, r74,
17S, r82, 196

Stilicho 87
Stridon 3 3

Superstition 5er
Symmachus 116, r2r, t26i 21

Synesius of Cyrene, bishop of
Ptolemais 78, r39

Syria zr, 44,70,82,98, ror, ro4,
rog, r44, rS4, 156, r7o, r89,
r92, r94J 196, r97,2oo, zo2i Z,

I
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